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Defendants/Appellees Longfellow Holdings, LLC, Joan M. Dallof, Trustee of the 
Joan M. Dallof Revocable Trust, Henry S. Hemingway, Trustee of the Henry S. 
Hemingway Revocable Trust, and the Spinnaker Point Condominium Owners 
Association, submit the following opening brief in connection with the appeal of B 
Investment, LC, and Michelle Whitt Ortega, Trustee of the Michelle Whitt Ortega Family 
Trust, and their own cross-appeal, in the above-entitled matter. 
LIST OF PARTIES 
1. B Investment, LC, a Utah limited liability company. 
2. Michelle Whitt Ortega, as Trustee of the Michelle Whitt Ortega Family 
Trust. 
3. Cathy O. Anderson, as Trustee of the Cathy O. Anderson Living Trust. 
4. Longfellow Holdings, LLC. 
5. Joan M. Dallof Revocable Trust (Joan M. Dallof, Trustee). 
6. Henry S. Hemingway Revocable Trust (Henry S. Hemingway, Trustee). 
7. Spinnaker Point Condominium Owners Association. 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Appellees/Cross Appellants agree with Appellants' statement of jurisdiction 
herein. 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the trial court erred in ruling that, as a matter of law, ownership of 
that portion of the property illustrated on the Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium 
Amended Plat (recorded as Entry No. 58034, Book A9, page 201, Rich County 
1 
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Recorder's Office; hereafter "Amended Plat") designated "Limited Common Ownership 
Area", and illustrated on the Amended Plat by a cross-hatch pattern, is held in fee simple 
by, and title thereto quieted in, the owners of Units 1, 2, and 3 on Lot 2, Spinnaker Point 
Subdivision/Condominium Project, and the owners of Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5, Spinnaker Point 
Subdivision/Condominium Project (all as defined on the Amended Plat and as further 
described in the Amended Declaration for Spinnaker Point, a Utah Subdivision/ 
Condominium Project, recorded as Entry No. 58035, Book A9, page 202, Rich County 
Recorder's Office; hereafter "Amended Declaration"), as tenants in common, in the 
following percentages: 
Lotl 
Lot 2, Unit 1 
Lot 2, Unit 2 
Lot 2, Unit 3 
Lot 3 
Lot 4 
Lot 5 
14.286% 
14.286% 1 
14.286% | 
14.286% 
14.286% 
14.286% 
14.286% 
2. Whether the trial court erred in finding that, as a matter of law, no party to 
this action holds any right, title or interest in and to the limited common area described
 i 
above, other than as specified therein. 
i 
2 
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ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW ON CROSS APPEAL 
3. Whether the trial court properly denied Cross-Appellants' Motion for 
Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees incurred in this action, notwithstanding the language 
of Article XXV of the Amended Declaration for Spinnaker Point, a Utah Subdivision/ 
Condominium Project (recorded September 17,2001, as Filing No. 58035, Book A9, 
page 202, Office of the County Recorder for Rich County, State of Utah), which provides 
for recovery, by the management committee of the Condominium Owner's Association, 
of "costs and reasonable attorneys' fees" incurred in addressing any failure to comply 
with the provisions of the Amended Declaration (preserved at R 308-498; 673-725; 801-
810; 848-933). 
All issues presented on both the appeal and the cross appeal were decided by the 
court on summary judgment. The district court's grant of summary judgment is reviewed 
for correctness - Harvey v. Cedar Hills City, 2010 UT 12. 
DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS OF LAW 
Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-3(4) 
Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-3(27) 
Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-6 
Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-7 
Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-7(2) 
Kenny v. Rich, 2008 UT App. 209, 186 P.3d 989 
Ron Case Roofing and Asphalt Paving v. Sturznegger, 2007 UT App. 100, 158 P.3d 556 
View Condominum Owners Association v. MSICO, LLC, 2005 UT 91, 127 P.3d 697 
1 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants B Investment LC and the Michelle Whitt Ortega Family 
Trust filed this action in two parts. Claims against Defendants/Appellees/Cross-
Appellants Longfellow Holdings, LLC, the Joan M. Dallof Revocable Trust, the Henry S. 
Hemingway Revocable Trust and Spinnaker Point Condominium Owners Association 
sought to quiet title, in Plaintiffs/Appellants, to a portion of the Spinnaker Point 
Subdivision/Condominium Project, designated "Limited Common Area" in Plaintiffs, 
free and clear of any right, title or interest by Defendant/Appellees.1 
Defendants/Appellees counterclaimed, seeking (1) a declaration that the Limited 
Common Area was held in undivided percentage interest by all lot and unit owners at the 
Spinnaker Point Project, and (2) enjoining Plaintiffs/Appellants from asserting control 
over the Limited Common Area in ways contrary to those permitted by the Amended 
Declaration of Condominium in effect on the Proj ect. , 
B. Course of Proceedings and Disposition at the Trial Court 
Claims existing between the parties to this appeal were bifurcated for separate trial 
by order of the trial court dated December 9, 2008 (R. 288-291). On January 9, 2009, 
Defendants/Appellees/Cross-Appellants filed a motion for summary judgment on all 
^ 
1
 The remainder of Plaintiffs/Appellants' Complaint was directed at Co-Defendant 
Cathy O. Anderson as Trustee of the Cathy O. Anderson Living Trust, and dealt with 
claims arising out of a real estate contract. These issues were bifurcated for separate trial; 
by its order of December 23, 2009 (R. 956-961), the trial court certified its ruling on that 
portion of the case relating to Defendant/Appellee/Cross-Appellants as final and ' 
separately appealable. 
4 
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issues between the parties hereto (R. 304-307). Plaintiffs/Appellants cross-moved for 
partial summary judgment onFebruary 17, 2009 (R. 501-504). After hearing on the 
motions, the court entered its Order on motions for summary judgment dated 
December 23, 2009 (R. 956-961) granting Defendants/Appellees/Cross-Appellants5 
Motion for Summary Judgment concerning ownership of the Limited Common Area in 
dispute, and denying Plaintiffs/Appellants' motion for summary judgment on the same 
issue. As part of the same Order, and in response to Appellees/Cross-Appellants' motion, 
the court enjoined Plaintiffs/Appellants from "fencing, modifying, restricting access to, 
or otherwise impeding or interfering with Defendants' unrestricted use and enjoyment of 
the Limited Common Area as provided by the Amended Declaration, in that the Limited 
Common ownership area is held in tenancy-in-common with all lot owners, and is 
therefore subject to regulation and control as provided in the Amended Declaration and 
the Condominium Ownership Act" (R. 958); further declaring that "all uses and 
modifications of the Limited Common Area are to be determined by the Management 
Committee of the unit owners of the Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium Project, 
as provided at Article XII of the Amended Declaration, as are all common areas 
illustrated on the Amended Plat" (Id.). In addition, the trial court awarded costs to 
Defendants/Appellees/Cross-Appellants (Id.). 
Defendants/Appellees/Cross-Appellants thereafter moved for an award of costs 
and attorneys' fees incurred in the litigation (R. 807-810). By Order dated January 26, 
2010 (R. 968-971), the court denied Defendants/Appellees/Cross-Appellants' motion for 
award of costs and attorneys' fees. 
5 
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Plaintiffs/Appellants filed their notice of appeal on January 19, 2010 (R. 962-964); 
Defendants/Appellees/Cross-Appellants filed a notice of cross-appeal on February 2, 
2010 (R. 977-979). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. The Spinnaker Point Project was initially created by a Condominium 
Declaration recorded August 27, 1984, filed by Blind Duck Associates. R. 308-498 at 
Exhibit 1. As originally conceived, Spinnaker Point Project consisted of a six-unit 
condominium project Id. 
2. Thereafter and by mesne conveyances, title to all of the property within the 
Spinnaker Point Project passed to Donald Jay Anderson and Cathy O. Anderson, husband 
and wife. R. 308-498 at Exhibit 2. 
i 
3. On September 17, 2001, Don Jay Anderson and Cathy O. Anderson 
recorded two documents with the Rich County Recorders Office: 
a. The Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium Amended Plat { 
(recorded as Entry No. 58034, Book A9, page 201, Rich County Recorders Office; 
hereafter "Amended Plat"); and 
b. The Amended Declaration for Spinnaker Point, a Utah Subdivision/ 
Condominium Project (recorded as Entry No. 58035, Book A9, page 202, Rich 
Country Recorders Office; hereafter "Amended Declaration"). 
R. 308-498 at Exhibits 3 and 4. A copy of the Amended Plat is included in the 
Addendum hereto as Exhibit 1; a copy of the Amended Declaration is included in the , 
Addendum hereto as Exhibit 2. 
6 
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4. Prior to recording of the Amended Plat and Amended Declaration, only 
three condominium units had been constructed in the Spinnaker Point Project. R. 308-
498 at Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 4, page 1. 
5. Andersons' purpose in recording the Amended Plat and Amended 
Declaration was to convert the Spinnaker Point Project from a six-unit condominium 
project to a subdivision/condominium project consisting of five separate lots, one of 
which contained three existing condominium units. See Addendum at Exhibits 1 and 2; 
R. 308-498 at Exhibits 3 and 4. 
6. Lots 1,3,4 and 5 of the Spinnaker Point Project were to remain as single-
residence building lots. Lot 2 was to contain the three existing condominium units. Id. 
7. Access to all portions of the Spinnaker Point Condominium Project was via 
a common private access entry drive and public utility easement (illustrated on Exhibit 1 
by a diagonally-striped area). R. 308-498 at Exhibit 3. 
8. The entry drive led to an extended beach front area and access road, 
designated "Limited Common Area", and illustrated on the Amended Plat with a cross-
hatched area. See Addendum at Exhibit 1; R. 308-498 at Exhibit 3. 
9. Note 4 on the Amended Plat stated the following: 
Limited common ownership on this Plat denotes access to and use of 
common area at beach. Ownership of this limited common area remains 
with Lot 2. 
See Addendum at Exhibit 1; R. 308-498 at Exhibit 3. 
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10. The Amended Declaration also designated the cross-hatched area on the 
Amended Plat as "Limited Common Area". With respect thereto, the Amended 
Declaration stated the following: 
The words "Limited Common Area" shall mean and refer to those portions 
of the common areas and facilities reserved for the exclusive use of the 
condominium units and lot owners, as specified herein and as designated on 
the Amended Plat Map... the Limited Common Area designated on the 
. Plat May[sic] by a "cross-hatched" pattern, shall be reserved for use by all 
owners of lots and units for access to and from the lake and beach, and 
lakefront recreation, but not for parking. 
See Addendum at Exhibit 2, pages 4-5; R. 308-498 at Exhibit 4, pages 4-5.2 
11. The term "Common Areas and Facilities" was defined as including "those 
areas specifically set forth and designated in the Map as Common Area or Limited 
Common Area" -Addendum at Exhibit 2 at p. 4; R. 308-498 at Exhibit 4, page 4. 
12. By filing the Amended Declaration, the Andersons (as the named 
"Declarant") subjected the Project to the terms and conditions of the Utah Condominium 
Ownership Act. See Addendum at Exhibit 2, pages 1 and 5; R. 308-498 at Exhibit 4, { 
pages 1 and 5. 
13. Ownership of all Common Areas within the Spinnaker Point Project 
(including the "Limited Common Areas"), was set out in Exhibit C to the Amended 
Declaration. See Addendum at Exhibit 2, Exhibit C; R. 308-498 at Exhibit C to Exhibit 
i 
4. 
2
 The term "Condominium Units" included not only the three existing condominium units 
on Lot 2, but each of Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5 - see Exhibit 2 at pages 2-3. 
The term "Owner" included individuals owning Lots 1,3,4 and 5 for single family 
dwellings. Id 
8 
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14. Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration designated the "percentage of 
ownership of Limited Common Ownership Areas as indicated on the Plat Map by the 
cross-hatched pattern" as 14.286% for each of Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5, and each of Units 1,2 
and 3 on Lot 2. Id. 
15. In her deposition, Defendant Cathy O. Anderson, the only surviving 
Declarant under the Amended Declaration, testified that the purpose of Exhibit C to the 
Amended Declaration was to grant ownership of the Limited Common Area to all lot and 
unit owners: 
Q. My question simply is this: at the time you put this project together and 
amended the Plat, was it your understanding that the percentage of 
Common Areas for Lot 2 would be owned by equal thirds by the 
Condominium Unit Owners? 
A. With those and this. 
Q. When you say 'with those and this', what do you mean? 
A. Those lots and that cabin and those three condos. They would own that. 
Q. When you say 'that' -
A. 50 feet. 
Q. So you're talking about the Limited Common Area. 
A. Yeah. 
Deposition of Cathy O. Anderson ("Anderson Deposition"), R. 308-498 at Exhibit 5, 
page 35. A copy of Ms. Anderson's Deposition is included in the Addendum hereto as 
Exhibit 3 hereto. 
16. Under the Amended Declaration, the "Common Areas and Facilities" were 
to be used only for the purposes for which they were intended by the Amended 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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Declaration, and in a manner consistent with their community nature. See Addendum at 
Exhibit 2, pages 8 and 10; R. 308-498 at Exhibit 4, pages 8 and 10.3 
17. The Amended Declaration provided the following at Article 10: 
Each Unit Owner shall be entitled to the exclusive use and occupancy of 
the Limited Common Areas assigned to his Unit as shown on the Map, 
subject, however, to the same restrictions on use which apply generally to 
the Common Areas and Facilities and to Rules and Regulations to be 
promulgated by the Management Committee as authorized in the By-Laws. 
See Addendum at Exhibit 2, page 10; R. 308-498 at page 10. 
18. Management and control of the Spinnaker Point Project generally 
(including compliance with Use Requirements for Common Areas, and the Limited 
Common Areas) was entrusted by the Amended Declaration to the Spinnaker Point 
Condominium Owners Association Management Committee. See Addendum at 
Exhibit 2, page 11; R. 308-498 at page 11. Maintenance of the Limited Common Area, 
and all Common Areas and Facilities, was entrusted to the Management Committee - see 
Addendum at Exhibit 2, page 26, R. 308-498 at Exhibit 4 page 26. < 
19. Under the Amended Declaration, the Management Committee was 
expressly empowered to seek injunctive relief against any unit or lot owner failing to 
< 
comply with the terms thereof- see Addendum at Exhibit 2, page 27; R. 308-498 at 
Exhibit 4 page 27. 
20. Article XXV of the Amended Declaration provides as follows: 
3
 The term "Common Areas and Facilities" included the "Limited Common Area" - see 
Exhibit 2, page 4. 
10 
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Each Unit Owner, tenant, subtenant or other occupant of a Unit shall 
comply with the provisions of the Act, this Declaration, the Bylaws 
and the Rules and Regulations of the Management Committee, all 
agreements and determinations lawfully made and/or entered in to 
by the Management Committee or the Unit Owners, when acting in 
accordance with their authority, and any failure to comply with any 
of the provisions thereof shall be grounds for an action by the 
Management Committee or other aggrieved party for injunctive 
relief or to recover any loss or, damage resulting therefrom, 
including costs and reasonable attorneys' fees.1 
Addendum at Exhibit 2, page 27; R. 308-498 at Exhibit 4 page 27. 
21. By conveyance dated October 9, 2001, the Andersons thereafter conveyed 
Lots 3, 4 and 5 within the Spinnaker Point Project to Defendant Longfellow Holdings, 
LLC. R. 308-498 at Exhibit 6. 
22. By conveyances dated September 15, 2004, Defendant Longfellow 
Holdings, LLC thereafter conveyed its interest in Lot 4 to David and Joan Dallof, and 
David and Joan Dallof thereafter conveyed their interest in Lot 4 to Defendant Joan M. 
Dallof Revocable Trust. R. 308-498 at Exhibits 7 and 8. 
23. By conveyance dated December 13, 2004, Defendant Longfellow Holdings, 
LLC thereafter conveyed its right, title and interest in and to Lot 5 of the Spinnaker Point 
Project to the Henry S. Hemingway Living Trust. R. 308-498 at Exhibit 9. 
24. Don Jay Anderson passed away on December 6, 2001; all remaining 
property interests thereafter passed to the Cathy O. Anderson Living Trust ("Anderson 
A copy of page 27 of the Amended Declaration as attached hereto for reference as 
Exhibit 1; the Amended Declaration in its entirety is attached to the moving Defendants' 
Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment as Exhibit 4. 
11 
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Trust55). Anderson Deposition (Exhibit 3 hereto) at pp. 12, 40; Warranty Deed dated 
October 30, 2002, R. 308-498 at Exhibit 10. 
25. On or about February 19,2004, Defendant Cathy O. Anderson (as Trustee 
of the Anderson Trust) conveyed to Plaintiff B Investment, LLC, the Anderson Trust's 
right, title and interest in existing Condominium Unit No. 3 on Lot 2 of the Spinnaker 
Point Project (also designated as Unit 4 under the original Declaration - see R. 308-498 at 
Exhibit 1), together with undivided ownership and interest in the Project's Common 
Areas and Facilities; subject, however, to the provisions of the Utah Condominium 
Ownership Act, the provisions of the Declaration, and all applicable rules and 
regulations. R. 308-498 at Exhibit 11. 
26. The February 19, 2004, Deed from the Anderson Trust to B Investment 
conveyed no interest in any portion of Lot 2, other than as set out above. Id, 
27. By Deed dated December 15, 2004, Paul W. Wendt and Susan L. Wendt, as 
Grantors, conveyed to Plaintiff B Investment their right, title and interest in and to 
existing Condominium Unit No. 2 on Lot 2 (also designated as Unit 5 under the original 
Declaration - see R. 308-498 at Exhibit 1), together with "the undivided ownership and 
interest in the Project Common Areas and Facilities" appurtenant thereto; subject, 
however, to the provisions of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, the Declaration, 
and rules and regulations incident thereto. R. 308-498 at Exhibit 12.4 
4
 Paul W. and Susan L. Wendt had taken title to existing condominium Unit No. 2 by 
Deed from the Anderson Trust dated January 20, 2004, which Deed had been of the same 
interest later conveyed to B Investment. R. 308-498 at Exhibit 13. 
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28. Neither the December 15, 2004, Deed to B Investment, nor the 
February 19, 2004 Deed from the Anderson Trust to B Investment nor the January 20, 
2004, from the Anderson Trust to B Investment's predecessor in interest conveyed any 
interest in any portion of Lot 2, other than as set out above. R. 308-498 at Exhibits 12 
and 13. 
29. By Deed dated December 31, 2003, the Anderson Trust conveyed to 
Plaintiff Michelle Whitt Ortega Trust all of its right, title and interest in and to existing 
Condominium Unit No. 1 on Lot 2 (also designated as Unit 6 under the original 
Declaration - see R. 308-498 at Exhibit 1), together with "the undivided ownership and 
interest in the Project Common Areas and Facilities" appurtenant thereto; subject, 
however, to the provisions of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, the Declaration, 
and rules and regulations incident thereto. R. 308-498 at Exhibit 14. 
30. The conveyance from the Anderson Trust to the Ortega Trust conveyed no 
right, title or interest in and to aiiy portion of Lot 2, other than as set out above. Id. 
31. Prior to conveyance of the Anderson Trust interest in existing 
Condominium Units 2 and 3 to B Investment, B Investment's representative, Jean 
Babilis, did not review the Amended Declaration. Deposition of Gene Babilis, R. 308-
498 at Exhibit 15, pp. 16-17, 23. 
32. B Investment received no conveyance of any interest in any portion of the 
Spinnaker Point Project other than the Deeds appearing at R. 308-498, Exhibit 11 and 12. 
Babilis Deposition at p. 26. 
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33. Prior to the Ortega Trust's acquisition of its interest in and to the existing 
Condominium Unit No. 1 on Lot 2 in the Spinnaker Point Project, its representative, 
Manuel Ortega, did not recall reviewing provisions of the Amended Declaration 
concerning percentage ownership interest in and to the Limited Common Area. 
Deposition of Manuel Ortega, R. 308-498 at Exhibit 16, page 17. 
34. Other than the conveyance of existing Condominium Unit No. 1 on Lot 2 of 
the Spinnaker Point Project (R. 308-498 at Exhibit 14 hereto), Mr. Ortega could recall no 
transfer to the Ortega Trust of any interest in and to any property within the Spinnaker 
Point Project. Ortega Deposition at pages 18-19. 
3 5. Plaintiffs/Appellants (most notably Mr. Babilis on behalf of B. Investment) 
have openly and expressly asserted ownership of and unfettered control rights over the 
Limited Common Area, and have both engaged in, and threatened, landscaping and 
modification of "Lot 2" without permission or review by the Management Committee. In 
support of their Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendants/Appellees presented 
discovery responses itemizing conduct by Mr. Babilis in this regard (R. 91-498). While 
Mr. Babilis filed an affidavit contesting certain of these claims (R. 634-643), he therein 
expressly admitted that he attended condominium association meetings at which he 
notified Defendants/Appellees that Plaintiffs/Appellants had exclusive ownership rights 
over the Limited Common Area, and intended to exercise the same; further, that he has 
planted trees and made "landscaping improvements" to the Limited Common Area 
without review or approval of the Management Committee; further, that he 
communicated to Defendants/Appellees his intent to perform further landscaping on 
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Lot 2, asserting such to be his right as the owner thereof. Affidavit of Jean R. Babilis, 
R. 634-643. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
On cross-motions for summary judgment, the trial court properly found that, 
pursuant to the express provisions of the Amended Declaration (and more particularly 
Exhibit C thereto), ownership of the "Limited Common Area" illustrated on the 
Amended Plat Map by a cross-hatch pattern was shared among the owners of Lots 1, 3, 4, 
5, as well as the owners of the three condominium units on Lot 2, in percentages of 
14.286% each. The conclusion was mandated not only by a joint reading of the 
Amended Plat and the Amended Declaration (which were recorded at virtually the same 
time), but upon the unrefoted deposition testimony of Cathy O. Anderson, the sole 
surviving Declarant of the Spinnaker Point Project. 
Plaintiff/Appellants' claims that they are the sole owners of the Limited Common 
Area on Lot 2 are undermined by the express provisions of the Utah Condominium 
Ownership Act, the fact that Don J. and Cathy O. Anderson, the original Declarants, 
conveyed all common areas (including the Limited Common Area) to common 
ownership under the Condominium Ownership Act by recording the Amended 
Declaration, and the fact that Plaintiffs/Appellants received no conveyance of that interest 
back when they took title in 2004. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants may not overcome the foregoing by claiming that they are 
the only "unit owners" having rights under the Amended Declaration. Contrary to the 
position taken by Plaintiffs/Appellants, the Amended Declaration complied with 
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governing law by designating both condominium units and lots as "units" thereunder, and 
by allocating ownership rights and privileges accordingly. This the Amended 
Declaration clearly and unambiguously did - all portions of the common area were 
expressly subjected to the provisions of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, lots were 
expressly included within the definition of the term "unit" under the Declaration, the 
Declaration expressly conferred upon all unit owners equivalent rights in Limited 
Common Areas, and established practice in the governance and management of 
Spinnaker Point has long established that both condominium units owners and lot owners 
are on equal footing. 
The attempt by Plaintiffs/Appellants to rely upon notations appearing on the 
Amended Plat Map to defeat the express terms of the Amended Declaration are 
unavailing. Note No. 4, which states that (as of the time when the Amended Plat was 
prepared in June 2001) "ownership of [the] Limited Common Area remains with Lot 2" 
disregards the fact that Lot 2 did not pass to Plaintiffs/Appellants by any deed or other 
conveyance, but remained with the Declarants and passed thereafter by recording of the 
Amended Declaration to common ownership as specified therein. Note 5, which 
observes only that "Lot 2 has recorded covenants pertaining to the condominium 
association on Lot 2 only" inevitably can refer only to the original Declaration recorded 
in 1984, as the Amended Declaration was not yet of record when the Amended Plat was 
created in June of 2001. 
The position taken by Plaintiffs/Appellants that they are the owners of all of Lot 2 
is further undermined by the express language of their own deeds of conveyance, which 
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nowhere give them title to anything outside the confines of the condominium units 
conveyed thereby. The remaining interests in and to Lot 2 are established by Exhibit C to 
the Amended Declaration. 
The trial court erred, however, in denying Defendants/Appellees' application for 
costs and attorneys' fees under Article XXV of the Amended Declaration. That provision 
permits the recovery of costs and attorneys5 fees occasioned by "any failure to comply 
with any of the provisions [of the Amended Declaration]". Plaintiffs/Appellants openly 
declared themselves the sole owners of Lot 2, with no obligation to comply with 
oversight or approval provisions afforded to the Spinnaker Point Condominium 
Association Management Committee under the Amended Declaration, and proceeded to 
carry out certain improvements in defiance thereof. Plaintiffs/Appellants themselves then 
filed suit before the First Judicial District Court, compelling Defendants/Appellees to 
defend against their claims, and seek declaratory and injunctive relief of their own -
precisely as contemplated by Article XXV. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT II: THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY CONCLUDED THAT ALL 
"UNIT OWNERS" UNDER THE AMENDED DECLARATION 
HOLD AN UNDIVIDED 14.286% INTEREST IN AND TO THE 
LIMITED COMMON AREA. 
Plaintiffs' position in this action can be simply stated: notwithstanding the 
language of the Amended Declaration, notwithstanding the requirements of Utah 
condominium law, notwithstanding the testimony of the Amended Declaration's only 
surviving drafter, and notwithstanding their own lack of record ownership of anything 
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save three condominium units defined in the Amended Plat and the Amended 
Declaration, Plaintiffs claim between them to own all of Lot 2, and therefore to own the 
Limited Common Area and all rights of control, development and use thereof, save for 
some unspecified right of the Defendants/Appellees to cross it to get to Bear Lake. In so 
claiming, Plaintiffs apparently wish to look to notations on the Amended Plat, and ignore 
the pervasive and express provision of the Amended Declaration, the expressed intent of 
the Declarants, and Utah's Condominium Ownership Act, and claim that, because they 
purchased Condominium units located on Lot 2 within the Spinnaker Point Project, they 
are likewise sole owners of the Limited Common Area. The trial court properly rejected 
Plaintiffs' position as a matter of law, based either on a reading of the documents in 
question or on the express interpretation thereof by one of its drafters. 
A. Viewed Together, the Clear Intent of the Amended Plat and Declaration 
Was to Grant to Each Unit or Condominium Owner an Undivided 
Interest in and to the Limited Common Area. 
It is established Utah law that, where interrelated documents are executed 
contemporaneously (or substantially so), they must be read as interrelated, and 
harmonized: 
Where documents are executed 'substantially contemporaneously and are 
clearly interrelated, they must be construed as a whole and harmonized, if 
possible.' 
Sparrow v. Tayco Construction, 846 P.2d 1323, 1326 (Ut. Ct. App. 1993)(citing^to 
Corporation v. Clovis National Bank, 737 P.2d. 225, 229 (Utah 1987)). 
As observed in its bench ruling (R. 982, pages 36-37) the Court's first role in the 
construction of any writing was properly to give effect to the drafters intent, which is to 
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be found, if possible, within the four corners of the document itself, giving consideration 
to the drafters' circumstances at the time of creation - see Novell, Inc. V. Canopy Group, 
Inc., 2004 UT App. 162, 92 P.3d 768. In this action, if the Amended Declaration and the 
Amended Plat are viewed together, the conclusion is inescapable that Don Jay and 
Cathy O. Anderson intended to convey, to each Condominium or Unit Owner, a 14.286% 
(l/7th) interest in the Limited Common Area. Any other interpretation is simply 
inconsistent with the regulations and restrictions imposed on use, development and 
control of the Limited Common Areas throughout the Amended Declaration, as set out in 
the Statement of Facts above. Plaintiffs' disregard of the Amended Declaration simply 
writes too much out of the Declarants' manifest intent. 
As noted above, interpretation of written agreements is a question of law for the 
Court - see Ron Case Roofing and Asphalt Paving, Inc. v. Blomquist, 773 P.2d. 1382, 
1385 (Utah 1989). Even to the extent that any ambiguity exists concerning the intent of 
the Amended Plat and Declaration in this regard, though, it was laid to rest by the only 
living Declarant, Defendant Cathy O. Anderson, as the trial court noted (R. 982, page 37-
38). In her deposition, Mrs. Anderson testified that the intent of the document was to 
vest ownership of the Limited Common Area in all unit and lot owners in equal 
percentages. Her unreflxted testimony is that each lot owner was to have a 14.286% 
interest in and to the Limited Common Areas. Plaintiffs' claims of ownership and 
control of the Limited Common Areas - even assuming they were the proper owners of 
all of Lot 2 (see below) - ignores the plain meaning and sworn intent of the Amended 
Declaration. 
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B. Plaintiffs' Attempt to Assert Ownership Over the Limited Common 
Area Is Contrary to the Utah Condominium Ownership Act 
Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-7(2) states the following: 
Each unit owner shall be entitled to an undivided interest in the common 
areas and facilities in the percentages or fractions expressed in the 
Declaration. . . . the undivided interest in the common areas and facilities 
allocated in accordance with this subsection (2) shall add up to one if stated 
as fractions or to 100% if stated as percentages. 
By its own terms, the Amended Declaration subjects the Spinnaker Point Project 
to the terms and conditions of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act. Exhibit C divides 
up ownership of the Limited Common Area in precisely the manner specified by the 
provision of the Act quoted above. Accordingly, the Limited Common Area - expressly 
defined as part of the Common Areas and Facilities described in the Declaration (see 
Exhibit 3 at page 4), must by law be held in undivided ownership interests by unit 
owners, in the percentages expressed in the Amended Declaration. 
C. Recording of the Amended Declaration Transferred Title to the 
Limited Common Area Within Lot 2 to the "Unit Owners" as 
Provided on Exhibit C. 
Taking the language contained in Note 4 of the Amended Plat at face value, it 
reserves in the owner of Lot 2, ownership of the Limited Common Area marked by the 
cross-hatched pattern. At the time of recording, ownership of the Limited Common Area 
was in Don Jay and Cathy O. Anderson. When the Amended Declaration was recorded, 
and by operation thereof, Don Jay and Cathy O. Anderson transferred the Limited 
Common Area in undivided ownership percentages to the units and lots listed on Exhibit 
C. Under the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, designation of the Limited Common 
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Area as part of the common areas and facilities accomplishes that transfer as a matter of 
law - see Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-2. By the time Plaintiffs' respective condominium units 
were transferred to them in 2004, therefore, ownership of the Limited Common Area had 
long since passed out of the hands of the prior owners of Lot 2 - Don Jay and Cathy O. 
Anderson. Ownership thereof ran with the several units and lots to their present owners -
see Exhibit 2 at page 5: 
"Declarant hereby submits the Property to the provisions of the Act as a 
Condominium Project and this Declaration is submitted in accordance with 
the terms and provisions of the Act and shall be construed in accordance 
therewith . . . this Declaration contains covenants, conditions and 
restrictions related to the Project with are and shall be enforceable equitable 
servitudes which shall run with the land and be binding upon Declarant, its 
successors and assigns and upon all Unit Owners or subsequent Unit 
Owners, their grantees, mortgagees, successors, heirs, personal 
representatives, Oversees and assigns." 
Plaintiffs/Appellants argue, at pages 24-25 of their opening brief, that Andersons' 
dedication of the Limited Common Area on Lot 2, as per the Amended Declaration, 
somehow violates Utah Code Ann. § 10-9a-608, as it constitutes an "unlawful" 
amendment to a subdivision plat. The Amended Declaration, though, was clearly not 
intended as an amendment of the plat, but the creation of a condominium project under 
the Condominium Act, with the concordant dedication of land to common area, as 
expressly contemplated by Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-2. 
D. Even After Conveyance of Their Respective Condominium Units, 
Plaintiffs Are Not the Owners of Lot 2, and May Assert No Rights Over 
the Limited Common Area in That Capacity. 
It should finally be noted that Plaintiffs received conveyance of three 
condominium units located on Lot 2 - they did not receive conveyance of any other 
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interest in Lot 2 (other than their proportionate undivided interest in the Limited 
Common Areas as specified in the Amended Declaration - see above). The remainder of 
Lot 2 either remained with the Anderson Trust or became "Common Areas and 
Facilities" under the Amended Declaration (Exhibit 3 at pages 3-4) and Utah Code Ann. 
§ 57-8-3(4). The Amended Declaration is clear in its terms as to what interest is 
conveyed by a transfer of a "unit" on Lot 2: even the exterior walls are part of the 
Common Areas and Facilities, and may not be altered without Management Committee 
approval. See Exhibit 4 at pp. 3-4, 25-26. By their claims and conduct, therefore, 
Plaintiffs arrogate to themselves property rights never conveyed. 
POINT III: THE AMENDED DECLARATION UNAMBIGUOUSLY 
CONFERS OWNERSHIP OF THE LIMITED COMMON 
AREA PROPORTIONATELY UPON ALL "UNIT OWNERS" 
AS DEFINED THEREIN, INCLUDING DEFENDANTS/ 
APPELLEES. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants attempt to circumvent all of the foregoing by maintaining 
that, under the Amended Declaration, only the condominium units situated on Lot 2 of 
Spinnaker Point qualify as "units55 under the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, Utah 
Code Ann. § 57-8-1, et seq.; accordingly, only owners of these "condominium units55 on 
Lot 2 may qualify as "unit owners55 under the Amended Declaration, and only these "unit 
owners55 have any interest in the Limited Common Areas (or, presumedly, any of the 
Common Areas and Facilities) described in the Amended Declaration. Plaintiffs5 
position, though, rewrites both the Amended Declaration and the Act. 
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A. Owners of Individual Lots at Spinnaker Point Are Not Disqualified, by 
the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, From Being "Unit Owners" if 
They are So Designated in the Amended Declaration. 
Citing to the case of Country Oaks Condominium Management Committee v. 
Jones9 851 P.2d 640 (Utah 1993), Plaintiffs/Appellants argue that, since their respective 
condominium units on Lot 2 are the only properties within Spinnaker Point which meet 
the definition of a "condominium unit/' only they may have an appurtenant interest in 
and to common areas as defined in the Amended Declaration. The argument, though, 
misreads both governing law and the terms of the Declaration itself. 
The concept of condominium development was created to permit ownership, 
within a single real estate development, of exclusive interest in some portions of the real 
property ("condominium units"), and joint ownership of other areas of the property 
("common areas"). See generally, Thomas & Backman, Utah Real Property Law (2008 
Ed.) at § 4.03(b), p. 110. The concept is fluid enough that "units" may encompass real 
property, space within existing improvements, and even shared interests in the same 
property at different times of the year. 
For this reason, Utah's Condominium Ownership Act offers a broad and 
generalized definition of a "unit:" 
"Unit" means either a separate physical part of the property intended for 
any type of independent use, including one or more rooms or spaces located 
in one or more floors or part or parts of floors in a building or a time period 
unit, as the context may require." 
Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-3(27). Commenting on the breadth of this definition, Thomas 
and Backman observed the following: 
A "unit" can be a dwelling but is not limited to such. The term stands for 
either a separate physical part of the property intended for any type of 
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independent use, or a "time period unit" . . . - Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-
3(10), (26), (27)." 
Thomas & Backman, Utah Real Property Law (2008 Ed.) at § 4.03(b), fn. 54, p. 110 
(emphasis added). In short, a "unit" is a property right having whatever definition the 
condominium declaration places upon it. 
This in fact was the clear holding in the case of Country Oaks Condominium 
Management Committee v. Jones, cited supra. The Utah Supreme Court held therein that 
undeveloped interests in a condominium project did not have to pay maintenance fees, as 
they did not qualify as "units" within the meaning of the condominium declaration: 
"taken as a whole, [the applicable] provisions [of the condominium 
declaration] indicate that a unit exists only when a structure provides an 
enclosed area for the exclusive use and possession of the owner . . . we hold 
that the trial court did not err in ruling that appellees are not unit owners 
under the declarations or the Condominium Ownership Act." 
851 P.2d 641-643. 
Accordingly, it is to the Amended Declaration, and the intent of the Declarant 
manifested thereby, that the Court must look in determining whether or not the owners of 
Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5 within Spinnaker Point were intended to be "unit owners," entitled to 
percentage ownership of the Limited Common Area. If so, nothing in the Act precludes 
their properties being subject to the provisions of the Act, and being the beneficiaries 
thereof. 
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B. The Amended Declaration Clearly and Unambiguously Intended the 
Owners of Individual Lots Within Spinnaker Point to Be "Unit 
Owners," and to Have Percentage Ownership Interest in and to the 
Limited Common Areas. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants correctly note, at pages 15-16 of their opening brief, that 
declarations of condominium are to be construed in the same manner as contracts, given 
full effect to all provisions thereof- View Condominium Owners Association v. MSICO, 
LLC, 2005 UT 91, 127 P.3d 697; Webbankv. American General Annuity Service 
Corporation, 2002 UT 88, 54 P.3d 1139. While the Amended Plat and Amended 
Declaration at issue in this case are not models of clarity, a complete reading of their 
provisions unambiguously evinces an intent, by the Declarant, that (1) the owners of 
individual lots within Spinnaker Point be treated as "unit owners" under the Declaration 
and the Act, and (2) that, as "unit owners," the owners of the individual lots within 
Spinnaker Point share proportionate ownership interest in and to the Limited Common 
Areas. 
1) The Amended Declaration Clearly Subjects All Property, Including 
Defendant/Appellees' Properties, to the Provisions of the Condominium 
Ownership Act. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants seem to argue that, by amending the Declaration, the 
Declarant intended to exclude all individual building lots from the condominium project 
covered by the declaration, and to confine the provisions of the Amended Declaration and 
the Act to the three constructed units on Lot 2. This is clearly not the case. 
The opening paragraph of the Amended Declaration states that "this amendment is 
made pursuant to the provisions contained therein for amendments, and pursuant to the 
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provisions of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, Utah Code Annotated, section 57-
8-1 through 57-8-36 for themselves, their successors, grantees and assigns.55 
While the recitals state an intent to subject the buildings on Lot 2 to the provisions 
of the Condominium Ownership Act as a condominium project, and to convert Lots 1,3, 
4 and 5 to single-family dwellings, the recitals go on to state the nature and purpose of 
this division: 
"Declarant intends to sell the fee title to Lots 1,3,4, and 5, together with an 
undivided ownership interest in the Common Areas and Facilities 
appurtenant thereto, as described in the record survey map to various 
purchases [sic], subject to the covenants, limitations and restrictions 
contained herein. The Declarant intends to sell the existing individual 
condominium units contained in Lot 2 as Condominiums, with the 
undivided ownership interest in the Common Areas and Facilities 
appurtenant thereto, to various purchasers, subject to the covenants, 
limitations and restrictions contained herein." 
(Emphasis added.) Both the individual lots and the units on Lot 2, therefore, were made 
subject to the terms of the Declaration. 
Most notably, however, Article III of the Amended Declaration subjects the entire 
Property - including the individual building lots - to the provisions of the Utah 
Condominium Ownership Act: 
"Declarant hereby submits the Property to the provisions of the Act as a 
Condominium Project and this Declaration is submitted in accordance with 
the terms and provisions of the Act and shall be construed in accordance 
therewith. It is the intention of the Declarant that the provisions of the Act 
shall apply to the Property.5' 
The "Property55 is defined, at Article 11(e) to include "the land, described in Article I, the 
buildings, all improvements and structures thereon, all easements, rights and 
appurtenances belonging thereto, and all articles of personal property intended for use in 
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connection therewith." Article I, in turn, makes the Amended Declaration applicable to 
all property described within the parameters the meats and bounds description contained 
on Exhibit A to the Amended Declaration - which includes Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5. 
2) The Individual Lots Are Expressly Defined as "Units," and Their 
Owners Defined as "Unit Owners," by the Amended Declaration. 
PlaintiffrAppellants' contention that they are the only "unit owners" at Spinnaker 
Point is further undermined by the definitions set out in the Amended Declaration: 
"The word "Unit" shall mean and refer to one of the Condominium Units, 
and/or Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5 which is designated as a Unit on the Map, and note 
particularly described in Article V.3 hereof." 
Amended Declaration, Article II, § 2(h). 
"The words "Unit Owner" or "Owner" shall mean the entity, person or 
persons owning one of more of Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5 for single-family 
dwellings or one or more Units in the Condominium Project in fee simple 
and an undivided interest in fee simple of the Common Areas and Facilities 
as shown in the records of the County Recorder for Rich County, Utah." 
Amended Declaration, Article II, § 2(1). 
"The Map hereto indicates the Unit and/or Lot Number of each Unit, its 
location, and the Common Areas and Facilities to which it has access. All 
Units and/or Lots shall be capable of being independently owned, 
encumbered and conveyed." 
Amended Declaration, Article V, § 3. 
In short, the individual lots are clearly defined, and treated, as "Units" (albeit of a 
type designated "Single-Family Units" - See Amended Declaration, Article II § 2(c)), 
and the owners of those lots as "Unit Owners," having rights in and to the "Common 
Areas and Facilities" (including specified interest in the "Limited Common Areas" - see 
below). 
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i 
3) The Amended Declaration Cannot Be Read as Not Conferring Upon 
Owners of the Individual Lots Rights to the Limited Common Areas. 
The "Common Areas and Facilities" within Spinnaker Point are separately defined 
at Article II, § 2(n), and Article V, § 4, of the Amended Declaration. Between the two, 
the definitions constitute all portions of the "Property" (as described on Exhibit A to the 
Amended Declaration), with the exception of individual "Units", as "Common Areas and 
Facilities," even including the exterior walls of the condominium building on Lot 2. In 
other words, the "Property" is made subject to the Act in its entirety, but only the three 
Condominium Units and Lots 1,3,4 and 5 are defined as "Units" under the Declaration 
and the Act. The balance of the "Property", including the rest of Lot 2, thus becomes part 
of Common Areas and Facilities (which includes the Limited Common Areas - see 
below). 
Ownership and control of Common Areas and Facilities is explained at Article IX, 
§ 4 of the Amended Declaration: 
"Common Areas and Facilities" shall be owned by the Unit Owners as 
tenants in common. No fractional ownership interest in the Common Areas 
and Facilities shall be separated from the Unit to which it appertains; and 
even though not specifically mentioned in the instrument of transfer, such a 
traction [sic] of undivided ownership interest shall automatically 
accompany the transfer of the Unit to which it relates." 
Ownership rights in "Limited Common Areas," by contrast, is separately and 
specifically defined by the Amended Declaration. Article II, § 2(p) of the Amended 
Declaration provides in pertinent part as follows: 
"The words "Limited Common Area" shall mean and refer to those 
portions of the Common Areas and Facilities reserved for the exclusive use 
of the Condominium Units and Lot Owners, as specified herein and 
designated on the Amended Plat Map . . . the Limited Common Area 
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designated on the Plat May [sic] by a ' Cross Hatched' pattern, shall be 
reserved for use by all owner [sic] of Lots and Units for access to and from 
the lake and beach, and lakefront recreation, but not for parking.55 
(Emphasis added.) Ownership interests in the Limited Common Ownership Areas 
indicated by the cross-hatched pattern on the Plat Map are expressly stated as 14.286% 
for each owner of a Condominium Unit or Single-Family Unit (as defined under 
Article II, § 2 of the Amended Declaration), pursuant to Exhibit C to the Amended 
Declaration. 
In order to embrace the interpretation urged by Plaintiffs on their respective 
ownership rights within Spinnaker Point, the Court would have to strike each and every 
one of the above provisions from the Amended Declaration. 
C. Plaintiffs' Claim to Be the Only "Unit Owners" Also Flies in the Face of 
Established Practice at Spinnaker Point 
Plaintiffs' claim that they alone are "unit owners5' under the Amended Declaration 
disregards not only the terms of the Amended Declaration and the Act, but the conduct of 
all parties to this litigation over the years. 
On June 11,2008, Plaintiffs took the deposition of David Longfellow, Managing 
Member of Defendant Longfellow Holdings, LLC. A copy of Mr. Longfellow's 
deposition (with relevant exhibits) appears at R. 673-725, Exhibit 2. Mr. Longfellow 
identified himself as the president of the Homeowners' Association for Spinnaker Point. 
See Longfellow Deposition at p. 35. Mr. Longfellow was voted in as President of the 
Association at a meeting held August 27, 2004 (Longfellow Deposition, Exhibit 20). At 
that meeting, (at which Plaintiffs were present and participating) those present voted for 
the creation of a Management Committee as per Article XII, § 1 of the Amended 
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Declaration. Mr. Longfellow was nominated as President for the Management 
Committee, with Mr. Babilis himself seconding the nomination. Mr. Babilis, in turn, was 
nominated as Vice-President. Both nominations resulted in the elections of 
Mr. Longfellow and Mr. Babilis (with Defendant Cathy Anderson nominated and elected 
as Secretary). See Longfellow Deposition, Exhibit 20. 
Henry Hemingway, also deposed June 11, 2008, also testified that he attended 
meetings of the Homeowners' Association, and participated in and was bound by 
decisions made therein. A copy of Mr. Hemingway's deposition appears at R. 673-725, 
Exhibit 3, pp. 15-17 and Exhibit 24. 
Under the express terms of the Amended Declaration, only Unit Owners are 
entitled to membership on the Management Committee. See Amended Declaration, 
Article XII, § 2. If, therefore, if Plaintiffs are the only "unit owners" at Spinnaker Point, 
how have Mr. Longfellow and Ms. Anderson been permitted to function as both members 
and officers of the Management Committee? 
In sum, the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, the Amended Declaration and the 
practice of the parties alike, combine to establish that Defendants, as the owners of 
Lots 1,3,4, and 5 at Spinnaker Point, are "unit owners" with ownership interest in the 
Common Areas and Facilities, including the "Limited Common Areas" now claimed by 
Plaintiffs, all as provided in the Amended Declaration. No reasonable reading of Utah 
law or the Amended Declaration can lead to any other conclusion. 
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POINT IV: NOTES ON THE AMENDED PLAT MAP CANNOT BE 
CONSTRUED TO OVERRIDE THE PERCENTAGE 
OWNERSHIP INTERESTS IN COMMON AREA AND 
LIMITED COMMON AREA ON LOT 2 AMONG THE 
PARTIES. 
Given the unmistakable and pervasive intent, on the part of the Declarant, to 
constitute owners of the individual lots at Spinnaker Point as "unit owners/5 and to vest 
them with fractional percentage ownerships of the Limited Common Area illustrated on 
the Amended Plat Map by a cross-hatch pattern, what is the impact of note 4 on the plat 
map? Viewed in isolation, the note seems to suggest that "ownership" of the Limited 
Common Area "remains with Lot 2"- yet the whole of Lot 2 outside the three 
condominium units is, by operation of the Amended Declaration, divided between the 
Common Areas and Facilities and the Limited Common Areas. As such, "ownership" 
resides with all unit owners in the percentages expressed in the Amended Declaration -
not with Plaintiffs, who took no conveyance thereof from the Declarant. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants suggest that Note 4 was intended to comply with local zoning 
ordinances, and that the lower Court's ruling thus sanctioned a violation of zoning laws. 
The argument is completely specious, however. It may well be that, as Plaintiffs/ 
Appellants urge, the note was intended to satisfy zoning setback requirements imposed 
by the municipality. Even if this were so, however, the note's language cannot be 
deemed to override the common area joint ownership requirements of the Amended 
Declaration and the Act as discussed above. Certainly, it cannot be interpreted to vest 
title to Lot 2 in Plaintiffs, supersede both the Declaration and the Act, and reduce 
Defendants' rights in the Limited Common Area to nothing but a disembodied right of 
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access. Such an interpretation would strip Defendants of property rights expressly 
granted in the Amended Declaration, and mandated by the Act given their status as Unit 
Owners at Spinnaker Point. The Amended Declaration states that all Unit Owners shall 
share ownership of the Limited Common Area, and of all Common Areas and Facilities; 
the Act says that such ownership is, and must be, inherent in unit ownership. This, 
coupled with the fact that Plaintiffs cannot claim "ownership" of Lot 2 at all, defeats 
Plaintiffs9 position regardless of the interpretation put on the wording of the note. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants also attempt to place reliance on Note 5 to the Amended Plat, 
which states that "Lot 2 has recorded covenants pertaining to the condominium 
association on Lot 2 only." From this, Plaintiffs/Appellants reason that the Amended 
Declaration must be construed to apply only to their own condominium units. This 
argument is a transparent fallacy. 
While the Amended Plat was recorded in September of 2001, it was prepared in 
June of 2001. See Exhibit 1 hereto. The reference in Note 5, therefore, can hardly refer 
to "recorded covenants" which were not recorded when the Amended Plat was created, 
and in fact not placed of record until September of 2001. Rather, it clearly refers to the 
original Declaration of August 27, 1984 (R. 308-498 and Exhibit 1). As originally 
conceived, the 1984 Declaration contemplated a single condominium complex on what 
became Lot 2, with future expansion possibilities onto the remainder of the Spinnaker 
Point property. Id. Note 5, then, can refer only to the original Declaration of record 
when the Amended Plat was created in June of 2001. It is of no aid to the trial court or 
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this Court in interpreting the intent of the Amended Declaration, which was recorded well 
after that time. 
POINT V: PLAINTIFFS DO NOT HOLD FEE TITLE TO LOT 2 
OUTSIDE OF THEIR RESPECTIVE CONDOMINIUM 
UNITS. 
Having declared themselves the only "unit owners" at Spinnaker Point, Plaintiffs/ 
Appellants next claim that, by reason of their respective deeds of conveyance and by 
operation of the Act, they are also sole owners of the rest of Lot 2, the Amended 
Declaration giving to Defendants/Appellees nothing more than an undefined (and 
therefore potentially non-transferrable) right of access to Bear Lake across the Limited 
Common Area - a right which Plaintiffs may apparently modify, redirect or impair by 
landscaping and fencing on Lot 2. Even though their respective instruments of 
conveyance reflect nothing more than transfer of title to individual condominium units on 
Lot 2, Plaintiffs claim to have received fee title to all portions of Lot 2 by virtue of the 
Declarant's subjection of the Property to the Act (a position, incidentally, inconsistent 
with their prior claim that only the units on Lot 2 were subjected to the Act - see Point II, 
above). Again, the Amended Declaration offers them no support, but contradicts their 
argument. 
As already noted, all areas of the "Property" (as defined at Exhibit 1 to the 
Amended Declaration), which are not included within "Units" (as defined at Article II, 
§ 2(h)) are included within the "Common Areas and Facilities." The "Units" (under 
Article II, § 2(h)) include the "Condominium Units" (within the building on Lot 2), and 
Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5. By operation of the Amended Declaration, therefore, the balance of 
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Lot 2 is not defined as a Unit, and was encompassed within the Common Areas and 
Facilities. Again by definition, all "Unit Owners" (as defined at Article II, § 2(1)) have 
an undivided interest in all Common Areas and Facilities, as tenants in common, with no 
separate conveyance thereof being either requisite or possible, the right to such interest 
being inherent in unit ownership. See Exhibit 2 at Article IX, § 4. This interpretation, 
moreover, is in complete accord with the provisions of Utah's Condominium Ownership 
Act, which provides, at § 57-8-7(2), that "each unit owner shall be entitled to an 
undivided interest in the common areas and facilities in the percentages or fractions 
expressed in the Declaration." Other than their common interest in all Common Areas 
and Facilities, therefore, Plaintiffs/Appellants cannot claim any conveyance of fee title to 
portions of Lot 2 other than their individual condominium units - which, under the terms 
of both the Amended Declaration (see Article V, § 3) and the Utah Condominium 
Ownership Act (see Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-6) are separately and independently 
transferrable. 
In short, subjection of the Spinnaker Point property to the terms of Utah 
Condominium Ownership Act does not create, in Plaintiffs/Appellants, any incipient right 
to fee title ownership of all of Lot 2 at the moment they received conveyance of title to 
their respective condominium units. By that time, the balance of Lot 2 had long since 
been encompassed within the Common Areas and Facilities of Spinnaker Point, subject 
to the ownership interest established in the Amended Declaration, to joint and common 
use, and to regulation by the Management Committee, under Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-7 
and Article XII of the Amended Declaration. 
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POINT VI: THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DENYING DEFENDANTS/ 
APPELLEES THEIR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES 
OBTAINING DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
AGAINST PLAINTIFF/APPELLANTS5 DISREGARD OF 
THEIR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE AMENDED 
DECLARATION 
Plaintiffs/Appellants in this action took title to their respective interests in and to 
condominium units in the Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium project in 2004, 
and therefore subject to the terms and conditions of the Amended Declaration, which was 
recorded against the Property in 2001. Included in that Declaration was Article XXV, 
providing that violations of the provisions and terms of the Declaration could be 
challenged by "the Management Committee or other aggrieved party," and provided for 
injunctive relief, damages, and recovery of costs and attorneys' fees incurred in 
enforcement: 
Each Unit Owner, tenant, subtenant or other occupant of a Unit shall 
comply with the provisions of the Act, this Declaration, the Bylaws 
and the Rules and Regulations of the Management Committee, all 
agreements and determinations lawfully made and/or entered in to 
by the Management Committee or the Unit Owners, when acting in 
accordance with their authority, and any failure to comply with any 
of the provisions thereof shall be grounds for an action by the 
Management Committee or other aggrieved party for injunctive 
relief or to recover any loss or, damage resulting therefrom, 
including costs and reasonable attorneys' fees. 
Utah law expressly condones the recovery of costs and attorneys' fees where provided by 
either statute or contract. See Ron Case Roofing and Asphalt Paving, LLC v. 
Sturznegger, 2007 UT App. 100, 158 P.3d 556; American Vending Services, Inc. v. 
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Morse, 881 P.2d 917 (UT App. 1994); Schuhman v. The Green River Motel, 835 P.2d 
992 (UTApp. 1992). 
The trial court concluded that Article XXV of the Amended Declaration did not 
apply, holding only that the filing of a suit for declaratory relief did not constitute a 
"failure to comply with" the Amended Declaration. It is respectfully submitted that this 
conclusion was erroneous for two reasons. 
First, Plaintiffs/Appellants did more than simply petition the trial court for a 
determination concerning their rights on Lot 2. While Defendant/Appellees' petition in 
this case was asserted as a counterclaim to Plaintiff/Appellants' action, it dealt directly 
with the obtaining of declaratory and injunctive relief enforcing the express terms of the 
Amended Declaration in the face of a challenge mounted thereto by Plaintiffs/Appellants, 
who disputed the Defendant/Appellees5 respective rights with respect to the "Limited 
Common Area" designated by the Amended Declaration and Amended Plat - and acted 
in defiance thereof. By open admission of Mr. Jean R. Babilis of B Investment, 
Plaintiffs/Appellants announced to Defendants/Appellees their claim of right to do with 
Lot 2 what they chose, treating it as their exclusive property subject only to "easement" 
rights in Defendants/Appellees. Also by Mr. Babilis' own admission, Plaintiffs/ 
Appellants had already completed unauthorized improvements before this action began. 
Far from simply asking advance permission from the lower court, Plaintiffs/Appellants 
declared their supposed rights themselves, and both threatened to act, and in fact acted, 
on their declaration. They went before meetings of the Owners' Association, openly J 
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declaring ownership and control rights at odds with the express provisions of the 
Amended Declaration, and announcing their intent to modify portions of Lot 2 without 
complying with mandated procedures thereunder. They went further, and carried out 
various landscaping projects without seeking or obtaining Management Committee 
review or approval, claiming - again - that they were the owners of Lot 2, including the 
Limited Common Area (Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration notwithstanding), and 
could do with it what they liked. 
Second, it bears repeating that it was Plaintiffs/Appellants - not the Defendants/ 
Appellees - which initiated this litigation. Plaintiffs framed the Complaint and asserted 
their claim against Defendants at Count I: that they were the sole owners of Lot 2, 
Spinnaker Point Subdivision; that neither the Homeowner's Association nor the other lot 
owners held any interest therein beyond and "access easement," or any right to dictate 
improvement or disposition of the same, just as they had claimed in conversations, 
meetings, etc. with Defendants/Appellees. No less than would have been the case had 
Defendants/Appellees been first to file, they necessarily incurred costs and attorneys' fees 
defending against Plaintiffs' attempt to wrest from them control of improvements to the 
"Limited Common Area" specified in both the Amended Plat and the Amended 
Declaration. In order to protect the rights established by the Amended Declaration, 
moreover, the moving Defendants were compelled to file a Counterclaim seeking 
declaratory and injunctive relief to the effect that the "limited common area" was held in 
common ownership, and subject to direction and control by the management committee 
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established by the Amended Declaration. The moving Defendants prevailed on both 
Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint and on their Counterclaim by virtue of the Court's order 
of Summary Judgment entered June 23, 2009 - the trial court declared Defendants/ 
Appellees to hold ownership interests in the Limited Common Area, subject to control 
and monitoring by the Management Committee, and enjoined further violations by 
Plaintiffs/Appellants5. 
Iii the case of Kenny v. Rich, 2008 UT App. 209, 186 P.3d 989, this Court 
considered the trial court's award of costs and attorneys' fees to a homeowners' 
association bringing action against one of its homeowners, alleging that a proposed 
addition to the homeowner's home violated setback provisions in the subdivision's 
CC&R's. Like Defendant/Appellant Spinnaker Point Condominium Owners Association 
herein, the association sought declaratory and injunctive relief. Following bench trial6, 
the Court found for the association, issued the requested declaration and injunction, and 
awarded costs and fees. The Court of Appeals affirmed that, in these circumstances, 
Section 7.1 of the subdivision's CC&R's permitted the recovery of attorneys' fees. 
The attorneys' fee provision in Article XXV of the Amended Declaration in this 
matter is no more restrictive in its coverage than that considered in the Kenny decision. 
As in Kenny, Defendants/Appellees sought declaratory and injunctive relief, and obtained 
5
 Note that Plaintiffs/Appellants take no appeal from, or assign any error to, the trial 
court's grant of injunctive relief as prayed by Defendants/Appellees. 
6The case was initially submitted to arbitration; however, the trial court vacated the 
arbitration award, ruling that the homeowner had waived arbitration. 
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the same by order of the trial court. They should therefore be entitled to an award of their 
costs and fees. 
Plaintiffs/Appellants argued before the trial court that all, or at least some portion, 
of the attorneys' fees incurred by Defendants/Appellees in this matter must be allocated 
to claims for which no fees are awardable under Article XXV. The simple answer to this 
argument is that no such claims exist in this case as it relates to Defendants/Appellants. 
Defendants/Appellees incurred costs and fees solely due to Plaintiff/Appellants' 
claims and conduct concerning unregulated and unfettered use and modification of Lot 2, 
including the Limited Common Area, according to their interpretation of the Amended 
Declaration. Plaintiffs/Appellants claimed such right, and began acting on it. Again, 
when litigation commenced, it was Plaintiff/Appellants who initiated it, seeking court 
approbation of claims and actions already undertaken by them. Count 1 of the Complaint 
petitioned this Court for a declaratory judgment of quiet title barring the Spinnaker Point 
Condominium Owners Association and its management committee from exercising any 
control over the "limited common area" specified in the Amended Declaration and 
Amended Plat. Defendant/Appellees' Counterclaim sought declaratory and injunctive 
relief for the purpose of preserving the rights specified and granted in the Amended 
Declaration against Plaintiff/Appellants' challenge thereto. 
Defendant/Appellants' Motion for Summary Judgment encompassed all claims 
asserted by Plaintiffs/Appellants against them, and all claims asserted by them against 
Plaintiffs/ - all of which centered on Plaintiff/Appellants' disregard of the terms of the 
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Amended Declaration and declaration - both in and out of court - of their right to do as 
they chose with land in which all unit owners at Spinnaker Point held undivided interests 
as specified in the Amended Declaration and Amended Plat. Following hearing on 
June 23, 2009, Defendant/Appellees5 Motion for Summary Judgment was granted, and 
Plaintiff/Appellants' motion denied. No portion of the dispute between the parties to this 
appeal, as framed by their pleadings, was reserved by the court for trial. 
Defendants/Appellees, in short, expended significant costs and fees vindicating 
Spinnaker Point Condominium Association's right to regulate changes and improvements 
to the Limited Common Area, in the face of direct challenges to that right issued by 
Plaintiffs/Appellants, both in and out of court. Article XXV should be construed broadly 
enough to reimburse Defendants/Appellees for the costs imposed on them by those 
challenges. 
This matter should therefore be remanded to the trial court for an award of costs 
and attorneys' fees incurred by Defendants/Appellees herein. That award, moreover, 
should encompass not only costs and attorneys' fees incurred before the trial court herein, 
but costs and fees incurred incident to this appeal. See Valcarce v. Fitzgerald, 961 P.2d 
305 (Utah 1998) ("when a party who received attorney fees below prevails on appeal, the 
party is also entitled to fees reasonably incurred on appeal"- 961 P.2d at 319). 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court correctly interpreted the governing documents in this matter to 
confer upon all "unit owners" at Spinnaker Point (including Defendants/Appellees) a 
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14.286 percent interest in and to the limited common area illustrated on the Amended 
Plat, as per Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration. It further concluded, correctly, that 
the claims of Plaintiffs/Appellants that they were the sole owners of Lot 2, and the sole 
"unit owners" under the Amended Declaration, were without merit as a matter of law. 
The trial court erred, however, in concluding that the conduct of Plaintiffs/ 
Appellants fell short of "failure to comply55 with the provisions of the Amended 
Declaration, and should have awarded Defendants/Appellees their costs and attorneys' 
fees necessitated by Plaintiffs/Appellants demands, claims and petition before the lower 
court. 
It is therefore submitted that this court should affirm the trial court's decision 
granting Summary Judgment in favor of Defendants/Appellees, but remand for further 
proceedings to assess and award costs and attorneys5 fees incurred by Defendants/ 
Appellees herein, including costs and attorneys5 fees incurred on appeal. 
DATED this 4th day of February, 2011. 
JONES WALDO HOLB^£)OK & McDONOUGH PC 
Vincent £f. Rampton 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellees/ 
Cross-Appellants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that two true and correct copies of the foregoing 
APPELLEES/CROSS-APPELLANTS' BRIEF were mailed via first class mail, postage 
prepaid, to the following this 4th day of February, 2011: 
Ronald G. Russell 
Parr Brown Gee & Loveless 
185 South State Street, Suite 800 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Mark Hancey 
Hancey Law Offices 
121 N. Springcreek Parkway, #200 
Providence, UT 84332 
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AHENDED DECLARATION ~-~ * ~ ~~ ^*-
Beco^ ad SEP IT ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 ^ 1 
M4^l: SWkiBort/lJpewM 
F«j3fL-J)ebmLAnw6Rteh( 
Bequest by VOT,tfni 
THIS AMENDED DECLARATION i s
 Mdm and e x e c u t e k*, * , Anderson and Cathy O.Andereon husband S d S E E ^ f ^ i 0 0 * J** 
described on the Amended Record of SurSev <Z*l\** ! o U own«r i1 " 
referred to together «i Declarant T5?F ?*£' 5«einafter 
S^*^>" »"&S?^ that 
the 27th day of Auguet, 1985, a. m l i a ^ ^ n ™ * ' *Morde |^ on 
503, Rich county, Itati of Utah? S J T L E a i 2 2 8 ! f Book *4' **** 
to the provision* contained toeto f o ? ! 2 S S ^ lm * " • *«**«*nt 
to the provieione of the Stah S o S d M i n i u T ^ ^ T ' **? pureuenb 
-Cody Annotated section 57-a-i t t e S S S i S ^ V o t ' 0fc,lh 
their aucca.eora, grantee, end aaeiSn.. ° r <*«•••**•• r 
ARTICLE 1 
MCITALS 
Th.r. has ba«n constructed on Lot a on. >».<,.,, 
•thrw coitfo*inlu» unit. *nd oth.r i S r U k S n t - ^ f 1 1 * 00Rt*^^ 
to th . provifion* contain.* in th* o?loin?^« **«*«o», pursuant 
acoord.no. with th, pi™, and a r S w l S r i ^ #D,?J , ,f* t ion- *» 
flutvmy K.p fUed c6ncurr.ntl? K S t S S n f l ^ ^ *h« * •««* of 
•h. . t pr.parad by Landnark S a i n i . ^ ^ ' . f 2 n s l l r t l n » °* °»» U) 
Gibbon., S r ^ k r * land S ^ ^ ^ E f * 1 " * * Til | . 
condominiu».,V. Dwlarant S T K w S n t £ i f V ^ t h * « i . t i f t g 
! ? £ ? ° V S I r 8 - 1 ?b " l - c o n v S S e d ^ n J t h . S ?on?°»^i«» Art 
j'SdY**11* unit- - Mt ***« s.fJ^ °ss swr ,^ 
^ S f c " to th. 
alK,vf d!»«ibed building S tot # l ^ . n d ' S E T * 1 * * t 0 M t o»it t h . 
constructed th.r«on to th . proviiJoni of £ ! r „2"? r o v M * n t " Own«al,i»,^ ct a. a Condoalnlu*teojirt f. «^* t5^oa>i»*wi 
orioln»l Dilatation, and oowart Lot. J* !•*•*«*» in th. 
" i — - y n «m a j y 
*R»c*i County Recoriar 
flumy Map to variou. W w ^ ' U f f i ^ J S 
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covenant*, limitation and restrictions containad herein. The 
Declarant intends to sell tha existing individual condominiums 
unit* contained in Lot 2 as Condominium, with tha undivided 
ownership interests in tha Crampon Areas and Facilities 
appurtenant thereto, to various purchasers, subject to the 
covenantsf limitations, and restrictions contained herein, ^ 
NOW, THIKWORX, Declarant hereby makes the following jdumiJed 
Declaration containing covenants, condition and restrictions 
relating to this Project which pursuant to the provisions of the 
condominium Ownership Act of the'State of Utah, shall be an 
enforceable equitable servitude, and the benefits and burden, .at 
forth herein are intended to, and shall}-run with the. land. 
ARTICLt II 
DEPIfllTIONB 
1. Heme. The name by which the Project shall be known 1. 
SPINNAKER POINT. 0Wn " 
2. Definitions. The terms used herein shall have the 
meaning stated in the Utah Condominium Ownership Act and a. aiv«« 
in this Section 3. i 9*v.n 
(a) The Word * Declarant" .hall aean, Don J. And«r«rm »«* 
Cathy o. Anderson as sole owners as described on the Record of 
Survey Kap, who has made end executed this Declaration end/or any 
sucpessor(s) to or assignee(s) of Declarant vhich, either by 
operation of lav or through a voluntary'conveyance. tranafaJ ««. 
. d f s ' i r s ; ^ :^™" •.*• •™""«*"t; -tS^ SKoSr„ 
. (b) The word 'Act* .hall M U i n d rarer to tha Utah 
Condominiua Ownsrship Act, Dtah Cods Annotatsd 1953, section 57-
B-l through 57-B-38 a. th. sama now existe and as it llybT 
anended trow tiae to tin*. " M5r M 
fc) Tbs word •Condoainlua" .hall aean and rafsr to a >i»»i. 
unit in this Condo»inl«» Project together w i S £ undivided* 
int?F?f£ in ooaBon vlth othwr V t * o w w ™ in tha cowon Area, and 
facilities of tha Property, an* together with all otK? ** 
appurtenancee belonging thereto, •• dsaoribsd in this 
Daqlaration. Tha word "Single Psaiiy Units" .hall seen Lota i i 
J a S l y 3 ^ l0t" MV* *— ***** fre» ^ - i n t ^ o M A g J ; 
original Z t i S & F * ^ ,ha11 » " * « * • — — * * th. 
r cM s ta ra^ i^ i-» • 
structure* thereon, all n . e W s , riqht. u 7 5 m £ S i i £ 5 
belonging thereto, and all article, ol per.or»lPp^£tf "tended 
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for use in connection therewith. 
(f) The vorda 'Condoainiua Project1 or sonatina* •Projact' 
shall saan and refer to the.entire property, aa defined above, 
together with all rights, obligation* and organisations 
established by these declaration 
<g) The. word 'Map' shall mean end refer to the Amended 
Haoord of Survey Map of SP1NMAXER WIHT racorded herewith bv 
Declarant. *<-»»/ 
(h) Tha word "Unit* shall mean and refer to one of the 
Condoainiun Unite, and/or. Lota 1, 3, 4 and 5 which is designated 
" A e r i S f 0 0 *aP' ^  "0ta ?artlcularly ««scribed in Article 
* . ' 
(i) The word* 'Dnit Ownar* or "ownar* shall moan tha 
entity, pereon or parsons owning one or nor* of Lots i'. a
 4 .nk 5 for single fayily dwellings or on. or »ore Unit, in the' 
Condoainlum froject in fee siaple and an undivided interest in 
fee .i*Pl. of the Comnon Areaa and Faoilltiea as «hovn in the 
record, of the County Recorder of Rich County, Utah. The\e« 
unit Ownar or Owner shall not M a n or include a nortgageVor^ 
beneficiary or trustee under a deed of trust unless and until 
such a party has acquired title pursuant to for.'".™, or aJv 
arrangement or proceeding in lieu thereof, " W l or *n* 
(p The words 'Association of Onit'Owners* shall
 M . n »-^ 
refer io the U t « a » taken •», aoting
 B.*\ ™£ J f " Bnd 
accordance with tha Declaration and the £viaw« »H.~uA u *. 
Rxhibit -B- which Bylaw, are b « e ^ SSor?oJK.d h S r ^ n ? ' " * 0 M 
'•
 M W The worda 'unit number* shall aean and r«f«*. *„ *..,. Matter, nunber or eonbinaUon thereof daSg^KinS S J S i ? ? * «. 
Declaration and in tha Map. " " s a w u i g tha unit in tha 
(1) The worde *Manage»ent Coaaittee* or 'Coaaitt.." .h»i» 
aean and refer to the ooaaittee aa provided in th* ££?«!.!*? 
and the Bylaws hereto attached as j & i b i t V * l Z i ? £ E ? JS0* , 
charged with and .hall have the responsibility « £ i i S S S S T lfi 
wake and to enforce ail of. the reasonable rulL ana ^ f & to 
covering the operationandaainttnanSS § £ JrSjit!^ 0 M 
{•) The tara ,j{anag*e» shall staan a>,d refer «» *h« .*_ 
parsons o* corporation, if wy,..elected by SrirSa5«aK r" o n' 
Coaaitte. £> aanege tha affair* of tht ProTact! Ktna8rwi,nt 
rafW(S,tti *** ,COTBOn Arw' ^ /"ilitiW .hall B„„ M < 
(l) Tht land described on the Survey Map ^ 
areaa. \ »««vey nap as comnon 
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/ 
(2) That portion of the Property specifically included 
In tha respective Condominium Unit* aa herein daflnad and as 
indioatad on tha Survey Map; 
(3) Tha condominium- building on Lot 2 which includes 
foundationar columns, girders, beams, supports, main valla, 
roofa, hillaf corridors, stairs, stairways, yards, landscaping, 
sprinkler systems, fire systems, cabla. television systems, 
fences, service and parking areas, tha boat doofc and noorlnga and 
in general all other apparatus, Installations and other parta of 
tha Property necessary or convenient to the existence, 
maintenance and safety of tha foregoing or normally in coamon 
uae; 
(4) Those areaa specifically set forth and designated 
in tha Map as Common Area or Limited Common Area; and 
(5) All Coamon Areaa end Facilities as, defined in tha 
Act, whether or not expressly listed herein • - J 
(o) Th« words "common Expenses" ahall mean and refer, to, all 
expenaea of administration, maintenance, repair or replacement of 
the Common Areas and Facilities including an adequate reaerve 
fund for maintenance, repair and replacement of those common 
Areas and Facilities that must ba replaced on a periodic basis; 
all iteme, things and sums described in the Act which axe 
lawfully assessed against the Unit ovhers in accordance with the 
provisions of tha Act, this Declaration, the bylaws, and such 
rules and regulations pertaining to tha Proieot as the 
Association of unit Owners or the Management Committee may from 
time to time adopt; and auoh other expenses incurred pursuant to 
agreements lawfully made and/or entered into by tha Management 
Committee. 
(p) The words 'Limited Common Area1 ahall mean and refer to 
those portions of the Common Areaa and .Facilities reserved for 
the exclusive use of the Condominium units and Lot owners, aa 
epecifled herein and aa designated on the Amended Plat Map* The 
Limited Common Areaa alao reffcra to Lot 2, the Condominium Unit 
ownara, to be tha parking spaces designated on Lot 2. Bach Unit 
ahall ba assigned at leaat one parking apace. In some units, what 
would be the garage space, &ay be constructed as additional 
living area. Oaraaa spaces are part of the Unit and privately 
owned ^  Additional Limited Common Areas shall ba tha balconies 
and patioa-that are adjacent to, contiguous with and open into 
tha unite, as more particularly identified in the Map. The uae 
and occupancy of the. Limited common Areas shall be reaerved to 
ita aaaoolated Unit, and each unit Owner is hereby granted an 
Irrevocable license to use and occupy tha same mo long aa such 
Owner owns the Unit associated with auoh Limited Common Area. 
The Limited common Area dei&gnated on the Plat Hay by a •'crossed 
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Hatched" pattern, ehall be reserved for use by ell owner of Lota 
and Unite for access to and fro* the lafce am? beach, and lake 
front recreation, bat not.for parking, _^^ 
(qj The words 'Utility Servicee1 shall include, but not be 
limited to, electricity, water, trash oollaction and savage 
disposal. 
(r) The word "Mortgage" shall mean and include both e 
mortgage on any Unit and m deed of trust on any Unit, whether 
condominium or single Unit. The words First Mortgage shall mean a 
Mortgage, the lien of which is prior and superior to the lien of 
any other Mortgage on the sane IJnit. 
(a) The word "Mortgagee* shall need and include both the 
mortgagee under a mortgage on any Unit and the beneficiary under 
a deed of trust on any Unit. The words • First Mortgagee1 shall, 
mean the Mortgagee under a First Mortgage on any Unit* 
(t) Those definition* contained in the Act, to the extent 
they are applicable hereto and not inconsistent herewith, shall 
be and are nereby incorporated herein by reference and shall have 
the same effeat as if expressly set forth herein end made .a part 
hereof. . ' 
ARTICLE III 
. SUBMISSION TO CONDOMIKIUM OWNERSHIP 
Declarant hereby submits the Property to the previsions of 
the Act ss a Condominium Project and this Declaration is 
submitted in accordance with the terms and the provisions of the 
Act end shall be construed in accordance therewith« It is the 
intention'of Declarafit that the provisions of the Act shall apply 
to the Property • m-
ARTICLE XV 
COVEHAHT TO RUM WITH THE LAND 
J? l ' -
This Declaration cent mine covenants, conditions and 
restrictions relating to the Project which are and shall be 
enforceable equitable, servitudes which shall run with the land 
and be binding upon Declarant, its successors and assigns and 
upon all Unit owners or subsequent Unit owners, their grantees, 
mortgages, successors, heirs, personal representatives, Oversee* 
and assigns. 
~^1 
ARTICLE V 
X
 DESCRIPTION Of PROPERTY 
1. Description of Land* The land is that tract or parcel in 
Rioh county, Utah, more particularly described in Article I of 
thia Declaration. Y 
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. in tha Map. Tha axiating 2 3 w i S ; S ^ ^ T S S " * 1 0 ? «»*«i»«« 
of vood, oonorata, gtaal pillno and ai««! Jf^f0* SF* *««*«ia«» 
Blaotrioity is eeparataly M S J ? o 9 « ^ -SSX**20t l fau 
thraa badrooaa, . ^ « i « r . t ^ ^ h 2 t S ^ . g ^ r ? £ ? ^ l t h " 
applinncaa, and aarpatino Bach r£?£ l ' *t"ndar<» kitohon 
lO«t ona i n c o v r e ^ i S : lartaXina*g E ^ E * 1 P*rkln9 "*» « 
and alactrioal will ba natarad In2 h?™!*1** *2 ' w a t e r ' "™»S« 
disposal will be hi l l id and S i T J a in™?/?*™**1*'- 9«»»g« 
vithLota 1, 3, 4 and 5. Sa^oor iL?~?? ,5? p • n l , l " , ' ^ogathir 
b . -aintained a. c o ™ J K l S S ^ f t h S ^ S ? f " £* b ° a t « * * 
will .ba mbjaot to tha oaaaaantl which i £ ^ l t B * *h a *«»J««t 
Project and a. ™ay ba **%£&*Jg^g g ^ E S , *•»«»* t h ' 
i n d i c a ^ a ^ S i ^ / o r ^ H u ^ r c ? ' * £ * : , » » "V har.to" . 
and tb . corcaon AraaS and FaoilJtiS to JSnH 5 5 ^ ' l t a l o t i o n , 
• Xtaita and/or Lota ahall
 b . capibla oJ J K f i ^ h M a o G « " ' *H 
encuabarad and convayad. C i p a W a ° r *•**? indapandantly ow,«d, 
^ ^ ^ S S ^ S a ^ g ^ inolud. 
, tha boundaria. of th . S f ^ v h i i h ^ u n l J r J ^ a n ^ J 1 ? * * * * " tha following Banner t ' - w u n a a r y «a*U ba detar*in«d in 
«rt.o. •t'tJ.'SiaiEf •"""•"'"»u j» "•• «— « « » i „ „ • 
•«rf... A^tzsrjr***""" * <"•>«••*«.. „,„. 
4. Description of cottnon Araaa »kii«. . i i i i . i 
otharwiaa notad in thia DaolK-atiSn S S L M 1 1 * 1 * " *w«pt as 
•ad MoUltlM shall c o n 2 r t " ? J h : E H r i ^ i ?"- ,?5T" A r '»" 
daaoribad in dafinltiona and c o n a t i t 2 t ! ^ » ^ ' •o i l i t iaa 
part* of tha Proparty i s indio*£d S thi M 9 ' 1 *** 1 **1 °* «»a 
Condoainiun Uhiti. wlthoutliSS; t t^,i*!k l &P',*< 0»Pfc tha 
forjgoing, tha Ctmaa^Su J $ % S ? i 2 " 5 , J } t y ot to« 
Sfssir^ iecat-d * ^ . a a , 
U - t ^ k S S f f i S j c S S n ? & S » I " * « * . without 
•upporting walla> f loor .r^ i l inga 1 5 roof i 7 ' Bupport"» 
»> mm*, pacing a*.a. and g . r , g . . , # 
SpinnaXer Point s "' 
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lawna, aprinXler aystama, ehruba, treee, »ooring faoilitiaa and 
boat dock, and entrance vaya 
(c) any utility pipa or Una or ayataa aarvioing mora than a 
aincle Unit, including but not li»itad to any oabla talaviaion 
Satan, and all ducts, vlraa, oondulta, and othar uaad erevlthi 
(d) all othar parta of the Property naoaaaary or to its 
ariatenae, waintenanoe and aafaty, or normally in common uie, or 
which hava bean designated aa Corunon Areas and Faoilitiaa in the 
Map; 
(a) all repairs and replacement* o)f any of tha foragoing. 
ARTICLB VI 
AI/T5RAT10N8 
For five (3) yeara following tha recordation haraof • 
Declarant reeervea tbe right to changa the interior deaim and 
intarior arrangement at any Unit and to altar tha boundariaa 
between Unite, or. to cbabina Unite, ao long aa tha Daglarant owna 
tha Uhit* ao altarad or ooabinad. Any changa of tha boundariaa 
between Unite, or any alteration of toaCoiaon Araaa ahalib. 
reflected by an e»ena»ent of thia Declaration and of tha Mw 
which may ba executed by tha Declarant alone. notwithetandiJL *h« 
procaduree for amendment deacribad in Artioli XXVII of t h S ^ 
Declaration. Any change In Uhit else ahaU be aooonpaniad bv a 
reallocation of fractional intereata in Coaaon A r e a X I ecSaS.-
footage baeie. Ho euoh change .hall increa.a t b S J J E r olXill 
nor *aterially alter the boundariaa of the Comaon Areee and 
ra21iitf??.?0r C h a n g? ±h* t™^** °* ownarahip of CorooJ Areea 
and Faoilitiaa aaeociatee with tha non-altered or hon-cc2bft!S 
unite without aaendaent of thia DeolaratiwTand It S L 2 ™ i!\w 
MOTIOLB VII 
-^jmsamn or PTOPOSI AHD RISTOICTIOH OH USI 
flutiti and I M M M , « * to provtdt patJcino l a i o . * £ « i . i ' 
emot ion th.r.vith, .UxiS * J U E S % t t £ ^
 e f 
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^
o f
 ""> 0nitfl -hall b« oooupiod onlv .o . ™.i,« 
and for no othar purpoaa. Ho bu.inei. a h a l l i l « L ! ! - \ ?•*««»>• 
f r « any Chit itsalf othar than the rental of^ fchS n ?!d,£n ? r 
mfajeot to applicable aoning tedlSiSE1 rSjuUtion^i/*"*1*' 
ordlnanc... lach parking . t i l l shall be uaod^o*22 l*"l,and 
atoraga of ona (1) oparabla »otor vahicU o? f I i £ \ l * ? i n q or 
than a .tandard autowbila or ona ton twck and J " " £?** 
purpose. Tha Connon Araaa and Faei l i t ie . ah»n *i 2 o t ? w r 
tha purpo.e. for which thay ire intended. ) * ** 1 , " d ° n l * f o r 
(b) Hothing ahall ba dona or' kept iTanv aril*- «,. <- «... 
coB»on Area, and raoilitiea which will W r a i t h . « * 2 *5* 
inaurance on tha building or content, thereof S.VBM ? K V ' 
S S S T S ' * P S " o a b l « ^ rwiaontSl u S ! or v i a r S S l t in i^ 
. cancellation of lnauranoa on tha build Lna \Z *Z " . t u t In tha 
thareof, without tha prior w S t a n oon.«t £ % oontant. 
Committee. MO Onit Owner s h a l l I S a f T l S o i i L ^ **n?9"™t 
In hi . Unit or in tha cm^iS^SSutuS £ i £ B ? T k e p t 
. v i t h o u ^ ^ SS2J? ^ " S 
o*nopy# ehuttar. atom door-or edreen d o o r ? t S l S S ?K*" a w n l n S ' 
diyplayad* be vi.ibia or otherwise be pUcidon £ ! ' . & , 
vailf or roof of any building or In?part t w L ^ ' • x t * r i o * 
outaide of window, or doora/withoul S ? J K * 2 5 l « . ? r °° " " 
tha Kanegeaent Cowittee.
 Wo Sign of an5 k?^S'.TO*?11 0?n"*>t of 
tp tha public view on or fro- in? r«iJJ„tiat ^JfJ**"** 
Araaa unlaw i t I . for tha c o a U bwiri? ofXaS Inl? o?J!ari?'0n 
(d| No noxioua or offsnaiya activity th.i i »,-
any Unit or in the Comwn Araaa and Pao i l iS ' i «* °**rl«4 <». in 
anything be dona therein, either w l l l S u J «!*' "?5 • h * 1 1 
»ay ba or beeoaa an annoyance or J u i i S ^ t o ^ ! 9 l i ? - n t l y : v h l t * 
ovnar* or oqoupanti. nuisance to tha othar Unit 
(a) Nothing .hall ba done in mv ttni*. J 
Coaaon Araa. and Paci l i t ie . which w i l i ^ a i r & °\°* t o «*• 
integrity of tha building or W % £ t th2*»? ? * * 5 " c ^ * l 
SSSSSHSffAH55^^ !!*.K8*5S\. u 
'.©a.srjaK.^ A ^ sasfAaiax 
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(h) Ho admission teas, charges, for usa, loasas or other 
inqone-genaratihg arrangement of any type shall be. esployed or 
.entered Into with reapeot to any portion of tha Coxnon Areas and 
Paollitlea without.tha prior vrittan conaant of tha Management 
Committee. 
ARTICLH VIII 
PERSON TO RECBXVB SERVICE or PROCMB 
The parson to racalva servioe of process in tha oaaaa 
provided herein or in tha Aot ie Don J. Anderson, 35 East 300 
North, Hi11villa, Utah 64326. Tha said parson nay ha ohangad by 
tha recordation by the Hanagenent Committee of an appropriate 
instrument. 
ARTIOLB XX 
OWNERSHIP AND DSE 
: 1. Ownership of a Unit. Except yith respect to any of tha 
Common Areas and raoilitiaa located within the bounds of a Unit 
each Qnit owner shall be entitled to the exclusive ownership and 
possession at hia. unit and to tha ownership of the undivided 
. interest in the common Areas and Facilities sat forth herein. 
2. Nature of and Restrictions on Ownership Use. r»oh Unit 
owner shall haver and enjoy tha right* and privileges of fee 
simple ownership or his unit. There shall be no reguiremente 
concerning who may own Unite, it being intended chat thav ml* **<* 
shall be owned as any other property Sights hy per2ons7 Y ™* 
corporations, partnerships or trusts and in the Cora of oon&on or joint tenancy 00 long as no unit is owned by more than si* 
persons or entities. The Unit Ownera way lease or rent th-1*. 
Units with their appurtenant rights subject to termTJnd 
conditions chosen solely by th* unit Owner and hie i-.«- -„- *. 
of the Project, shall be subject to fche.Aot, this oiSl«?a?io! 
the Bylaws, and all rules and regulations of the AMoni.««£I# 
Unit Owners and xanagement Committee. Association of. 
3. Prohibition against Subdivision of unit »«„.~.. ,* . 
in Article VI above, no unit Owner! by deed rtlt S S h ^ ? v l d ' d 
shall suMJvide or in any Mnnefcausi has nnffc \ « H!* 1"* 1"*' 
into ti»T.Kar.^ or time i S S ^ o ? intS S i d ? te.cS^tta 
paroala
 8»aU.Ahan th. whol". unit as £o\mon S i J a j f ° r 
4. Ovnarship of common Araaa and Faoliitias. Th. ««««» 
Areas and faoilitles opntalnad in the Proieot ar. ir!™?S2 n * 
identified in Artiole V 4 ; M this DeoUration a??!^1*** •hd 
Area* and Paeilitles shall bt ovned 5 S I uSit of!il C a M£ n 
to ooEBon. No fractional o n ^ O & ^ & E ^ fi2f 
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and Tacilitia* shall b« aaparat^ froa tcm Vn,. . . . .' 
appartaina, and avan thouoS not aDaoi?l!.?i l t £? w h i c h A t 
in.tru»ont of transfer, auoh a t2££i™ ! J l y "«* i«™« In tha 
l«ta»rt. .hal l autoaaticaUy HS£& ttf " M l v " ^ °vner.hip 
to which i t ralataa. A " i t o 5 S « ^ ! o t i S ! i t r * n - * W , 0 < « » " » " 
the Comon Araa. and f i o i i i t K ^ i f b f 2 . ° ™ " " P intareat In 
purpose., including voting and a B s t a i ^ f e ^ "*** * o r * u 
^b-£g l<or trg~Bf t ia l t CherTto, a x o S t ^ &!i» mLZSSiUtiaa Poiiulinr^o-Ttrron.1 JUAX nofto* ' * ° m *m-Q*X_**YbrSSRlmi 
6. Uaa of Coamon Areas and p»niiui .„ _. „ 
Faoil it ie . ahall b. wad o n l y i n « tltttl 'J*1? ? o w , o n * * « * *nd 
with thair oonnunity natureand with^E! « ! - i C h fB J°««i»tant 
applicable to tha unit, contained S th! ^• . X '" t : , r i o t i o ~» 
Declaration end:Bylaws. o S r S S t o f ^ T . ^ h . ? ? ^ " ^ ^ * 0 <*• 
ana run with each unit. * u b* aPJ**ti©n to 
ARTICLE X 
LIMITED COMMON AREAS 
Bach U n i t Ovnar s h a l l ba a n t i t i a d *•« +H«. 
occupancy of th« United C o ^ r A r 2 a ^ j 2 w H S ? 0 l ? ! l v » «"•*»« 
Bhovn on tha aap, anbjaot, bwavte ta^sZ*™* t o h l * ^ n " " 
uaa vhioh •PPlyVff««.l?rto ? h ? c ^ J S n ^ . a ^ « r ; t r 4 l ? ? f ? M o n 
to^Kulaa and R e l a t i o n , to ba prSl^atad & to J E * l l i t l 0 « * 
Coaaittaa aa autboritad in tha BYla». surf^S?? J**»»9«i*nt 
United Coaaon Areas .hall be .Sur tenaS^ 0 r J^ f c t 0 . ? " **• 
ownership of tha Chit aeeooiatS^SJJitb. . £ * ° ° n t ^ n t upon 
.pacifically mentioned in tha inetru*!nt «i J*1* *I*n **«»«» not 
autoaaticaUy past to tha S a n 2 i a ? f c £ » 2 5 *»»•*«*, shall 
Such right of use .ball J o F S ^ S a b T a ^ " ° L " u o h «***. 
voluntarily or ^ t ^ i i y * ^ ^ 
ARTICIJ XX . 
VC I^NO—JTOLTIPLB OWNSRSHIP 
• ^J?1* v o t B •Wsrihutsbia to and axarciaahi. u 
* Unit shall ba the fraction of miSividad S ^ H ? 0 * ? 0 ? * 1 0 " v i t f» 
S ? * . ^ 0 ^ * * * " M d 'Wilitia. which lI\2StSi£i .^ t o m t l n unit. InvJAa event thara la *«r« 2K»W l!L*PP«rten»nt to suob 
Ohit, t h a ^ t a i S a S S ti 'sJS'uJiJ? S k F 2 f * • F » t i « U r 
Owner, aay date l ine aaong tKw.alva. A iLJ* •*•"*••<» »• .uoh 
by *ny of .uoh Owner., shell b r o S l u - i S . w 1 " o a * t •* * n v »«*ting 
vote a t t r i b u t e , to th. Jnit c S S S d ^ L - T ™ ^ * 0 * th . ' 
iaaadiately aade by tnothar 'ow£r JJ J h V ^ V ! ? . . ^ " * * 0 * *• 
•uch »n objection Is wtorvS^-j^^JRh 2I! **• •»•»* 
* « eny porpete whatsoever othaj San to X ! . ! ^ f U l !? t *• °o«ntsd 
quorua exists. "*" t 0 • • t«ft la i whether a 
flnlii 
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SSV i 
Axrxcu xxi 
KAHXOBMBNT 
1. Management Committee. Tha bueinese. property and mitalm 
of the Projeot ahall ba nanagad, operated and .oaLtelned by K e 
Management Committee aa agant Cot tha Unit Ownera. Tha Manaaomant 
Committee Shall, in connection with ita exercise of any o f t h T 
powers delineated in paragrapha (a) through (g) below, constitute 
a lagal entity capable of daaling in ita own nana. Tha 
Management committee ahall have, and is hareby grantad tha 
following authority and powarat X 8™n"a, tha^ 
(a) the authority, without tha vote or coneent of tha Unit 
Ownara or of any other paraon(e); to grant or create, an auch . 
terma aa it deemm adviaable, utility and aimilar eaaeaenta over, 
under, aoroaa and through the Common Areas and racilitiea; 
(h) tha authority to axaouta and raoord, on bahalf of all 
Unit Ownara, any amendment to tha Declaration or Mao which h«-
a^ndSSntr** * **"* *** ** Pf""",t *"*"*** t o »"thori?a "oh 
(c) tha power to sue and ba eued; 
(d) the authority to enter into contracts which inmv w*« 
concern the Project., so long aa any vote or ooneent of S S i t 
2^"btStnedltatad by **• 8ubjMt "atter °< "»• ^ « ; ^ - h 2 l t 
(e) the power and authority to convey or transfer anv" 
intereat in real property, ao long aa any vote or oonaent 
neceasary under the circumstances has been obtained; 
(f) the authority to promulgate auch reaaonable rulaa 
regulations, and procedure* aa may ba neoesaarvT5!-^:!?' ^  
aid the Comitt.ePin carrying ou/a£ 3 " I S n ^ J S ^ J o ** 
insursthat the Project is aaintaind and uaed a 2 n S r 
conaiatant with the intereata of the Unit Ovnera; SnT 
(g) the power and authority to perform »n» «*».„ ,-*.. 
enter Into any other transaction, whf£ £ £ &*?$£££? "* t0 
necessary for the Xanageaent Conaittee to p a r f o ™ ^ S ^ S J L / 
ts agentvior tha Unit.owner*. P«fora ite functions 
Any instrument executed by the Management c««»<4.«.~ *.u ^ 
•ssas wsas't&asfB &&££* 
,»d ai» ,M Er v.l„. r^5lS«»°.JS0Lu0friSJn|:r",n * • ta 
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a. cbnpoaiticn of xanageaent Coaaittaa. xb* Co»*it*.. . v,„ 
be conpoaed of three (3) aeabera, «aoh elected fo*. \^tt ** > h a 1 1 
r^ o^ ^^  
the ini t ia l . • W ^ B « ! t ^ t t 2 , V S b 1 l f f i * S S S ; J J K / " 
and agent, ahall be eligible for C o a a l t ™ . . S S S M ? II Z?* 
annual Beating, the Owner (a) of each Snit - S i n k p ; t « * t h * 
en. (2, vota^or ..oh .oat to £ . m i 2 . flliS J o t o . ^ J ^ l * *? , 
in favor of a* »any oandidatea for Coaaitta. »££!£•£?£ £ K**1 
Owner(.1 de.ire, or u y b i cumulatad^dfvot. ? « f ? « « ! t h \ . 
at candidates; provided, however S « t « « H i • •••*««•* nuabar 
. mating to b. hild in s J p & S S ! awS? S ^ n t i f U ? ! S T ™ 
bv Declarant have been .o\d^£ichaver £ 3 ? r i £ £ TSSaSS** " 
- alone ahall be entitled to . . L o t the oonite* . «»borS? * 
, oocaaioHJ ffSSS S X t ^ . ^ 
^r^s?^^ 
during any tve.lv* (12) nonth'J.riSS . h a U ^ « ? L a ? J v f J J f S ? 
h i . aeat. in tha event a Coamittee .cat beboial vaoank SEffv* 
•by reason.of forfeiture or due to another oau« J S ^ * ' wh?th»* 
Coanitte* »a*b«r» .hall alert a * n S e % L t to Li^T1***" 
CoMltta. until the expiration of the 2 S til S^J^J^* \.' 
being replaced vae el.cted. Unlea. hi S S a l S S S h ! ^ 1 * " ^ 
h i . . . a t a. herein provided, a a.»ber ateU n m £n J ^ 1 " l o , M 
Coaaittaa until hi..anooaaeor i s eleotld tL !^T?i2? t h * 
aanber. eaall be reiabur.ed out of o^aW^nSJ*1 1"**- C o »»t«a. 
al l axpan... rea.onably i n c u S d in ^ Z£S<Z$£?5J?lV'^m '<* 
bu . in . M , but anall recaiv. Z M t S S S ^ J ^ S ^ ^ / 
w v i o a . a. coimlttea aanber., . t i o n * x conpenaation for thair 
r e ^ i b f r i l r l ^ ^ 
Projectin aooordmwa with th . prSvilL!.
 0f*?K*?S g , * » 
Daclaration, auoh adainiotretivS, managed £ 2 * £ * S*» . 
rule, and regulation, a. i t nay adopt l r « t i « f c ! P M ! " ' , n ^ , 
provided, and a l l agreeaent. a & J r t t t S S J S ! i L ^ ? M 5 W r t l n 
•nterad into by .aid Ooaaittaer a i ^ m f m t * « » » lawfully aad« and 
4. XppVoval Raquitad, fico.pt with raaneefc *n ««». t 
the Prolaot by Daolirant under Article 3 S i S r e L 5 ^!? - i o n ot 
aaoo»pll.had without approval oftha ManSL.2 ^ ' ^fqh *** *• 
Kanageaent Coaaittaa . G i l not? without t h ? ^ S ° ^ i t t - t « **• 
or tha vrittan content ofTtha owneS S ? L ! S ? f **vorabla vota 
t h . undivida* ownerehip o f ^ . ° ^ n ° J r : a M 2 ^ h i « f c « M t i in . 
5. Additional fao i l i t i a . . Th. Kanagaaant COMB* +>•»* a V . 1 1 
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subject to any necessary approval
 f have the authority to provide 
suoh faailltiea, .in addition to thou* foe which provision has 
already been made, as it may deem to be in the bast interests of 
tha Unit Ownere and to ef feot the neoeeaary amendment of 
dooumants and nape in oonneotion therewith. 
.6* Name* The Management Committee shall be known aa the 
SPINNAKER POINT Management Committee. 
7. Manager. The Committee may oarry out through a Projeat 
Manager any of its funotlona which are properly the eubjeot of 
delegation* Any Manager 00 engaged shall, ba an independent 
contractor. and not an agent or employee bf the committee, shall 
be responsible for managing th* Project for the benefit of the -
committee and the unit owners, and shall, to the extent permitted 
by law and the terms of the agreement with the Conuoittee, be 
authorized to perform any of tha functions or acts required or 
permitted to be performed by the Management Committee itself • Xny 
agreement for professional management of tha Project or any other 
contract providing for services of the Declarant Which may.be 
entered into by tha Management committee or the Association shall 
call for a term not exceeding three (3) years and shall provide 
• that such management agreement may be terminated by the 
Management committee or by the Association without cause and 
• without payment of a termination fee upon, not in excess of 
ninety (90) days, written notice# 
i 
EASEMENTS 
1. Each Unit shall be subject to Bach eeeenents «B U y be 
necessary for tha Installation, naintenance. repair or 
replacement of any Coanon Areas and facilities located within the 
boundaries of such Unit or reasonably aaoeseible only through 
suoh Unit. . . 
3, in the event that, by reason of kha construction, 
reconstruction, aettleasnt or shifting of any part of a buildina 
any part of the Connon Areas and Facilities enoroaobes or Shall 
hereafter enoroaoh upon any part of any Unit or any part of anv 
Unit encroaches. or shall hereafter enoroaoh upon any part at the 
Cosaon Areas, and F-ailitiea or any other Wilt, valid •asefcente 
tar Such encroachment end the aaintenanoe of such aneroaohantfe 
are hereby established and shall exist for the benefit of such 
Unit and ttie.CotODon Areas and facilities, as the cast
 M v be so 
long as all or war part of the building containing any suoh Unit 
f^wS*"* 1* 1 • t r i l n 9 L p r o v l d * , ' . h o w a v w r ' *»»t in no event shall 
a yaiid e&seaent for any encroachnent be created in favor of anv 
Unit Otmtr or in fsvor of.*** Unit owners as owners of the c o S L 
£ f ? i ? n d '"iUties if woMncrowiment occurrS due to t £ 
wiUful conduct of suoh Unit>ojm« or Owners oocurrinc after the 
date on which this Declaration Is recorded. ? * 
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ARTICtl XIV . 
CHAHOI IN OWNKRSHtP 
The Xanageoent Cojueittee ahall selntain i>*_4-_ J ». 
Shoving the nia. of each owner, thi ~ S a „ » K a h % r*0°rf" 
tha Onlt vhich ia ownad by hi* in the wilt It »™ ^ " " i a n d 
fa. or undivided fa . interest i n " i K t ^ J teELE^*"-0' * 
aatatoliahing that tha tranaferhai occurred and thlt * h ! V n d T a 
other inatruaent aacoaplighing tha tranefar i « \ * « t h 5 ?aftd o r 
office of the County ltowrt« o r t h l ^ S S v£.rf 111*1* \* Pi 
located. The Hanageaeht Comitte. »iy ? S . 1 ? p u r U i o - ^ ^ ^ 1 * 
rely on tha inforaation concerning Owner- *Z* %ffit?B *ofc.*nd 
which i . thu. acquired by i t ^ r , 4t i t ^ n t i L S . 0 ^ ' " ^ -
Cowittee ».y . c t and rely on current™£2h"lD £ j Q ™£?*"* n t ' 
respecting any unit or Xtolta which ia o ^ i i * . * ^ £ ? * t l o n 
tha county Recorder of tha cou^f-har? the S o W ! * • • * « « • <* 
Xha addraas of an Owner ahali be deeaed to b?&l ! J " l o o * t *»-
Dhit oyn.dby auoh Ovnar u n l e a s h . I ^ a g ^ t ^ o U i S " ^ t l " 
otherviee adviaed. An Ovnar vho f a i l a t o S 2.,^? u ^ v " *• 
information .ha l l oontinue t o b e l i a b l e ^ SSSP *»• Bl*v« 
cf c o « axpen... avan after ^ S S i n ^ ^ " ? * ^ ^ . 
AJtZZCLl XV 
AMM8WSNT 
Bv«ry Onit Owner ahall pay hia proportionate ah.,.. ^ ..u 
Coaaon Xxpenaea. PayKent tharacf ahall be in aieh HE**.0' *£• 
auoh tinea aa tha Hanagaaant Committee di t .™fn« ?"OUnt» *»>« at 
with the Act, t h . D a c l S r a t i ^ o T S . S y l S : ! ^ : * ^ • ? ~ ^ o . 
lien for nonp.yaant of Comon Bxpanaea « JroJiSJ! £ { J . ^ 
In aaoesaing Unit ovnera for capital imsrov«w»„«.. 
aa>aaaaant for a eingle improvement in the n S T ^ f ' n V 
expenditure exceeding theTm of Tan M»ouJ»S5 Sf?i f * °* p l t * 1 ($10 000.00, .hal l bi mada w i t S u r ^ f J K ^ n i ' b L n „ . 
voted on and approved by at least > u 4 » 3 £ . !? J?? b M n £ l r , t 
undivided owna?5hip inSraet. M3°*ity «t tha Project' • 
ARTICM XVI 
DESTRUCTION OR DAJttflB 
In tH'4-event of deetruotion of or daaaoa to *»*.«. ^ , , 
S!.,ssir:sru°.SJ,r*>^iM •~jsr«£ s & s 1 . ? 
ao^&U'o&tes's: s ^ ^ a s sssfe1 •*••''• 
/ W l • » * n j - i - ~ _ 
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improvements are destroyed or substantially damaged, end if 
proceeds of the insurance maintained by tha Committee are not 
alone sufficiant to accomplish repair or reconstruction 
restoration shall be carried out and all of tha Unit Owners shall 
be assessed for any deficiency on tha basis of their respective 
- appurtenant percentages of undivided ownership interest in the 
Common Areas and Facilities, said assessment becoming a lian on 
• the Unit* as provided in tha Act. 
(o) If seventy-five percent (75) of the Project's 
improvements era destroyed or substantially damaged, and if 
proceeds of the insurance maintained by the Management Committee 
are not alone sufficient to accomplish restoration and if tha -
unit Owners within one hundred (100) days after the destruction • 
or damage by a vote of at least seventy-five percent (75) of the 
- entire undivided ownership interest in the Common Areas and 
Facilities of the Project elect to repair or reconstruct the 
affected improvements, restoration shall be accomplished in the 
manner directed under Subsection (b) above. 
(d) if seventy-five parcant (75) or more of tha Project' a ' 
improvements are destroyed or Substantially damaged, if proceeds 
of tha insurance maintained by tha Committee are ineuf f ioient to 
accomplish restoration, and if the unit Owners do not. within ons 
hundred (100) day* after the destruction or damage and by a vote 
of at least seventy-*ive percent (75) of1 the entire undivided 
ownership interest in the Common Areas and Facilities of the 
Project, elect to repair or reconstruct the affected 
improvements, tha Management Committee shall promptly record with 
the County Reoorder of tha county where the Project is located a 
notice setting forth such facts, upon tha recording of such 
notice the provisions of subsections (1) through (4) of section 
57-0-31, Utah Code Annotated,, shall apply.and shell govern the 
rights of all parties having an interest in the Project or any of 
the Units. I • • -. ^  . * ~ v ** 
(a) Any reconstruction or repair which is required to be 
carried out by this section shall be accompiiehed at the instanos 
and direction of tha Management; Cowaittee/Any determination ' 
which i* required to be made by this section regarding the extent 
of damage to or destruction of Project improvements sLll be m S a 
tfha Management Committee shall select three ti\ a™*.*, 
i appraiser ahall independently eatimate th! J>L$? r a l s5 r i ,> 
M improvements wMcThave K 
damacred; the percentage which governs^e^S!licatiS i S B S l l l J r 
s a p s " ' *"• - M « s y » » thTissj'srjff SLS*,,, • 
each 
ARTICU XVII 
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•PJJ1.1 <H«rlot for i n t j S ; M ^ . " * • • • • • .1» , U , J J A M 
" • ^ ™* ** ^ th. ftSSJIS1.^ y 4 "-*••** tb3"K. 
ARTICLE xvni' 
IWBURAKC1 
• »? t??r" ssfflitiS^srsar1^-*~ 
asata.^ *»«< ^-^vMyy^aLar 
C o n d o i K i ^ t e l ^ S n E i 1 ^ 0 ^ ^ th . ent ir . « £ a l l b . » a i n u W s » c h po i i cV^ . f? B B o n **••• «"» ^ o i i i t i e . i lo«« or daaaga by tlr« »«* - ik*- " h a l 1 peovld* cov^rao. ««*?:?' 
~t«i« ~»L^ r-iss^aajg? «2«- s^s :&?:? 
SRC'JFJS* s t f s S ^ i 1 °£ SA:^=SB;•a,&rJ^'ff•^5a,«?,,, 
aSSS&a^wSffl'ar 
SF-^tfe*1?"" .« 
J^S^S^feSSv' 
-£333. *?'• ?' "•«•* wlE? of^oSv*'1"*1 SS! 
utount of oi 
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. or the'aggregate of tha unpeid principal balanoea at •»,« 
, Mortgages affecting the Individual Dnlts.^uoh " 2 i i L ^ £ . , i w . 
tha fori, at tha standard policy t„ZZ% £ £ £ o M ^ i t i o n J ? 
Flood Insurers Association or in tha fori o f a * o i i m , J M t t 4 p n t i 
tha orlteri . established by the Flood ^ S u r f n S a ^ i ^ r a u " ? ^ 
(d) Tha nixaad iniured under each pollav fumH*.^ *.^  u 
n l B t t l M by th. f , t . g . in , l t a . CM, W ^ K ? J ™ SU 
ssss sssr*-'-1"1~ "ft-»'«sslr 
(e) Eaob auob policy shall inciude the «t»nd»^ „«_*. 
clause (without contribution) which either shall £ "^aagae. 
provide that any proceed, .hall fftoiato tht iantaSJ^ - 9* 1 tQ* 
. Coaaitte. or the Association of Dnil Owner, f o r t t S ' S T J n * 
benefit of Mortgagees as their Interests iay aobear 11 -K ?n w 
otherwise endorsed to fully protect tte l n t L « K O # ° S ^ B U b B 
in addition, the .ortgage. olaus* .hSJ So^Se £het X ^ 9 " 8 ' 
insurance carrier shall notify each Hortoaa.. I* V ?**, • 
days in advance of the • x f e o t l v e ^ t e ^ a T r S L ^ ? l H t y (60> 
cancellation of tha policy. ' y "dUot*<»> in or 
p r ^ l i & ' a a ^ ^ B ^ eny 
n i t o n danage in lieu of »aki™ a ^ s h IsattiaSJ*.*0 MlZot t o 
JSJiSLS* fT^J* "*• ^onJiiS^JS'aS011 opblQn 
as lo i ia t f f i . 0 ' 1 W " W l t t 0 U t **• >* io* "itt .n: .ppro^.l of th. 
2. Fidelity insurance. The Manageaent coaMifct— — 
Association shall be euthoriied to M i n ^ n i n f e r ! ! ??„ , ^ 
coverage against dishonest acts on the Dart «? »!£°" f^1*** 
employees of aanagers), trustees, e S l o v e S L ? ? n a ' , r i ( a n ? 
»e»bers, or volunteers reiponsibls S r ffii^'i"^' Cm»»itte* . 
to or administered by t h a ^ " S « n ? L S i S ! 9 o ^ : ^ 1 f ? g i n » 
unit owners. Th. fidelity bond or ineurwea I h a S S ! ° i i J t i M 1 d f 
Association at the oblige* or insured and »H!Ii £ n**? *"• 
Mount suffiolont to afford to?SSScSJn r t i L 5 ! » , r l t t # n i n « 
but in no event less than one and one-ha?? £? 1 , o n * b l r necessary, 
Project's estiaated annull %JgtJZ?2££*?£<*'»> « . • W ' 
appropriate endorssnent to the K l i c v ^ ! ? ? JL1?4 Swerves. An 
parsons-vh^serve without oS iSJJtSn i? Jh5 •f?ttr*<1 t d o o V « 
otherwise cover .voluntasrs. ^ W 8 t l o n " •"» Policy would not 
«- } •^ labi l i ty Insurance. The Nanagenent CAML*. 
Association of onit Ovnar. shall at a i l t i L - ^ S f * ! ' ? o r 
oo»Dr*hensiva policy of p u b i i T i i l b i l i t v i £ ! * ! ! i n t * l n l n "*<>••a 
of the coamon Araas and Hohifclia i i i iS 7 ! : !^*" 0 * °Pv*rin« a n 
••verability of l n t . S t l n ^ « w ? o ? S ^ i v a f ^ J ? ' 1 ^ « 
•hall preclude tha insurer fro, denyinJ £ l o U S 1 1 ^ m t \ Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
.p.ar^^&ffi/S' 
ovned and hired automobile" i i a w ? i £ #y' l l a b i H t y for non-
oar.ge-kaapar' a l iabi l i ty (if . ^ i j & f J" *"»*** <* <*h£., 
. aa cuatomarily ara covered with ZlmSZl I' •nd,'*1i<* othar rig*, 
•iailar to tha Project in c o n i t r 3 « « , ° c"?d««iniw project* 
?"• Million Doltara <n,000,ooo7ooi £ r V i **? ? o b b* l s " than 
injury, death and/or property dajaS. « i ! i ' i o l t t i a a f o t Peraonal 
occurrence. H a b i i i t y ' i n S u r a n o i ^ I r l ^ £ * O U t o t » "ingle 
direotora and officer* against «£»£, ,?? *£* M««»i*tion 
inaoranda poUoiee shall aS5 b f £ a 2 2 l 5 ° J * ••'•*•'«»•* in auch 
Association for i t s obligation t o ^ E £ ? » . l n J u r i a » t h« 
Cowittaa Mmbera for l l S 8 i ? y ^ r i S S n i ? ' * » *?»ao<»ant 
. Association. y a r l B i "9 froa service to tha 
^ S t w K K ^ ' ^ ' r - -
^.t'^asL&'^^iS'ifiasrs-^a 
. better for General policy S&Sfi^J^9™* *•*«*« of 5
 o r 
-^ t ina . Ko such policy 1 1 1 fcKaSStTSiJr ***** t i 2 
••^-•?«i««t, a unit o v n « r a S^SSJS^L.°Z • " • • " ' • n t . ».y „, 
CoMittae,. tha Aasooiation of O n i t ^ ! ^ " Ha!?«ff«"»>t Y 
Areas, or the Project. ""^ 0 v n »«» * Unit, the Cowow, 
(b) by tha terna of the oarri«*.« «K.«* 
of directors, policyholder., ©TSJ15J5? * h ° C B "i«r», board 
s^aBiSKJISSftsi^j-4 
fcot « £ * pol icy rt«U „ „ ! , . t h t t i 
« fitsrsats syirsts* .*;«» •« « M,^  
-a**«,. ".ooi-ti^ir^rj^r^^* 
W »»», . *ui not u p , ^ ^ ^ ^
 i o t _ _ 
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A f f? o l * i : i o n o r ^ w ^ ^ M *<> i»ply vith out warranty condition 
• s & a & r s ffsas .*•"ProJ,<*—*•»-!""» 
-
 3 f tMS f i X t y . ( € ? ) W p r l o r " i « * n notice to any and a?i f!.u*.„ naaed therein including any Hortgago* n.ned a."n i n W . 1 Jnd 
(d) the Inaurar waives any right of aubrogation i t nioh* • 
hava to any and al l claiwa againat tha Aaaooiation tha * 
Hanageaent Cpmittae, any unit ownar, and/or thai" rJeSaotlv. 
•gant*, eBployeea or tenanta, and any dofenae i t »i!£JP!!!, !! , 
gon^oo-inauranoa or upon u S n U * g £ ^ £ ^ ^ l ^ 
..
 xt> *»• t o oh«ngod oircuaatanoaa. axoeeelva coat »»• «„„ 
oth« raaaon, any-o* th. in.ur.nc. cov .r .gT"™i™«\> L * 
obtained and maintained under Section, l throuoh a Z* £*?! 
. Artiola W i l l cannot reaoonably ba SoowadT^ith LlLS L w 
oov«r»cre tha Aa.ooiation or thS comi±?u? a h a l i o S S T L ? '"** 
maintain auch aubatltuta, different or othar e o v S E il i v h» 
. gjjonabla and prudent under tha oircutt>tane.n> ^ " h e n * 
. AKPICli XIX ; . 
PATONT or EXPOSES . 
» • ProjaoCupon tha tarn., at £ i " S 2 * wa X t h V 2 f n E r M t t 
heroin provided without any deduction on .'count of a*T2!f >, 
or claim whioh th. ownar nay have againat K Kanaaa^t " 
Conaitte. or AMoaiation. If tha Unit Ownarahall^!?w 
i h a t a i W v i t h i n t « (10) day. o? t f c E 3 a V X £ S i aamV*7 " * 
baooao duar tha Ownar .hall pay intaraat thereon S V ^ ! . . . 
.ight.an parent <«) par annumtrom 3 5 d a t l v S n SuS ° f 
installment anall bmcome aua to th. data of th . SySSSt tharaof. 
a. Tha oaah raejiiremanta above referred to for each v.ar 
or portion of tha yaar. are hereby detailed »»« ef f i i bTdSSJi 
to InoXuda an adequate raaarva fund for iainUnanaS •JSL1EMA 
r.pl.can.nt of thoao Common te.«Tin5 n S u S j ^ S a t J S t ^ a ^ 
raplaoad^it * pariodlo basia, plua auoh aggravatm mum ??*».* 
ttna^nt^Cbamittem from t i i . to t i w a n l u ^ l S t S J a i ^ t . judgment, i . to^b. paid by al l tha owner, of thi K ? ! o t thwVn 
exi.tance to enable the Xanagenent Committee t o ^ i ^ n • l t X . & 
expenee. and outlay, of th« Management CommltS/?? S i 2 0 5 , S d 
•ttoa year, growing out ofN» in eonnaottonVS thJ S S n S S L i 
and operation of Buoh land/\bttUding, and i M r o v S i i S i vhi2h^f,«. 
may include, among othar thing., the co.t P f M n S S o S i . J S t i T 
aaaeeaaant., fire, oawaity, flood, fidelity, puSlloUeblfity" 
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and other insurance premiums, connaon lighting, landscaping, and 
the care of the ground*, repairs, and renovations to Common Areaa 
and Facilities, snow removal, wage*, all utility; services (exdept 
telephone, electricity, gas, water and other services which are 
.separately billed or metered to the individual Units fay the 
utility or party furnishing such service), legal and accounting 
fees, management fees, expenses and liabilities incurred fey the 
Management Committee under or fey reason of this Declaration, the 
payment of any deficit remaining from the previous period, the 
creation of a reasonable contingency or other necessary reserve 
or surplus fund/ as wall as all other costs and expenses relating 
to the Condoainlum Project. The Management committee may, froa 
time to time, up to the d o s e of the year for which such cash 
requirements have been so fixed or determined, increase or 
diminish the amount previously fixed or determined for such year. 
It nay include In the cash requirements for any year, any 
liabilities or items of expense vblch accrued or beoast payable 
in the previous year, or which might have been included in the 
cash requirements for a previous year, tut verm not included 
therein; and also any sums which the Management committee may ' 
deem necessary or prudent to provide a reserve against 
liabilities or expenses then accrued or thereafter to accrue 
although not payable in that year. 
3, The portion payable vith respect to each Unit in and for 
. each year or. for a portion of a year shall be a sum equal to the 
aggregate amount of such cash requirements for such year, or 
portion of year, determined as aforesaid, multiplied by the 
. fraction of undivided interest in the Common Areas and facilities 
appurtenant to such Obit, as Shown in Exhibit c. such 
assessments, together with any additional sums accruing under 
thia Declaration, shall be payable quarterly in advance, or any 
such payments and installments as shall be provided by the 
Management Committee. The monthly Share Initially attributable to 
each Unit is set forth on Exhibit c and constitutes the initial 
assessment. A sum equal to the initial monthly assessment for two 
months la to be paid by the Initial purchaser at the time of 
purchase. The foregoing la only an estimate, however, and may be 
revised by the Management Committee as experience is accumulated, 
4. The Management Committee shall have discretionary powers 
to prescribe the manner of maintaining and operating the 
Condominium Project and to determine the cash requirements of the 
. Project to be paid as aforesaid by the Owners under this 
Declaration. Every such reasonable determination by the 
Management Committee within the bounds of the Act and thia 
Declaration shall be final end conclusive as to the owners and 
any expenditures made by the Management committee, vithin the 
bounds of "the Aot and this declaration shall as against the Owner 
be deemed necessary and properly made for such purpose. 
8% If an Owner shall at any time let or sublet his emit and 
SpinnaJesr Point 20 ^y 
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shall default for a period of one (l) month in the pavnant of >nv 
aeaeseaents, the Xanageaent Coaaittee aay, rt i S op tCT .2 i 2 2 
a- such default shall continue, deaend «& r e c . l v . I r ^ a n ? lmg 
tenant, or Subtenant of the Owner occupying the Onit «a «»«w# 
the rent due or becoaing due and payable L i * n e c . « ! J ^ ? o f 
.aid default and the parent of £& r £ t to t£ Slna^Ln"? 0Ur* 
Coaaittee shall be sufficient payaant and dischargeaTeSoh 
tenant or subtenant and the owner to the extent of th . Sount so 
6. Each aflBeesaent and each apeoial esaessnant «h«n t,. 
S ^ f r d l ? t l n o t ?"* P»«°™l o b l i g a t i o n " " S T S w n S S i of 
the unit against which the saa. ie aeseaied at the *T»! IV " 
assessaent 1. aade and .hall be co lUotSle » JSch ^ i ^ L 
reoover a aoney judgaent or unpaid Coaaon S ^ n e e ^ ? ^ t 0 -
. aaintained without foraclo.ure or waiving t h e l i l n v S . ! ! . ^ • 
hereafter) securing th. saaa. i f not paid when d « ( S T ^ * d i . -
any assessaent, whether regular or • V K . i r i S g S j U ^ F S M S °* 
Plus interest at eighteen percent (l£%, £ S ! 2 cotlmV?" 
action and reasonable attorney'a fees, e&all becoi* - if--
such onit upon recordation of « notice thereof M ^ H J ! 2 K , 
Act. tte said lien for non-payaant it^SSSlilt^JSlX^ 
priority over a l l other llehe'and e n c u S w . ? r 2 o r d . 5 oi h*v* 
unrecorded, except only tax. and .peoial aiee«.i-«J ?i o r 
unit in favor of any ai.es.ing mU° or J S c " ™ ! . ^ . 0 * **' 
, 7 . in any conveyance, th* grantee of a Onit ah»n v. jointly and eeverally liable with the greater tit J n i i ! ^ 
assessment* ?ff*in.t the latter for Id. « t o o f t t a L ^ , 
expenses up to th* time of th* grant or oohvevan™ »?J^ «. 
prejudice to the grant**' • right* to reoovS tSlluwlthw* 
aaount. paid by the grantee, however, I S v ^ c J S . ^ - cantor the 
entitled to a stateaent froa the ManaaSJ ^ 2 * * n t ' ' " h a l 1 *•-
setting forth th . Mount, of £T ^ ^ J i S S l T ^ ? ^ ^ 
grantor, and such grantee shall not^ta I K M ! ^ " * * »9aln»* th* 
Onit conveyed be subject t o T l i e T f l V l S ^ K i ^ B b * U * » 
against the grantor In exc. . . 5? th* S,p£E Hit } J r S ? * * ' " n t ' ' 
I. A certificate executed and acknbwiedo^ K„ *... „ 
or Kanage»*nt Comittee stating th* unpaid 2 2 . 1 £ J * * * " » » « 
outstanding with respect to a q n i t * . h 3 l ^ b . q S S » I R T O , • • **»» 
Manageaent Coaaitt** and th* Owners aTtt. « ,2^° ?fiV* u*o n **• 
indebUtoeM on the data of t h T S r t i J i o i t ? i * " £ 2 l o f / t t o h 
parson* .who. rely thereon in good faith !-*' i™'•*«* of a l l 
-hall be fttrniehaJ t5 wy S w S « ^ o r ^ S « » S ! n S ^ 0 t r t l f * • " * • 
Ownjr or encuabranoeee of a ^ t u p j r S S S t . 2 r . p r o , p e c k l v * 
init ial ly not to exceed ten doiiare ffl«? J l ! »«"on«bl* f,, 
for a certificate of indebted^. .JUll b! L»V?1!"" "»• *«JWit 
ten (10) daye, all unpaid > < ^ n ^ e n J e 2 i r h W i ! 4 * i t t *it2in 
& ' f t * t U ? f ^ l B « « ^ t i w r i K i f h f ' . S S S ? d w ***«* 
the lien or interest held b y & r ^ t a i n E w 5? • l*««ttMted, to 
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t h . d ! a « ran* a. the Uen of U ? £ y ^ % t * " - * * ? « 
recorded, tha Hanagaa^t S L i t t w £ * n • • • • •n»nt has been 
tho saae aanner as tha nofcl«» „# * " U c a U M t o *>• recorde* i* 
•tating the
 Mti."aoJ?oS InS r a l B " r o f ^ J ^ ^ S * lien for non-payaent of aMaasnen?. ! . *v!** i*"1 ^ « a o f . such 
Kanageaent Coialtt*. or fay" £ X or ?„*«.•"*o r o , d *T '••!• by\he 
inauranoe coapany authorised bTfch! J ^ * * OOBP*"y or t i t l e 
Mia to ba oonduoted iS «Sor£ncfv?S t t?KBW?t c ? » » t o " , Juoh 
III*10*?1! t o . t h - • * « « * « • o f S S i l 2 l S ? . P r o v i ' i o n " <* tha lav 
daeds of trust or aortgagea o r i n l V L 1 * o r- 'oraaloaura L 
i ^ * * *P ^raoloflure o? L!a "h2 m , ? ^ t t a n n 8 r P i t t e d by 
to pay the costs and expenses at a u J ^ X ^ f * B b » " *• required 
- reasonable attorney* a fias. Uoh Pr°<«>*»i«gs including 
0 T ^ ^ 1 ^ » ^ - £ . . f ° t : 0 r ^ ' A < * " Owner, i f
 b . l a a n 
^ J f P t i o n ^ r i o d , ahaU be required to 2-5 J*1* ^ W • £ 
for the Onlt and the olaiatlr? 4 - ! ? 2 *** * reasonable r£nt«i 
iagswfiis SB s ^ E ^ ^ ' - - *"' 
W I C L I XX 
MORTGAGE PROMCrrOK 
& 2 ? M a "«9««* Co»«it?aV« t h e A ^ ? ^ " * * * 8 w i t t « » "quest thareto, the Coaaittae or the A M J M ! ? ? 0 l a t i o n ot Onit Oraera 
encuabered by tho a w t m S h e W * rtu*£* 0wn*lr •« the unit 
Period of » ^ y («S> 2 K r 5 % 5 y t o U S ^ ° r t W M " « S o 2 f « a 
iiaS^°^ v*°'A* obiiStiSjJ tzjFis****"* on hi. j ; ^ 
Wpsz^&ssss--
ffSBggSgg&M* 
olaia. for a pro rata JgiS 2 * ^cHSSSSt ^ t ?or Spinnaker
 Poi„t » «»MM»ant. or charg„ 
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resulting from ft pro rata reallocation thereof to all Unit* 
including the Unit in which the Mortgagee ie interested). No 
assessment, charge# lien or claim which is described in the 
preceding sentence a* being subordinate to a Mortgage or as not, 
a burden to a Mortgagee cosing into possession pursuant to his 
Mortgage or a dead or assignment in lieu of foreclosure shall be 
collected or enforced by either the Management Committee or the 
Association iron or against a Mortgagee, a successor in title to 
a Mortgagee, or the unit affected or previously affected by the 
Mortgage concerned (to the extent any such collection or 
enforcement would prejudice the interests of the Mortgagee or 
successor in title to the Mortgagee interested in euch unit). 
2* Unless all of the First: Mortgagees have given their prior 
written approval, neither the Management I Conaittee nor the 
Association of Unit Owners shall be entitled, by act, omission,, 
or otherwisei 
(a) to seek to abandon or terminate the Condominium Project 
or to abandon or terminate the arrangement which is established 
by this Declaration and the Record of Purvey Map (except as 
provided in Article XVI hereof in the event of certain 
destruction or datoaga and as provided in Article XXI hereop in 
the event of a taking by condemnation or eminent domaint 
(b) to partition or subdivide any Unit; 
. (o) to seek to abandon, partition, subdivide, encumber, sell 
or transfer all or any of the Common Areas and Facilities (except 
for the granting of easements for public utilities or for other 
public purposes consistent with the intended use of the Common 
Areas and Facilities except as provided in Article XVX hereof in 
the event of certain destruction or damage); 
(d) to use haiard insurance proceeds resulting from damage 
to any part at the Condominium Project [whether to Units or to 
the Oommon Areas) for purposes other than the repair, 
replacement, or reconstruction of such improvements, except as 
provided by statute in the event of substantial lots to the unit 
and/or Common Areas and Facilities; 
! 
(e) to change the pro rata interests and obligations of any 
Unit which apply for (l) purposes of levying assessments or 
charge* or allocating distributions at baser* insurance proceeds 
or condemnation awards or for (*) determining the pro rata share 
of ownership of each Unit in the Common Areas and Facilities 
provided/however, that nothing herein shall impair, restrict, or 
prevent the exercise of Declarant's options to expand in 
accordance with Article XXXI hereoff even though such expansion 
would result in a pro rate reallocation of undivided ownership of 
the Common Areas and Facilities, 
(f) to alter tha p r o v i d e at Articla m i l haraof an such 
Spinnaker Point %% 
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«.il to »«i„t.in the inauranS o o v L a V ^ S i ^ a W t 0 
•xp.»2; " ; 3 5 2 ? f f i L £ S i t g L S " ^ * ^ *«*»« « . 
record- of the Kanageaent C o m i & *£."S?1** - th? *>«*• • * 
owner., or of the CondcwiniuTprpXct ^!»X**r , 1* t l o n °< Wiit 
Mortgage. Bake, written request to M,! w ro" *na •**•*• the t ia . a 
A«.opi?tion ah.ll fiirniah S Moh°MS?a»r*9*",?t <**"i«ii or 
reflecting the financial pooition or M ! £ L t i n * ' »<«aariaing «• 
coBBittea, the Aaoooiation, or th iBhl tSSeS. ""* ** th* 
" t a b U e ^ a X ^ ^ S ^ d " : ^ *"<*i»tio„ .hall " 
. reaaonably predictable and^Lf^ t o °? v , r *»• ooat of 
replacewntS of ? £ J J a S S5TS& P»2?^f?p'lr" « ^ 
«uoh reaerve, to b. fundi? b? reoSJr ^ K ? U " flnd 6 h a " caua. 
-.a.e.ent, affainat the * i j S f i f t i S ^ . t 2 f t . K . ^ ? 
s a H J »-S&:*L5JHS ?aa5S?« 
^v"is,a£^-s1^^«ntirt««! fl„. _ 
Mortgagee purTOant to iS^frtaaa^in XI*"* r l **» •« r « r » 5 
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expand under Article XXXI hereof, which may be accomplished 
without consent of any Mortgagee, no amendment to thia Article XX 
which haa tha effeot of dimlniehlna tha right a, protection or 
aacurity afforded to Mortgagee ahall ba accomplished or effective 
unlearn all of the Hortgageea of tha individual Unite hava given 
their prior written approval to auch amendment. Any amendment to 
thia Artiola XX ahall be aocompliehed by an instrument executed 
by tha Hanagement Committee and filed for record In tha offica of 
tha County Recorder of the county where the Project ia located, 
in any auch instrument an officer of the Management committee 
shall certify that any. prior written approval of mortgagees 
required by thia Artloio XX as a condition to amendment haa bean 
obtained» 
ARTICLE XXI 
BMIHENT DOMAIN 
In the event that eminent domain proceedings are commenced 
against the Project or any portion thereof, the provisions of 
57-$-32#S, Utah Code Annotated ahall apply. Tha Management 
Committee, ahall give written notice of auch proceeding* to all 
Hortgageea of record, Ko first lien priority of any Mortgagee 
shall ba diminished or otherwise disturbed by virtue of such 
proceedings, 
ARTICLE X X H . 
KAIHTKfAKCB . 
!• isaoh owner of a Unit at hla own expense ahall keep the 
interior of such a unit and its equipment appurtenances in good 
order/ condition and repair and in a clean and sanitary 
conditionf and ahall do all redecorating and painting which may 
at any time be necessary to maintain the good appearance of such 
Unit. Except to the Unit that tha Management Committee on behalf 
or all Unit owners is protected by insurance against such injury/ 
tha unit Owner ahall repair all injury or damages to the Unit, 
building or buildings caused by the act* negligence or 
oareleaeness of the Unit Owner, or that bf any tenant or subtenant 
or any member of the Unit Owner's family or of the family of any 
tenant or subtenant or any agent/ employee or guest of the owner 
or hia tenant or subtenant end all such repairs, redecorating and 
painting shall ba of a.quality and kind equal to the original 
work. In addition to decorating and keeping the interior bf the 
Unit iz\ good repair/ the Unit Owner shall be responsible for the 
maintenance, or replacement of all windows and other glaaa 
contained in auoh unit, and any heating equipment, hot water 
equipment or plumbing fixtures that nay be used exclusively by 
the Unit* Each Unit Owner shall be entitled to the exclusive use 
and possession of the Limited Common Areas appurtenant to his 
Unit provided, however, that without the written permission of 
the Kanagement Committee fit at had and obtained, a Unit Owner 
SninnaVer Point 2i 
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shall not ttaJtfi or permit to be made any itruotural alteration, in 
or to the unit or in or to the exterior of the building, and 
iha 11 not paint or decorate any portion of tha axtarior of tha 
- unit or of tha building in which tha Unit ia looatad. 
2* Except aa hereinafter provided, the Management Committee 
shall provide for auch maintenance end operation of tha Common 
Areas and Facilities aa nay be' reasonably necessary to keep thaa 
clean, functional/ attractive and generally in good condition and 
repair. Tha Management Committee shall have no obligation 
regarding maintenance or care of unite. 
ARTICLE XXIII 
RIGHT-0? ENTRY 
Tha Hanagement Committee and its <July Authorised aoenta 
shall have the rioht to enter any and all of the Unite in case.of 
an emergency originating in or threatening auch Unit or any otHer 
part of the Project, whether or not the Unit Owner or occupant 
' thereof is present at the tiroei The Committee and its duly, 
authorised agents shall also have the right to enter into any and 
all of said Units at all reasonable tines as required for the 
purpose of making necessary repairs upon the Common areas: and 
Facilities of the Project or for the purpose of performing 
emergency Installations, alterations or repairs to the mechanical 
or electrical devioee or installations located therein or 
thereon/ provided, however, Such. emergency installations, 
• alterations or repairs are necessary to prevent damage or 
threatened damage to other Units in the) Project; and provided 
further, that the Unit Owner affected by auch entry shall first 
ba notified thereof .if available and if time permits, 
ARTICLE XXIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES AND REGULATIONS 
The Hanagement Committee shall have tha power to adopt and 
establish by resolution, such project management and operational 
rules as it may doom necessary for the maintenance, operation, 
management and control of the Project. The Committee may, from 
time to time by resolution, alter, emer*d and repeal such rule*. 
Khan a copy of any amendment or alteration or provision for 
repeal of any rule or rules has been furnished to the unit 
OVners, such amendment, alteration or provision shall be taken to 
be a part of such rules..Unit Owners shall at all times obey such 
rule* and see that they are faithfully observed by these persons 
over vhqj&„they have or may exercise oontrol and supervision, it 
being understood that Such rules shell apply and be binding upon 
all units owners, tenants, subtenants or other occupants, of the 
Units. 
" S 
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AJOTCM XXV 
OBLIGATION To COHPLY HEREWITH 
Bach Unit owner, tenant, subtenant or other occupant of a 
Unit shall comply with the provision* or the Aotf thie 
Declaration, the Bylaws, and the rules end regulations of the 
Management Carnalttee, all agreements and determinations lawfully 
made and/or entered in to by the Management Committee or the Unit 
owners, when eating in accordance vlth their authority, and any 
failure to comply vlth any of the provisions thereof shall be 
grounds for an notion by the Xanacement Committee or other 
aggrieved.party for injunctive relief on to recover any lose orf 
damage resulting therefrom, including costs, and reasonable 
attorney1 s fees, 
ARTICLE XXVI 
INDEMNIFICATION OP MXNAtftMENT COMMITTEE 
Each member of the Management Committee shall be indemnified 
and held harmless by the Association Of Unit Owners against all ' 
. coats, expenses and liabilities what soever, including, without 
limitation, attorney1 s fees reasonably incurred by his in 
.connection vlth any proceeding in which ha aay become involved by 
reason of his being or having been a member of said Committees 
provided, however, the foregoing indemnification shall not apply 
it the loss, expense or liability involved resulted from the 
willful misconduct or gross negligence of the member. 
ARTIQH XXVII 
AMENDMENT 
in addition to the amendment provisions contained in Article 
VI and Article XXXI hereof, and subject to the terms of Article 
XX, this Declaration and/or the Map may be amended upon the 
affirmative vote or approval and consent- of owners having 
ownership of not less .than $6,6f percent at the undivided 
interest in the common Areas and Facilities. Any member so 
authorized shall be accomplished by recordation of an instrument 
executed by the Management Committee. In said instrument the 
Committee shall oertify that the vote or consent required by this 
Article *XXV£Z has occurred. notwithstanding any other provision 
contained herein^ until occurrence of either at the events 
referred to in Article xxrr hereof, no amendment to the Hap or to 
. any provision of this Declaration vhich has or may have the 
effect of diminishing or impairing any right, power, authority 
privilege, protection or control siven to Declarant (in Its 
capacity as Declarant) herein shall be accomplished or effective 
unless the instrument through which much amendment is purported Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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to be accomplished is consented to in writing by Declarant. 
ARTIOLS XXVJJI 
CONSENT IN LIIU OF VOTE 
In any case In which the Act or this Declaration requires 
tha vote of a stated percentage of tha Projact1 a undivided 
ownership interest for authorisation or approval of a 
transact ion/ euoh requirement may he fully aatisf iad by 
obtaining, with or without a meeting, consents in writing to suoh 
transaction from Unit Owners who collectively hold at least tha 
stated percentage of undivided ownership interest. The following 
additional provisions shall govern any application of. this 
. saotioni 
(a) all necessary consents must he obtained prior to the 
expiration of ninety (90) days after the first consent is given 
by any Owner; 
(b) any change in ownership of a Unit which occurs aiter 
consent has been obtained from the Owner having an interest 
therein shall not be considered or taken in to account for any 
purposes and 
(o) unless tha consents of all Owners having in the eame 
Unit are secured, the consent of none of shall be effective• 
ARTICLX XXIX 
DECLARANT* S SALES PBOGHAH 
Notwithstanding any other provision, of this Declaration, 
until Declarant ceases to be a Unit Owner or the expiration of 
five (5) years after the date pn which this Declaration is filed 
for record in the office of the County Recorder of the county 
where the Project is located whichever first occurs (hereinafter 
referred to as the Occurrence), Deolarant shall have the 
following rights in furtherance of any sales, promotional, or 
other activities designed to accoaplish or facilitate the sale of 
all Units owned by Declarant. 
* (a) Declarant shall have the right to maintain a sales 
office and/vor model Ohits. Suoli office and/or model units may be 
Units (at any location) owned by Declarant. 
(b) Declarant shall have* the right to maintain a reasonable 
number of promotional, advertising, and/or directional eigne, 
banners or similar devioeex^t any place or places or the 
Property, but any such device, fhall be of a siie and in a 
location as. is reasonable and customary. Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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(o) Declarant shall have the right to use the Coamon Areas 
and raollitie* of the Projeot to entertain prospective purchasers 
or to otherwise facilitate Unit sales, provided said use is 
reasonable as to both tins and manner. 
Declarant shall have the right from tine to time to locate 
or relocate its sales office/ model units, and/or signs banners 
or similar devices but in connection vith each such location or 
relocation shall observe tha limitations imposed by the preceding 
portion of this Article. Within a reasonable period of time after 
the happening of the Occurrence, Declarant shall have the right 
to remove from the Projeot, any signs banners or similar davlces 
ARTICLK XXX i 
LIMITATION OK IMPROVEMENTS BY ASSOCIATION 
Until the occurrence described in Article XXIX, neither the 
Association nor the Management Committee shall without the 
written consent of Declarant make any improvement to or 
alteration in any of the Common Areas and Facilities, other than 
such repairs, replacements/ or similar natters as nay be 
necessary to properly maintain the Common Areas as they existed 
at the time the Declaration was recorded. 
ARTICLE XXXI 
DSCLARAOT'S OPTION TO EXPAND 
This Article XXXI is dale ted from the Amended Declaration* 
ARTICLE XXXII 
SEVERABILITY 
The invalidity of any one or more phrasesr sentences, 
subparagraphs, paragraphs, sections or articles hereto shall not 
affect the remaining portions of this instrument nor any part. 
thereof I and in the event that any portion or portions of this 
instrument should be invalid or should operate to render this 
Instrument invalid, this instrument shall be construed as if such 
invalid phases or phrasm, sentence or sentence*/ subparagraph or 
subparagraphs, paragraph or paragraphs, section or sections, or 
article or articles had not been inserted. 
ARTICLX XXXIII 
•s.^ DECLARANT'8 RIGHTS ASSIGNABLE 
. All of the eights of Declarant under this Declaration Kay be 
assigned or transferred either by operation of lav or through a 
voluntary conveyance, transfer or assignment. Any Mortgage 
covering, all Units in the^rojeot/ title to which is vested in 
.the Declarant, shall, at ehjr oiven point in time and vhether or 
not such Mortgage does so by* its terms, autonatioelly cover, 
encumber, and inolude all of the then unexercised or then unused 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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rights, powers, authority, privileges, protections and controls which are 
accorded to Declarant (in its capacity as Declarant herein). 
ARTICLE XXXIV 
GENDER 
The singular,, wherever used herein, shall be construed to 
mean the plural when applicable, and the necessary grammatical 
changes required to .make the provisions hereof apply either to 
corporations or Individuals, male or female, shall in all cases 
be assumed as though in each case fully expressed. 
ARTICLE XXXV 
WAIVERS 
No provision contained in this Declaration shall be deemed 
to have* been waived by reason of any failure to enforce.it, 
irrespective of the number of violation's which may occur. 
ARTICLE XXXVI 
TOPICAL HEADINGS 
The topical headings contained in this Declaration are for 
convenience only and do not define, limit or construe the 
contents of the Declaration. 
» 
ARTICLE XXXVII 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
This Declaration shall take effect upon recording. 
• • • " * . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed t h i s I  I SS F, the undersigned has e 
Dec larat ion t h i s 7M.* day of AvquAT- , 2001 
iathy O. Anderson C
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me a notary public by Don Jay 
Anderson and Cathy 0. Anderson who acknowledged to me that they 
executed the within instrument 
~£2J*f \(^b$?J«n ? ^ '. 
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GARDEN CITY APPROVAL 
GARDEN CITY, a body corporate and politic, and the City in 
which SPINNAKER POINT project is located, by and through its duly 
elected Mayor, does hereby give final approval to the said 
project, to the foregoing Declaration, to the Record of Survey 
Map recorded concurrently herewith. 
DATED this4^-day of Q.Ur>Vc9^ , 2001. 
GARDEN CITY: 
By riayj^^K, aM -. wp^v^-**— 
Garden City Mayor 
.^G^N 
SEAL 
**. z.V* 
J>Ttf* 
\ 
\ Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OP THE PROPERTY 
Property located in Rich county, State of Utah, more particularly described as follows: 
i/\n>v/\ci^ Ppt^t fV^vT COMMENCING AT THE BRASS CAP MONUMENT FOUND AT THE WEST 
QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION IB, TOWNSHIP 14 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, 
OF THE SALT LAKE BASE AND .MERIDIAN AND RUNNING THENCE 
SOCTOI'OfW 1713.24 FEEJ.ALONG THE WEST UNE OF SAID SECTION UNE; 
THENCE S89-57'18"£ 1876.96 FEET TO A POS" IN THE EAST RIGHT OF 
WAY UNE OF U.S. HIGHWAY 89; THENCE RUNNING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG 
SAID RIGHT OF WAY UNE 112.96 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF A 1005.37. 
FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE LEFT THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
06r2S'15'; THENCE N59'46'30*E 414.93 FEET T6 THE MEANDER UNE OF 
BEAR LAKE; THENCE S35m46'W"E ALONG MEANDER UNE 2t4;53 FEET; 
THENCE S25'26'59"E ALONG MEANDER UNE 72.46 FEET; THENCE 
S8V13'32mW 474.32 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINING; CONSISTING OF 5 
LOTS CONTAING 1.98 TOTAL ACRES. 
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EXHIBIT "Bw 
BYLAWS OF 8PINNWCBK POIKT 
I 
IDENTITY 
These are tha Bylawa of SPINNAKTO POIKT, duly made and 
.provided for In aooordanca with the Utah Code Annotated as 
amended. Any term uaed herain which ia defined in tha Declaration 
to which thaae Bylawa ara appended shall have tha meaning 
ascribed therein. 
I 
II 
APPLICATION 
All present or future owners, tenants or any other person 
who night use the facilities of SPINHAKBR POINT in any manner are 
subject to the regulations set forth in these Bylaws* The Bare 
acquisition or rental of any pf the Units or parts thereof, or 
the acre act of occupancy or use of any of said Units or part 
thereof or the common Areas and Facilities will signify that 
these Bylaws are accepted, ratified, and will be coaplled with by 
said person. 
•
 m
 ' 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROJBCT 
1* Place of Heating* Meetings of the Unit Owners shall be 
held at such place within the state of Utah as the Managaaent. 
committee aay specify in tha notice, except as herein otherwise 
specified. 
2, Annual Heatings. The firat annual meting of tha Unit 
Ownere shall be held at tha Project on* the date and tiae as set 
by the Declarant. Thereafter, the annual meetings shall be held 
on such day of each succeeding year, provided however, that when-
ever such date falls on a leg*l holiday, the meeting shall be 
held on the next succeeding business day, and further provided 
that the Management Committee may by resolution fix the date of 
tha annual meeting on such date or at such other place as the 
Managemertt; committee nay deem appropriate. 
• N ' * • * • . 
3. Special" Heatings • Speoial meetings of the Association of 
Unit Owners may be called at any time by the Management Committee 
<>r by Unit Owners who collectively hold at least thirty peroent 
f30t] of the total vote.Nfotioe
 Qf eeid meetings shall be 
delivered not less than t*$ (10) days prior to the date fixed for 
said neeting* 8uoh meeting shall be held or the Project or such 
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considered. 
4. Notice*. Any notice permitted or required to ba 
delivered aa provided herein nay he delivered aithar peraonally 
ot by certified or ragiatarad mail. If delivery is by nail, it 
ehall be deemed to have bean delivered seventy-tvo (72) hours 
after a copy of the aama haa been deposited in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the Unit Owner concerned. 
5. Quorua. At the meeting of the Unit Owner a , the 
owners of more then fifty percent (50%) in the aggregate of 
intereat in the undivided ownership of the Coamon Areas and 
Facilities shall constitute a guorua fqr any and all purposes/ 
except in situations in which express provisions require a 
freater vote in which evant a guorua shall be the percentage to nterest requited for ouch vote. In the absence of a quorua in% 
parson or by proxy/ the aaating shall be adjourned for twenty-
four [24) hours, at which tins £t shall reconvene and any number 
of Unit Owners present at euch eubaaquent meeting, in peraon or 
by proxy, shall constitute a quorua. At any such adjourned 
aaeting hald aa eet forth above
 r any business aay be traneaotad 
which night have been transacted at the aaeting aa origirially 
noticed. 
$. Voting. Khen a quorum la. present at any Keating, 
the vote of the unit ownera repreeenting more thin fifty percent 
(50%) of the undivided interest present at the aeeting either in 
person or represented by proxy, shall decide any question of 
business brought before euoh neeting/ including the election to 
the Management Coanittee, unlets the queetion is one upon which, 
by expreaa provieion of the Declaration or these bylaws, a 
greater vote is required, in which caae such express provision 
ehall govern and control the decision of such question. All 
votes nay be cast either in peraon or by proxy. All proxiee 
shall be in writing, and mist be of record vith the secretary at 
leaat two (2) days prior to the Heating at which they are ueed, 
7. Hal vera of Notice. Any unit Owner nay at any tiae 
vaive any notioe required to be given under these By lave, or by 
statute or otherwise. The presence of a. Unit Owner in peraon: at 
any aaeting of the Unit owners ehall be daessd such waiver. 
0. Tine of Meeting. All neetinga* shall be held at 7:30 p.a. 
unless a.inotice of euch aeeting is duly delivered specifying a 
differentiae. 
XV 
J&toOKMBHT COMMITTER 
1. Powers. The business, property end affaire of the 
Project aha 11 be managed %xA governed by the Hanageaent Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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2* Election. The Management Committee ahall be elected 
as providad in the Declaration. 
3. Vacancies. Vacanoie* on the Management Committee 
ahall ba fillad as providad in tha Declaration. 
4. Regular Meetings* A regular annual meeting of 
tha Management Committee ahall be held, immediately after the 
adjournment of aach annual meeting of tha Unit Owners* Regular 
meetings, othsr than the annual meetinc, shall or aay be held at 
regular intervale at such place** and at auoh tines as either the 
prtaident or the Management Committee aay from time to time 
designate. 1 
5. Special Meetings, Bpeoial meetings of the Hanageaent-
coamittee shall be held whenever called by the president, vice% 
president , or by tvo or aore members. By unanimous aonsent of the 
Management Committee, apecial meetings may ba held without call 
or notice at any tine or place• 
6. Quorum* A quorum for tha transaction of business at 
any meeting of the Management. Committee shall consist of 'a 
majority of the members of the Management Committee then in 
office, 
7. compensation. Members of the Management Committee 
as such, shall not receive any stated salary or compensation 
provided that nothing herein contained shall be construed to 
praclude any member of the Management Committee from serving 
the Project in any other capacity and receiving compensation 
thereof 
8. Waiver of Notice* Before or at any meeting of the 
Management Committee, eny member thereof may, in writing, vaive 
notice of such meeting and such valvar shall be deemed equivalent 
to the giving of euoh notice. Attendance by a member of the 
Managaaent committee at any meeting thereof shall be a valvar of 
notice by him of the time and place thereof. 
9. Adjournments. The Management Committee may adjourn 
any meitlng from day to day or for such other tiae as may be 
prudent or necessary, provided that no meeting may ba adjourned 
for longer than thirty <30) days. 
Ss
^.. 
OFFICERS 
1. Designation and Ejection. The principal offioera of 
the Management Committee shall be a president, a vice-prasiaent, 
and a secretary-treasurer all of whom shell be elected by and 
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as in their judgment nay be neceaaary or desirable, Suoh election 
or appointment shall regularly taXe place at the flret meeting of 
the Management committee Immediately following the annual seating 
of the Unit Owners; provided, however, that election of offioers 
may be held at any other meeting of the Management Committee. 
2- Other Officers, The Management Committee may appoint auoh 
other officers, in addition to the officers hereinabove 
expressly named, as they shall deem necessary, who shall have 
authority to perform such duties as may be prescribed from time 
to time by the Management Committee, but membership on the 
committee shall not exceed three (3) members. 
3. Removal of Officers and Agents. All offioers and 
aaents shall be subject to removal, with or without cause at any 
time by the affirmative vote of the majority of the then membef'a 
of the Management Committee* 
4. President. The president shall be the chief 
executive of the Management Committee, and shall exercise general 
supervision over its property and affairs. He shall sign on 
bshalf of the Project all conveyances, mortgages and • 
contracts of material importance to its business, and shall do 
and perform all acts and things which the Management Committee 
may require of him. He shall preside at all meetings of the unit 
Owners and the Management Committee. He shall have all of the 
general powers and duties which are normally vested in the office 
of the president of a oorporetion, including, but not limited to 
the power to appoint committees from among the members (or 
otherwise) from tine to time as he may in hid discretion deoida 
is appropriate to assist in the-conduct of affairs of the . 
Project. 
5. vioe President. The vice president shall take the plaoe 
of the president and perform his duties whenever the president 
shall be absent or unable to act. If neither the president nor 
the vice president is able to act, the!Management Committee shall 
appoint some other member thereof to dp so on an interim besis. 
The vice president shell also perform such other duties as shall 
from time to time be prescribed by the Management Committee. 
6. Secretary-Treasurer $ The secretary-treasurer shall have 
the responsibility for the funds and securities of the Management 
Committer and shall be responsible for keeping full and accurate 
accounts of all receipts of all disbursements in books belonging 
to the Management committee. He shall be responsible for the 
deposit of all monies and all other valuable effects in the name, 
ana to. the credit of, the Management Committee is suoh 
depositaries as may froixtlma to time be designated by the 
Management Committee. He mall also keep the minutes of all 
masting* of the Management * Committee and of the Unit owners; have 
charge of the books and papers s the Management Committee may Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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7. Compensation. Mo compensation ahall be paid to th« 
officer* for their services as offioara. Ho remuneration shall be 
paid to an officer for aervioes performed by him for the 
Management committee in any other capacity, unlsee a resolution 
authorising such remuneration shall have been unanimously adopted 
by tha Management Committee before the services are undertaken. 
VI 
ACCOUNTING 
1. Books and Accounts. Tha books and accounts of tha 
Management Committee- shall be kept under the direction of tha 
treasurer and in accordance vith reasonable standards and 
accounting procedures. 
3. Report. At the close of each accounting year, the books 
and records of the Management Committee shall be reviewed by a 
person or.firm approved by the Unit Owners. Until changed by the 
Management. Committee the accounting year of the Association shall 
end on December 31 of each year* Report of such review shall be 
prepared and submittad to the Unit Owners at or before the annual 
meeting of the Unit Owners. Provided, however, that a certified 
audit by a certified public accountant approved by the Unit 
Owners shall be made if Owners representing at least meventyHtive. 
percent (75') of the undivided interest in the Common Areas and 
Facilities determine to require the same. 
3. Inspection of Books, financial reports, auch as are 
required to be furnished, shall be available at the principal 
office of the Management Committee for inspection at reasonable 
times toy any Unit owner. 
vir 
PROJECT RULS9 
The Management Committee shall have tha power to adopt 
and establish, by resolution, such Project sanagement and opera-
tional rules and regulations as it may; deem necessary for the 
maintenance, operation, management and control of tha Project and 
the Management Committee may from time to time, by resolution, 
alter, amend and repeal suoh rules end regulations, unit Owners 
shall at all times obey such rules and regulations and use their 
best efforts to see that they are faithfully observed by their 
leesees and the persons^ over whom they have or may exercise 
control or supervision, it being clearly understood that such-
rules and regulations shall apply and be binding upon all Unit 
Owners of the Project. Provisions of tha Aot pertaining to the 
rules end regulations are incorporated herein by referenoe and 
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VIII 
AMENDMENT OF THE BYLAW . 
These Bylaws may be altered or amended in the same 
manner and subject to the same conditions as apply with respect 
to amendment of the Declaration. 
IX 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF PROJECT 
- The Management Committee shalli" be responsible for the 
maintenance, control, operation and management of the 
Project In accordance with the provisions of the Act, the 
Declaration under which the Condominium Project was established 
and submitted to the provisions of the Act, these bylaws and such 
rules and regulations as the Association of the Unit Owners may 
adopt from time to time as herein provided, and all agreements 
and determinations lawfully made and entered into by the 
Association of Unit owners « 
. : X 
RULES AND.REGULATIONS 
Copies of all rules and regulations adopted by the 
Management Committee shall be. mailed or delivered to all Unit 
Owners at least ten (10) days prior to. the effective date 
thereof. 
XI 
INSPECTION OF PERTINENT DOCUMENTS 
The books and records of the Association, names* and 
address of officers, committee members, and Unit Ownersf 
minutes of owner and committee meetings, and other pertinent 
documents, shall be available at the office of the Association 
for inspection..or copying by any Unit Owner. 
CtHiAf ft jfoutou^xJ 
Secretary-Treasurer 
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EXHIBIT "C" 
OWNERSHIP OF COMMON AREAS 
Percentage of 
Lot 2 Ownership of Common Initial Monthly ?a* 
Unit Ho. Areas for Lot fz Common Area Haint 
1 33 1/31 $100.00 
2 33 1/3% UOO.OO 
3 33 1/3% UOO.OO 
Lot /2 is subject to the limited common .ownership as is set forth 
in the Amended Plat of Lots 1, 3f 4 and*3 
Percentage of ownership 
of £2na2n Ownership AOJU for all Lots 
Lot No* as set forth on the Amandod Plat 
1 14.386% 
3 Unit i 14.286% 
2 Unit 3 14.316% i 
2 Unit 3 14,286% 
3 14,2(16% 
4 14,216% 
5 14.286%, 
Percentage of Ownership of -
jLUitafl asmsa ownarahlp Acaaa 
as indioated on the Plat Map 
Lot HO. by the cross hatched pattern 
t 14.286% 
2 Unit 1 14.286% 
2 Unit 2 14.286% 
2 Unit 3 . 14.286% ; 
2 14.286% ! 
4 14.286% 
8 14.386% 
. Common Ownership and Limited common ownership Area initial 
faea fball be set by the Declarant until such time at a 
Xanagtltht Coaaittae is formed, then such fees shall be aat by 
the Hanagjaent eomaittee. 
The initial Common Araa maintenance assessment for each 
Unit and/or Lot shall be payable in advance. Assessments for the 
first two (2) months of occupancy by an owner other than 
Daolarant shall ba paid at^tha time of purchase. 
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EXHIBIT "&" 
EXPANSION PROPERT* 
LBGAL DESCRIPTION OP THE PROPERTY 
RB7ERRBD TO AB THE ADDITIONAL LAND 
IN ARTICLE XXXI HBR20F 
Property looatad in Rioh County, Stata of Utah, mora 
particularly described as follow*! 
THIS EXHIBIT DBLBTBD IN THE AMENDED DECLARATION 
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C O N D E N S E D TRANSCRIPT 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR RICH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
* * * 
B. INVESTMENT, LC, a Utah 
limited liability company; 
and MICHELLE WHITT ORTEGA, 
Trustee of the Michelle 
Whitt Ortega Family Trust, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs . 
CATHY O. ANDERSON, Trustee 
of the Cathy O. Anderson 
Living Trust; LONGFELLOW 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; 
JOAN M. DALLOF, Trustee of 
the Joan M. Dallof 
Revocable Trust; HENRY S. 
HEMINGWAY, Trustee of the 
Henry S. Hemingway 
Revocable Trust; and the 
SPINNAKER POINT CONDOMINIUM 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, 
Defendants. 
Civil No. 060100011PR 
Deposition of: 
CATHY O. ANDERSON 
* * * 
Date: June 11, 2008 
Time: 9:50 a.m. 
Law Offices of Parr, Waddoups, Brown, Gee & Loveless 
184 South State Street, Suite 1300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Shelly Wadsworth 
- Certified Realtime Reporter -
Registered Professional Reporter 
DEPOMAXMERIT 
LITIGATION SERVICES 
333 S O U T H R I O G R A N D E 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84101 
TOLL FREE 800-337-6629 
PHONE 801-328-1188 
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IK THE FIRST JUDICIAJ. DISTRICT COURT FDR RICH COUKTY 
STATE 
B . INVESTMENT, LC, a Utah 
l i m i t e d l i a b i l i t y company; 
and M1CHELI.E WHITT ORTKCA, 
Trus tee of t h e M i c h e l l e 
Whitt Ortega Family T r u s t , 
P l a i n t i f f s , 
v s . 
OF 
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> 
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> 
UTAH 
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S e t t l e m e n t S t a t e m e n t 
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CATHY O. ANDERSON, T r u s t e e 
of t h e C a t h y O. A n d e r s o n 
L i v i n g T r u s t ; LONGFELIJOW 
HOLDINGS, IAJC, a U t a h 
l i m i t e d l i a b i l i t y company ; 
JOAN M. DALIOF, T r u s t e e of 
t h e Joan M. Dal Jof 
Revocab le T r u s t ; HENRY S . 
HEMINGWAY, T r u s t e e o£ t h e 
Henry S . Hemingway 
Revocab le T r u s t ; and t h e 
SPINNAKER POINT CONDOMINIUM 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, 
Defendants. 
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) Date: June 1], 2008 
> 
) Time: 9:50 a.m. 
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) 
> 
> Law Offices of Parr, Waddoups, Brown, Cec & Lovcless 
184 South State Street, Suite 1300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Shelly Wadsworth 
- Certified Realtime Reporter • 
Registered Professional Reporter 
No. 12 Warranty Deed - Anderson Living 
Trust to Ortega Family Trust 
No. 13 Warranty Deed - Anderson Living 
Trust to B. Investment, \JC 
No. 14 8 April 2004 Meeting Minutes 
No. 15 Surveyor Invoice 82 
No. 16 Bahiljs Letter to Anderson S3 
In rer Accounting & Quitclaim Deed 
P a g e 2 
A P P E A R A N C E S 
For t h e P l a i n t i f f s : 
F o r t h e D e f e n d a n t s : 
Ande r sons 
For t h e D e f e n d a n t s : 
A l s o P r e s e n t : 
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S 
2 CATHY 0. ANDERSON, 
3 called as a witness by and on behalf of the 
4 plaintiffs, being duly sworn, was examined and 
5 testified as follows: 
6 EXAMINATION 
7 BY MR. RUSSELL: 
8 Q. Would you please state your name. . 
9 A. Cathy Anderson Fowkes. 
10 Q. Can you tell me your current address, your 
11 residence address. 
12 A. 9506 West 3500 North, Hinckley, Utah. 
13 MR. HANCEY: If I could just mention, 
14 Cathy speaks quietly by nature. So it may be good, 
15 Cathy, to kind of focus toward the reporter and 
16 speak a little louder. 
17 Q. Have you ever had your deposition taken 
18 before? 
19 A. Huh-uh. 
20 Q. Let me just go over a little bit what 
21 we'll be doing this morning. Vm happy to answer 
22 any questions as well, if you have any questions 
23 about the procedure. I represent the plaintiffs in 
24 this case. It's a lawsuit that's pending in First 
- - P k ' - ^ ^ - x r 
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1 I'd like to get Cathy's testimony as she remembers 
2 it. And if there's something else that the other 
3 attorneys want to ask or clarify, they can do that 
4 or she can correct the transcript if she desires. 
5 It will make the process quicker if we just go 
6 forward and get her testimony. 
7 Q. Now, this lawsuit concerns property in 
8 Rich County which is known as Spinnaker Point. 
9 A. Uh-huh. 
10 Q. You're familiar with that property? 
11 A. Uh-huh. 
12 Q. You have to say yes. 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. You owned the property - j u s t to shorten 
15 this up, as I understand, you owned the entire 
16 Spinnaker Point property with your husband, Don. 
17 A. Uh-huh. 
18 Q. In 2001 you decided to record an amended 
19 plat for that subdivision or for that property, 
20 correct? You don't recall whether you did that or 
21 not? 
22 A. Well, I can't remember it, but I don't 
23 know. 
24 (Exhibit No. 1 was marked.) 
25 Q. Let me hand you what we've marked as 
Page 10 
1 Exhibit 1 to your deposition. It's a three-page 
2 document. It says "Record of Survey Map of 
3 Spinnaker Point Phase 1." Have you seen this 
4 document before? 
5 A. Well, there's three condos there and this 
6 has six, so I don't know. I mean, the ones I saw 
7 had three. 
8 Q. I'll represent to you that this is a 
9 document that's recorded at the county recorder's j 
10 office in Rich County. And maybe we can just use it 1 
11 as a point of reference to ask you some questions 
12 about what was on the Spinnaker Point property. You 
13 say there were three condominiums, right? 
14 A. Yes. Uh-huh. 
15 Q. There never were six? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. There's also shown on this Exhibit 1 a 
18 pool; do you see that? 
19 A. Uh-huh. 
20 Q. Was there ever a pool on the property? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Does that exist at this time? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. When was the pool removed? 
25 A. I don't know for sure, but it was before I I 
1 Page 11 
1 built my cabin. 
2 Q. Now, the three buildings or the three 
3 condominium units that were there, what did you and 
4 your husband use those for? 
5 A. Well, when we first got it about '97, I 
6 think, we bought this one, number 2. We bought 
7 that. And we stayed in that one. 
8 Q. Was that your place of residence? 
9 A. No. It was a second home. 
10 Q. So it's a vacation property? 
ill A. Yeah. 
12 Q. So you used the one unit, unit number 2, 
13 as your own vacation property. 
14 A. Yeah. 
15 Q. What did you use the other two units for? 
16 A. Well, we didn't own those at the time. 
17 Q. When did you acquire the other two units? 
18 A. Well, I can't tell you. But Heaton, he 
19 owned number 1. And he and Don were always trying 
20 to, you know - I don't know. They were always 
21 trying to buy this property over here, the one that 
22 Longfellow bought. And so they — I don't know. 
23 Don bought out Heaton. Then Don bought out the 
24 Longfellow three cabins. And then he also bought 
25 out number 4. 
Page 121 
1 Q. So what's shown on this plat map at number 
2 4? 
3 MR. FOWKES: Number 3. 
4 MR. RUSSELL: Again, this is her 
5 testimony. I'd appreciate it if you'd let her 
6 testify. 
7 Q. Back to my question. After you and your 
8 husband acquired all three units, then what did you 
9 use the other two units for? 
10 A. Well, my husband died at that time. 
11 Q. In what year did he die? 
12 A. 2001. 
13 Q. Were any of the units, any of the three 
14 units, used as vacation rentals? Were they rented 
15 out? 
16 A. Yeah. 
17 Q. Who handled that? 
18 A. Nate. Bear Lake Properties ur something. 
19 Q. You say Nate? 
20 A. Yeah. 
21 Q. What's Nate's last name? 
22 A. Perry. 
23 0- Were all three units rented out through 
24 Bear Lake Properties or did you keep the one that 
?S vnn IKCPH vniirc^Tv^c^ I 
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1 A. Planner. 
2 MR. HANCEY: Off the record. 
3 (Off the record.) 
4 Q. Did you and your husband hire Mr. Blossom 
5 to assist you in the process of getting the 
6 subdivision amendments approved? 
7 A. I guess. 
8 Q. Well, do you recall? 
9 A. Yeah, I think we did. 
10 Q. I want to verify some of the factual 
11 statements that are indicated in the meeting 
12 minutes. It indicates on this that you were present 
13 at this meeting in 2001. Do you see your name is 
14 listed? 
15 A. Yeah. 
16 Q. Do you recall being there? 
17 A. Yeah. I mean, Don Anderson is there. He 
18 was dead, right? 
19 Q. This is April 27th of 2001. 
Z0 A. Yeah. He died in 2001. 
U MR. FOWKES: In December. 
12 MR. RUSSELL: Again, let her testify. I 
13 suspect that this was prior to the time that he 
>4 passed away because it's indicating that he was 
>5 there. Unless he was there in some other form. 
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1 Q. With respect to the others that are listed 
2 there on the list of those present, other than I 
3 yourself and Don Anderson and Rod Blossom, did any ! 
4 of those other individuals listed have anything to | 
5 do with your application on Spinnaker Point? I 
6 A. Paul Webb is the realtor. 
7 Q. He's the realtor that you used when you 
8 were selling the condominiums and the lots? 
9 A. Uh-huh. 
0 Q. Is that a yes? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Is there anyone else on that list that had 
3 anything to do with the Spinnaker Point application 
4 on Exhibit 2? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Back to what I started with before. I'd 
7 like to see if we could verify a few of the facts 
8 that are stated as facts in these minutes. It says, l 
9 "Mr. Blossom stated that there are three condos 
0 built to date," correct? 
i A. Uh-huh. I 
2 Q. And you've verified that. I 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
4 Q. Now, there's a statement made at the last 
5 paragraph, last sentence of the paragraph on the 
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1 first page of Exhibit 2. It saysr "Commission 
2 Member Tolentino stated that according to the 
3 subdivision ordinance, five lots or more falls under 
4 the regular subdivision and must meet all the 
5 requirements of a regular subdivision." My question 
6 in that regard is, was it your understanding that in 
7 dividing this property into five lots it would have 
8 to comply with the town subdivision ordinance? 
9 A. I don't know. I don't know. 
10 Q. Is that something that you didn't 
11 participate in or you didn't know about? 
12 A. I don't know. My husband was there and I 
j 13 don't know. 
14 Q. So your husband handled the discussions on 
15 this matter? 
16 A. Probably. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you recall any participation that you 
18 had in this meeting back in 2001 with the Planning & 
19 Zoning Commission? 
20 A. Well, I think I went, but that's all I -
21 remember. 
22 Q. Do you recall ever being told by anyone 
23 connected with Garden City that you would, in 
24 amending the plat, not need to follow the 
25 subdivision ordinance? 
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1 A. I don't know. 
2 Q. Do you recall anyone from the City or 
3 connected with the City ever telling you that you 
4 would not need to comply with the subdivision 
5 ordinance? 
6 A. I don't know. I really doivt know. 
7 Q. Do you recall whether that happened or you 
8 just don't know if that happened? 
9 A. I don't know. 
10 (Exhibit No. 3 was marked.) 
Ill Q. Let me hand you what's been marked as 
12 Exhibit 3 . Now, this is a document that was 
13 recorded at the Rich County Recorder's Office, it 
14 states, on September 17th of 2001 down on the bottom 
15 of it. It was prepared by Cache Landmark j 
\\6 Engineering and it states the "Spinnaker Point l 
17 Subdivision/Condominium Amended Plat." Have you 
118 seen this document before? 
19 A. Yeah. j 
20 Q. On the right side of the document there's 
21 a box over right by the exhibit sticker on the far 
22 right-hand side. And there's some signatures there. 
23 Is that your signature? 
24 A. Yup. 
125 Q. It says Cathy P . Anderson. 
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1 that's shown with the crosshatched area was to 
2 remain with Lot 2? 
3 A. No. I guess I don't know. 
4 Q. You don't know? Either you had an 
5 understanding of that or you didn't have an 
J 6 understanding. Is your answer that you don't know? 
7 A. There is something about it, but I can't 
8 remember. 
9 Q. As you sit here today, what is your 
10 understanding with respect to the ownership of the 
11 limited common area? Is that with Lot 2? 
12 A. No. I guess it's for all of us. 
13 Q. Do you claim that you separately own the 
14 limited common area that's shown in the crosshatched 
15 area on Lot 2? 
16 A. Say it again. 
17 Q. Do you claim that you separately own the 
18 area that's shown on Lot 2 on the plat as limited 
19 common area, the crosshatched area? 
20 A. No. This is for everybody. 
21 Q. Now, there's a part of Lot 2 that is not 
22 crosshatched. It's shown as a blank white area. 
23 A. Right here? 
24 Q. Yeah. The part that's not the buildings 
125 and the part that's not the limited common area. 
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1 It's just a white area that's shown on the plat. Do 
2 you claim that you own that area? 
3 A. Well, I guess under my name they have that 
4 for the ownership of me. 
5 Q. Who is "they"? 
6 A. The County. 
7 Q. When did you find that out? 
8 A. I don't know. Probably a couple of years 
9 ago. 
10 Q. You've sold and conveyed the condominium 
11 units, the existing condominium units diat are shown 
12 here as 1, 2 and 3, correct? 
13 A. Yeah. 
14 Q. Now, at the time you conveyed those 
15 condominium units, wasn't it your understanding that 
16 you were also conveying to the people who purchased 
17 those units Lot 2? 
18 A. Yeah. 
19 Q. You believed and understood that the 
20 conveyance you made of the condominium units 
21 included as well the Lot 2 area that went along with 
22 those units, correct? 
23 A. Uh-huh. 
24 Q. Is that a yes? 
I2S A Y e * 
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1 Q. So have you asked the County to change its 
2 records? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Why not? 
5 A. Because I've been in a stroke. I didn't 
6 take care of all of that. 
7 Q. Have you paid the taxes with respect to 
8 Lot 2 in the last few years? 
9 A. 1 think I probably did. You know, the 
10 ground. 
11 Q. Have you asked to be reimbursed for that? 
12 A. Yeah. 1 think I called Joan and she 
113 reimbursed me. 
14 Q. So you were reimbursed by the homeowners' 
15 association for those taxes? 
16 A. I don't know. I don't know if I got 
17 reimbursed for that or not. 
18 Q. Now, the condominium units have common 
19 walls and areas that are common to the buildings 
20 themselves. You understand that. 
21 A. Uh-huh. 
22 Q. And when you lived there, the walls that 
23 hold the building up are common walls. 
24 A. Uh-huh. 
25 Q. You don't claim to own any of those today, 
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1 do you? 
2 A. Huh-uh. 
3 Q. That's a no? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. When was the last time that you took a 
6 look at this Exhibit 3 map? 
7 A. This one? 
8 Q. Yeah. The one that's in front of you. 
9 A. I don't know. 
110 Q. Have you looked at it recently? 
11 A. Huh-uh. 
12 Q. Now. there's an area — and I'll point to 
13 this and try to describe it so the record is clear. 
14 There's an area that's located just south of the 
15 common entrance road that's sort of a triangular 
16 parcel. That's an area that you claim to own 
17 separately? 
118 A. Uh-huh. 
19 Q. That's a yes? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 (Exhibit No. 4 was marked.) 
22 Q. Let me hand you what's been marked as 
23 Exhibit 4 to your deposition. It's a document 
J24 that's entitled "Amended Declaration for Spinnaker 
Multi 
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1 correctly? 
2 A. Yeah. 
3 Q. And, again, other than what it says, did 
4 you have a different understanding of what you were 
5 doing when you were signing and recording this 
6 document? 
7 A. I don't know. 
8 Q. Maybe I ought to ask the question a little 
9 more simply. When you and your husband were doing 
0 this, where you were amending the plat for Spinnaker 
1 Point, what was your objective? What did you hope 
2 to accomplish? 
3 A. I guess to make our lot. Lot 1, and the 
4 three lots that Longfellow bought and to sell the 
5 condos. 
6 Q. And then you expected there would be some 
7 things that would still be used in common, correct? 
8 A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. The road, for example. 
[) A. Yeah. 
1 Q. Because you would all be sharing the same 
2 access road. 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
\ Q. Let me ask you about one of the exhibits 
5 to the document, this Exhibit C. It's got page 240 
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l stamped at the bottom of it. It looks like the 
l recording stamp number. Have you reviewed that 
I document or that exhibit before? 
\ A. I remember before my stroke I looked at 
> it. 
> Q. The first part of it talks about ownership 
J of common areas. It says Lot 2 and then has the 
I three unit numbers and the percentage of 33 and a 
) third percent under the column that's marked 
) "Percentage of Ownership of Common Areas for Lot | 
[ #2"; do you see that? 
I A. Would you say that again? 
\ Q. fm just trying to get your frame of 
\ reference. Look at the top part of Exhibit C to 
i this Exhibit No. 4. There's a section on the top 
; that has in the First column Lot 2 and then it has i 
r
 unit numbers 1, 2 and 3. The second column, 
\ "Percentage of Ownership of Common Areas for Lot i 
> #2M, and 33 and a third percent is listed for each. 
> A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Now, with reference to that, was it your 
: understanding of what was being accomplished that 
> the areas within Lot 2 would be owned in equal 
thirds by the condominium unit owners? i 
; A. Fin not sure what you're saying. | 
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1 Q. My question simply is this: At the time 
2 you put this project together and amended the plat, 
3 was it your understanding that the percentage of 
1 4 common areas for Lot 2 would be owned in equal 
. 5 thirds by the condominium unit owners? 
6 A. With those and this. 
7 Q. When you say "with those and this", what 
8 do you mean? 
9 A. Those lots and that cabin and those three 
10 condos. They would own that. 
U Q. When you say "that" -
12 A. Fifty feet. 
13 Q. So you're talking about the limited common 
14 area. 1 
15 A. Yeah. 
16 Q. But with respect to the rest of Lot 2, it 
17 was your understanding that the unit owners would 
18 each own that part in equal thirds. 
19 A. The condominium owners? 
20 Q. Yes. The condominium owners, right. 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. I think part of the confusion in this case 
23 has come up because, again, we reviewed this 
24 language earlier. On the plat itself under note 
25 number 2, which you reviewed before — under note 
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1 number 4, I'm sorry, of the amended plat, Exhibit 3, 
2 there's a statement there that says, "Ownership of 
3 this limited common area remains with Lot 2." Now, 
4 you're looking at the wrong - you're looking at it. 
5 Go ahead. 
6 A. "Ownership of this limited common area 
7 remains with Lot 2." J 
8 Q. What I'd like to ask you is ~ 
9 A. You mean this. 
10 Q. Yeah. It says here that ownership — 
11 again, here on Exhibit 3 on the plat, it says, 
12 "Ownership of the limited common area," the 
13 crosshatched area, "remains with Lot 2." But you 
14 testified just a moment ago that that area was to be 
15 owned by all of the units as well as the lot owners. 
16 How is it that that can be? 
17 A. Because that's how it was in the 
18 beginning. And then something happened and — I | 
19 don't know. 
20 Q. Do you recall during the planning process 
21 in getting the subdivision approved that the town 
22 required a ten-foot side yard setback between the 
23 buildings and the lot lines? 
24 A. Yeah. They required some. I don't know 
25 what it is. „ | 
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1 and Road, Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium 
2 Amended Plat." Do you see that? 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
4 Q. Now, you had previously conveyed three 
5 lots in the subdivision to Longfellow Holdings, 
6 right? 
f 7 A. Longfellow, uh-huh. 
j 8 Q. So at the time that you recorded this 
9 warranty deed, you understood that an undivided 
10 percentage interest in the common areas had already 
tl been conveyed to Longfellow Holdings, right? 
12 A. Uh-huh. Yes. 
13 Q. So it wasn't your intention by recording 
114 this warranty deed to claim exclusive ownership of 
15 those common areas in yourself or your trust. 
16 A. No. No. 
17 Q. Now, item number 3 on this conveyance is 
18 Lot 2 Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium 
19 Amended Plat, and then it has units 1, 2 and 3 
20 listed after that. 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. You had not conveyed any of those to any 
23 purchasers at that point in time, is that correct, 
24 in 2002? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. I think the right answer is — my question 
2 is confusing. In 2002, at the time you signed this 
3 warranty deed, you had not conveyed Lot 2 or the 
4 units located on Lot 2 to any purchasers; is that 
5 correct? 
6 A. On what date? 
7 Q. The date of this deed in 2002. It's dated 
8 October 30th of 2002. 
9 A. Well, I don't know when he bought the 
10 condos. I don't know what the date is. 
11 Q. Well, we'll check that date in just a 
12 second again. 
13 (Exhibit No. 7 was marked.) 
14 Q. Let me show you another exhibit. This 
15 document has been marked as Exhibit 7. It's an 
16 affidavit signed by Marilyn J. Adams. It's dated 
17 July 30th of 2002. Have you seen this document 
18 before? 
19 A. No. It doesn't look familiar. 
20 Q. It says down at the bottom of the text on j 
21 the first page of the affidavit, "This affidavit is 
I22 intended to terminate the joint tenancy of Don Jay 
23 Anderson aka Don J. Anderson in the following 
24 described property." Do you see that? 
25 A. Uh-huh. j 
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1 Q. And attached as the last page is a 
2 certificate of death that appears to be your 
3 husband's death certificate. 
4 A. Yeah. 
5 Q. Now, you, prior to his death, owned title 
6 jointly to this property, correct? 
' 7 A. Yeah. 
8 Q. But did you make arrangements for this 
9 affidavit to be recorded, or did someone else do 
10 that? 
11 A . I don't remember.. 
12 Q. So you don't know anything about this 
13 document? 
14 A. No. I guess not. 
15 Q. When did you start talking to ~ well, 
16 first of all, let me ask, were you represented in 
17 the real estate transaction or transactions 
18 involving the sale of the condominium units by a 
19 realtor? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Was that Mr. Webb? 
22 A. Uh-huh. 
23 Q. That's a yes? 
24 A ; Yes. 
25 Q. Did Mr. Webb have a listing agreement with 
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1 you for the condominiums? 
2 A. I don't know for sure. 
3 Q. Was there a for sale sign that was put up? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. One of my clients is B. Investment, LC. 
6 which is a limited liability company. When did you 
7 become aware that B. Investment was interested in 
8 purchasing a unit or units? 
9 A. Before they bought it, I guess. 
10 Q. Did you participate in any direct 
11 discussions with B. Investment regarding the 
12 purchase and sale of units, or was that handled by 
13 the realtor? 
14 A. Handled by the realtor. 
15 Q. Did you ever, prior to selling any of the 
16 condominium units to B. Investment, have any 
17 conversations with Jean Babilis? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. When was the first time that you spoke 
20 with Mr. Babilis? 
21 A. Probably after he bought it. 
22 (Exhibit No. 8 was marked.) 
23 Q. Let me hand you what's been marked as 
24 Deposition Exhibit No. 8. It's not a very good 
25 COOV- I don't have a better one rhnnoh 1 
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1 A. Yeah. 
2 Q. So you didn't have any discussions 
3 directly with Mr. Babilis about cooperating with the 
4 buyer to get a variance to build a garage on the 
5 south side of the condos before this agreement was 
6 signed. 
7 A. Well, no. 
8 0- Did you ever have any discussions with 
9 Mr. Babilis about that? 
0 A. Not before. 
1 Q. But after you had discussions with him, 
2 right? 
3 A. Yeah. 
4 Q. Do you know how many times you had 
5 discussions with Mr. Babilis about the garage and 
6 his desire to build a garage on the south side of 
7 the condominiums? 
8 A. I don't know. Yeah, we had some. Yes. 
9 Q. Are you able to testify about any of those 
0 conversations, what was said by you and what was 
1 said by him? I'm just asking that general question 
2 about whether you have any memory of those 
3 conversations. 
4 A. Kind of I do. 
5 Q. What's the first conversation that you 
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1 Q. You mention now you had a conversation 
2 with Mr. Babilis about, you said, his million-dollar 
3 RV. 
4 A. Uh-huh. 
5 Q. Do you recall anything else about that 
6 conversation that you said or that he said? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. What's the next conversation that you can 
9 recall with him about the variance and the garage? 
10 A. I don't know. 
11 Q. And I'm just trying to understand what you 
12 do remember. Can you tell me what else you remember 
13 in terms of conversations with Mr. Babilis about the 
14 garage and the variance and adjusting the line on 
15 the side so the garage could be built? 
16 A. I just knew that he wanted it. 
17 Q. Did you agree to adjust the boundaries so 
18 that could happen? 
19 A. We went to the Garden City meeting so we 
20 could see if they would do that. When I asked for 
21 money — when he called me at the shop, and I guess 
22 it was over that garage, I asked him for money. He 
23 was very, very, very upset because he didn't want to 
24 give any money. 
25 Q. When did this conversation take place? 
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1 recall with Mr. Babilis about the garage issue? 
2 A. That he wanted to build a garage and he 
3 wanted to put his million-dollar motor home in it. 
4 And he'd have to have my property to get that done 
5 because he didn't have enough with the 20 feet. 
6 Q. And was that because of the side yard 
7 setback requirement that the City had? 
8 A. Yeah. 
9 Q. Now, back to this contract. You signed 
0 the agreement — this happened in 2003. It looks 
1 like September. Did you understand that die 
2 resolution of getting the variance so the garage 
3 could be built is something that would take place 
4 after the closing of the purchase of the 
5 condominiums had occurred? 
6 A. Yeah. It would. 
7 Q. You knew it couldn't happen before the. 
8 sale had taken place. That's something that would 
9 have to happen afterwards, right? 
0 A. Yeah. 
1 Q. And, in fact, you went to some town 
2 council meetings to help that process along. 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
4 Q. That's a-yes? 
5 A. Yes. 
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1 A. I don't know. It was before my stroke. 
2 Q. You say he asked for money. Or you asked 
3 for money. 
4 A. Yeah. 
5 Q. What did you ask for? 
6 A. I asked him what he planned on giving me 
7 for that. And that's when he got very, very angry. 
8 Q. What did he say? 
9 A. Swearing. He was upset about it. And 
10 then when he got done with all of that rigmarole, he 
11 said, "Oh, maybe $3,000/ 
12 Q. And what did you say to him? 
13 A. I don't remember. I don't know. He hung 
14 up. He sent the $3,000 to Hickman, and I left it 
15 alone because I didn't want just $3,000. 
16 Q. In the course of that conversation did 
17 Mr. Babilis tell you that he believed that he had 
18 already paid for getting the boundary line adjusted 
19 as part of the purchase price for the condominiums? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. You don't recall more specifically when 
22 that conversation took place? 
23 A. It was before my stroke. That was in 
24 2005. So I think it was before that. Not very 
25 long, I think, but I4on't know. 
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1 Q. This is September of 2003. It's dated 
2 September 30th on that page at the bottom. So the 
3 plumbing was working. 
4 A. Yeah. 
5 Q. And you were not aware of any problems 
6 with the plumbing? 
7 A . No. 
8 Q. Who did you say had helped? It was Bear 
9 Lake that had helped with the rental of the 
10 properties? 
11 A. Bear Lake Properties. 
12 Q. Is it Nate Perry? Is that his name? 
113 A. Yeah., 
14 Q. Did Nate Perry ever tell you he had made 
15 repairs to the plumbing in the units? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Had you ever made an insurance claim on 
18 damage caused by flooding in the units? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. When Nate Perry would do anything or his 
21 company would do anything to repair or replace 
22 anything in the units, would you receive a bill for 
23 that? 
24 A. Uh-huh. 
25 Q. Is that yes? 
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1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. And do you still have copies of those 
3 bills? It's several years ago, but did you maintain 
4 records? 
5 A. Probably. 
6 Q. Til follow up with a request, but I'd 
7 like to ask you if you can see if you've got copies j 
8 of any bills or a record of payment of any bills I 
9 with respect to plumbing issues in the units. 
10 Did you ever have to replace any carpet in 
11 any of the units as a result of water damage? I 
112 A. In the one that we purchased. That one 
;13 right there when we purchased it. 
14 Q. What number is that you're pointing to? 
115 A. Well, it says 1, 2, 3 , but I think we 
16 changed it to. 1, 2 and 3. 
17 Q. You know which one it is. You're pointing 
18 to it. What's the number on the map? i 
19 A. Number 1. 
20 Q. So it's number 1 on the amended plat. 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. I think the unit numbers on the original 
23 plat were different. 
24 A. Okay. j 
25 Q. So that may be why you're confused about | 
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1 that. So what's shown as unit number 3 — 
2 A. No. Unit 1. 
3 Q. And that's the one where you had some 
4 water damage. 
5 A. Right before we got it, we found that it 
6 had water damage. And then we bought it and then we 
7 repaired it. 
8 Q. And you told me about that already. 
9 A. Yeah. 
10 Q. Now, turn to the second page. Let's again 
11 look at Exhibit No. 9. By the way, who asked you to 
12 sign these and prepare the Seller's Property 
113 Condition Disclosures; do you recall? 
14 A. I think it's Webb, but I don't know. 
15 Q. Do you know if the buyer ever received 
16 this disclosure? j 
17 A. Yeah. I think so. j 
18 Q. How do you know that? j 
19 A. I don't know. j 
20 Q. Let's go to page 2 of the disclosure j 
21 document, Exhibit No. 9. You pointed to this J 
22 earlier. Down at the bottom, and I wish this were a j 
23 better copy, I think it says, "Have there been any 
24 attempts to repair any" something. I can't read it I 
25 very well. Any of the above items, basically. 
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1 You've written in by hand, it says, "See answer — 
2 MR. HANCEY: It says any of the above 
3 described. Any of something described above. 
4 A. Which one are you on? 
5 Q. The one at the very bottom that's under 
6 structural items on the second page. 
7 MR. HANCEY: Right here, Cathy. 
I 8 Q. Number 8. I was trying to read that. 
9 It's sort of been copied too many times. It looks 
10 like it was faxed at least twice, too, so it doesn't 
11 come through very clearly. It says, "Have there 
12 been any attempts to repair any of the items 
13 described above?" Is that what it says? 
14 MR. HANCEY: l believe so. 
[ 15 Q. And the box is checked yes. And it says 
116 "See 8C answer." 
117 A. So 8C? What does that say in 8C? 
j 18 Q. Your guess is as good as mine, but it 
19 says, "Any past, present water leakage." And it 
20 deals with water leakage, it looks like, in that 
21 item 8C. And you've checked that box yes as well. 
22 A. Probably because number 1 had the leak 
23 before we got it. 
24 Q. So my question is, were you referring, 
25 then, to the leak that unit number 1 had that YOU 
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1 A. Huh-uh. 
2 Q. You don't remember what the issue was? 
3 A. Huh-uh. No. 
4 Q. And the closing did not occur until a 
5 couple of months after that, right? 
6 A. I don't know. 
7 Q. Before we get to the next exhibit, did you 
8 arrange for the pavement to be put where the common 
9 road is located? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. Yes? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. When did that occur? 
14 A. About eight months after Don died. 
15 Q. Was it before or after you had signed the 
16 contract to sell the condominium units? 
17 A. Before. 
18 Q. It had been paved before you signed that 
19 contract? 
10 A. Of the condominiums? 
l\ Q. Yes. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. So it's your testimony it was prior to 
Z4 September of 2003 that that paving was done? 
25 A. Yeah. It was in 2001 or 2002. No, it was 
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1 in 2002. He died in December 2001, so it was in 
2 2002. 
3 Q. Let me back up one step. Was the paving 
4 put in before the amended plat was recorded? 
5 A. I don't know. 
6 Q. Who put in the paving? 
7 A. We did. 
8 Q. I mean you physically — did you hire a 
9 contractor to do it? 
10 A. Yeah. 
11 Q. Who was the contractor? 
12 A. Probably LeGrand Johnson, I think. 
13 Q. Do you still have records of that? 
14 A. Yeah. Somewhere. 
15 (Exhibit No. 10 was marked.) 
16 Q. Please take a look at Exhibit No. 10. 
17 It's the one that I'm holding. That's why you cai-f t 
18 look at it. I just gave it to you. Now, this is a 
19 Settlement Statement. It looks like it is with 
20 respect to lot — well, it says on G, Property 
21 Location, "Lot 3, Spinnaker Point." It should say 
22 unit 3, shouldn't it, of the condominium? 
23 A. Yeah. 
24 Q. And this is part of the purchase that was 
is referred to in the Purchase Contract, right? 
-Page'" Taken on 06/11/08 
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I 1 A. Yeah. 
2 Q. Because the other two units were handled 
3 in a separate closing, or do you recall that? 
4 A. I don't recall. 
5 Q. This Settlement Statement just refers to 
6 the closing of one unit, though, right? 
7 A. Yeah. 
8 Q. Just a couple of questions about it. Your 
9 signature, does it appear — it doesn't look like 
10 you've signed this copy of the document. Have you 
II seen this before? 
12 A. I don't know. 
13 Q. The contract sales price is showing as 
14 $216,666. Is that the sales price for unit 3 that 
15 was to be paid by B. Investment? 
16 A. Yeah. 
17 Q. On line 506 on the first page it refers to 
18 seller carryback financing $139,975.62; do you see 
19 that? 
20 A. The carryback financing? 
21 Q. Yes. • 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. So part of the purchase price was to be 
24 paid over a period of time. You were carrying back 
25 a note, right? 
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1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. I just want to identify, attached to this 
3 Settlement Statement are copies of the note and the 
4 trust deed for that seller carryback financing, 
5 right? 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 Q. Is that a yes? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And your signature appears on the — well, 
10 there are two copies of the note. One of them is 
11 signed by you. 
12 A. Yeah. 
13 Q. And then if you look on the page that's 
14 stamped 1005 down at the bottom, the last page 
15 before the legal description of the trust deed, your 
16 signature appears at the bottom of that page. Now, 
17 that part that's filled out is a request for 
18 reconveyance. And that"s dated November 24th of i 
19 '04; do you see that? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. You signed that at the time the note was I 
22 paid off to release the trust deed from the 
23 property, correct? | 
24 A. My signature is on there. 1 guess so. 
25 Q. Thaf s what i\ says. Do you have any 
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l l Q. Do you have any reason to believe that the 
2 minutes are not accurate? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. "She would move her property line ten 
5 feet." Do you see that? 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 Q. And that's because there was a required' 
8 ten-foot side yard setback under the town's 
9 ordinance, correct? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. Is that ayes? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. If I'm reading this right, it says, "She 
14 feels she's given him enough of her land and doesn't 
15 want to give him more. There is a utility easement 
16 on her property line, but no utilities in that area. 
17 They would like to abandon the utility easement." 
18 Now, was it your request to the Planning Commission 
19 that the utility easement be dissolved and that that 
20 area be the area that would be adjusted as the lot 
21 line so the garage could be built? 
22 A. I don't know. I don't recall that. 
23 Q. Mr. Babilis did not attend this meeting, 
24 did he? 
25 A. It looks like no. 
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1 Q. That was something you were doing with the 
1 2 realtor. Something you did with Pat Argyle, the 
3 realtor, correct? 
4 A. Uh-huh. 
5 Q. And you don't recall that the closing was 
6 delayed until this issue had been brought before the 
I 7 Planning Commission to see if it would be allowed? 
8 A. Huh-uh. 
9 Q. You don't recall? 
10 A. I don't recall it. 
II Q. Now, also in those meeting minutes, 
12 Exhibit 11, page 3 of 7 is where we were just | 
13 reading. At the end of the discussion regarding i 
14 your item, it says, "The Planning & Zoning | 
15 Commission said they didn't think they could get a 
16 variance. It's not a hardship. They feel the 
17 property will have to be deeded between the two 
18 parties. Commission Member Maynes suggested 
19 Mrs. Anderson doing an actual plot plan with a 
20 blowup, and Mr. Erickson actually verify the 
21 setbacks. That's the only issue he has." Havel 
22 read that accurately? 
23 A. Probably. 
24 Q. Does that refresh your memory that the 
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1 l be a variance that would make it so you would not 
2 need the ten-foot setback? ' 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. You don't recall that discussion? 
5 A. Huh-uh. 
6 Q. Do you have any reason to believe that 
7 these minutes are not accurate? 
8 A. No. 
9 (Exhibit No. 12 was marked.) 
i 10 Q. Let me hand you what's been marked as 
111 Exhibit 12. It's signed by you, correct? 
12 A.. Yes. 
13 Q. And it's a conveyance to Michelle Whitt 
14 Ortega as.trustee of the Michelle Whitt Ortega 
15 Family Trust of unit number 6, it says. Spinnaker 
16 Point phase 1. Do you see that? 
17 A. Well, I think it was 2 . No, 3 . No, 
18 sorry. It was unit 1. 
19 Q. It was supposed to be unit 1? 
20 A. Yeah. 
21 Q. I hope that's been corrected. 
22 MR. HANCEY: Well, it's interesting. Off 
23 the record. 
24 (Off the record.) 
25 Q. This is for existing condo 1? 
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1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. Now, this was part of the deal or the 
3 agreement. I think it was Exhibit No. 9, the Real 
4 Estate Purchase Contract. Actually, Exhibit 8. 
5 Part of that purchase was - well, anyway, the sale 
6 to the Ortega Trust of unit 1 was part of the 
7 agreement under Exhibit 8, right? There was a 
8 separate closing? 
9 A. Yeah. 
10 Q. Now, when you executed this conveyance in 
11 favor of Michelle Whitt Ortega as trustee of the 
12 Michelle Whitt Ortega Family Trust, was it your 
13 intention to convey to the trust unit number 1 and 
14 the common areas that relate to unit number 1? 
15 A. Uh-huh. 
16 Q. Was it your intention at that time to 
17 retain for yourself ownership of any portion of Lot 
. ~ 'to 1 
18 Li j 
19 A. No. 
20 MR. RUSSELL: I need to make a copy of 
21 this one. Let's go off the record for one minute. 
22 (Off the record.) 
23 (Exhibit No. 13 was marked.) 
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1 A. I don't know if I did or not, 
2 Q. Now, were you aware that Mr. Babilis had 
3 had a surveyor prepare a description of the area so 
4 that a lot line adjustment could be accomplished? 
5 A. I can kind of recall it, but I don't know. 
6 Q. Let me see if I can understand this. In 
7 Exhibit 14, in this April 8, 2004 meeting, at that 
8 point in time you were in support of the boundary 
9 line adjustment, correct? 
0 
I 
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A. Yeah. 
Q. And you were planning on going forward 
with that to accommodate the construction of the 
garage, right? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. When did you change your mind about that? 
A. After that phone call at my shop. And 
after he was eight months late. Doesn't that matter 
8 at all? 
9 Q. Well, I'm just asking when you changed 
0 your mind. 
A. Yeah. That's when I changed my mind. 
Q. And those are the reasons that you changed 
your mind is the payment on the obligation that you 
had carried back was not made on time, right? 
A. Uh-huh. 
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1 hard. 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Did you ever see the surveyors up there 
4 staking out the area that was going to be deeded for 
5 the lot line adjustment? 
6 A. Huh-uh. 
7 Q. You never saw that? 
8 A. Huh-uh. 
9 Q. Did Mr. Babilis tell you he'd hired a 
10 surveyor to do that work? 
11 A. I don't know. I don't think so. 
12 Q. So you don't know anything about Exhibit 
13 No. 15 or the boundary survey that was done? 
14 A. Huh-uh. 
15 (Exhibit No. 16 was marked.) 
16 Q. Let me hand you what's been marked as 
17 Exhibit No. 16. It purports to be a letter 
18 addressed to you from B. Investment, LC. Have you 
19 seen this before? 
20 A. I don't know. 
21 Q. Do you recall that Mr. Babilis sent you a 
22 deed, a proposed deed, for the conveyance to make 
23 the boundary line adjustment? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Have you ever seen this letter before? 
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Q. That's one reason. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. And the other reason was . . . 
A. The money. 
Q. Did you ever tell Mr. Babilis how much 
money you wanted? 
A. No. I don't think so. 
- Q. So who came up with the $3,000 figure? 
A: He did, Mr. Babilis. 
Q. Did you have any discussions with the 
realtor about that? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever have any discussions with 
anyone from Recreation Realty about this lot line 
adjustment? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You just don't recall that? 
A. Huh-uh. 
(Exhibit No. 15 was marked.) 
Q. Let me show you what's been marked as 
Exhibit No. 15. Have you ever seen this before? 
A. Huh-uh. 
Q. That's a no, right? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. You have to say yes or no. I know that's 
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1 A. I don't know for sure. 
2 Q. The first paragraph - if you don't recall 
3 the letter itself, let's talk about the topics. The 
4 first paragraph says, "As you are aware, B. 
5 Investment, LCT did pay off the note owed on the 
6 above unit and paid the amount that was demanded by 
7 your attorney. There appears to be questions as to 
8 how amounts were computed. Please allow this letter 
9 to act as a formal request for an accounting on the 
10 following items:" And then it refers to some 
11 specific amounts. Do you recall receiving a request 
12 from Mr. Babilis for an accounting with regard to 
13 the amounts that were paid? 
14 A. I don't know. 
15 Q. Did you ever provide to Mr. Babilis an 
16 accounting with respect to the calculation of the 
17 amounts that were paid? 
« r» • I ^ - I ^ - , 1 * I r ^ s t . . . 
1Q J\. I U U U I I U 1 U W . 
19 Q. You don't know if you did or didn't? 
20 A. I don't know. I don't know if 1 did or 
21 not. 
?"> Q. The next paragraph says, "Also there is a 
23 question as to what the purpose and alleged cost of 
24 insurance of $677.50. * Please provide a copy of that 
25 policy that shows a copy of coverage to include 
•r>/\-«\ i i o • i m o D o O l t>o QA 
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1 lot number 1, you did landscaping, correct? 
2 A. Uh-huh. 
3 Q. You landscaped your own lot. 
4 A. Uh-huh. Well, I hired someone to 
5 landscape it. 
6 Q. You paid for the landscaping. 
7 A. Uh-huh. 
8 Q. Did you make any request or get permission 
9 from the homeowners' association before you did any 
10 of the landscaping on your own lot? 
11 A. No. I mean, that was when I had my 
12 stroke, so I don't know. 
[13 Q. Who maintains your lawn? 
14 A. I don't know who. I think Dallofs know 
15 who mows it. 
[16 Q. The lawn mowing is arranged through the 
117 homeowners' association for all of the lots, 
18 including the condominium area, right? 
19 A. Uh-huh. 
20 Q. Now, do you believe that any of the owners 
21 of any of the other lots or units have the right to 
22 occupy any portion of your lot? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. That's exclusive to you, right? 
25 A. Uh-huh. 
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1 Q. Now, with respect to this area that is 
2 crosshatched on the amended plat on lot number 2 
3 that's shown as limited common area, in your 
4 opinion, what is it that the owners of Lots 3, 4, 5 
'5 and 1 can do on that area? What can they use it 
6 for? 
7 A. They can walk through and get to the 
8 beach. 
9 Q. And utilize the beach area, correct? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. And that's why that was put there. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Now, is any portion of your lot fenced? 
14 A. My lot? 
15 Q. Lot 1. 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Do you have any plans to put up any fences 
118 on your iot? 
19 A. Well, no. 
20 Q. Before you were to put up a fence, would 
21 you ask permission from the homeowners' association? 
22 A. Probably so. 
23 Q. And why would you do that on your lot? 
24 A. Because they have a right to say whether I 
25 can or not. | 
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1 Q. On your own lot? 
2 A. Yeah. 
3 Q. And where do you think that right comes 
4 from? 
5 A. The bylaws, I guess. 
6 Q. Is there any particular one that you can 
7 point to that tells me that? 
8 A. I'm just assuming it's in there. It's a 
9 homeowners' association. 
10 Q. That's just your understanding, right? 
11 A. Yeah. 
12 Q. Do you believe that the owners of Lots 1, 
13 3, 4 and 5 can use the limited common area that's 
14 shown on Lot 2 for motor vehicles? 
15 A. Well, from what I understand, they should 
16 be parked right there. They can be parked right 
17 there and then they have to walk. 
18 Q. How do they get to there? When you say 
19 "there," you're pointing to the northeast corner, I 
20 guess. 1 
21 A. That's where they have to sit. And then 
22 when they go to use them, they come off this way or 
23 wherever they want to go. 
24 Q. Is it your understanding that motor 
25 vehicles are permitted along the side of the 
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1 condominium buildings on sort of the north--1 
2 guess it's the northwest side where the narrow neck 
3 of land gets you out to the common roadway? 
4 MR. RAMPTON: Prevented by what, Ron? I'm 
5 not following this. You're asking for her 
6 interpretation? 
7 MR. RUSSELL: i*m asking for what her 
8 understanding is, if that's something that's 
9 permitted, presumably, by the bylaws or the Amended 
10 Declaration or whatever the agreements are between 
11 these parties. 
12 A. They have to get over here. I don't know, 
13 but I guess they would have to go through that way 
14 and get through there. 
15 Q. Have you or anyone on your lot as your 
16 guest or from your family utilized the limited 
17 common area for motor vehicles to access the beach? 
18 A. You mean a boat or something? I don't 
19 think so. 
20 Q. Have you or your family members or any J 
21 guests of yours used the limited common area for 
22 motorized vehicles ever? J 
23 MR. RUSSELL: Again, please, let her give 
24 her testimony. If she remembers", fine. If she 
25 doesn't remember, that's fine, too 1 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. They've been done nicely, haven't they? 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
4 Q. Back to my question earlier, you said it 
5 depends. Would you have any objection to the 
6 condominium owners putting, within the common area, 
7 landscaping improvements similar to those that they 
8 have placed on the rest of the Lot 2 property? 
9 MR. HANCEY: Ron, just as an objection. I 
3 don't think your intent here is to try to create any 
l type of resolution that Cathy would be committing to 
l as part of association. As she's testified, there 
l hasn't been any plans submitted. You're kind of 
\ getting her initial response to your questions, but 
> I don't expect you intend to create any type of a 
5 commitment as a member of the association. 
J MR. RUSSELL: She's not the association, I 
] understand that, but she's a member of the 
) association. Our position in this case is that the 
) owners of Lot 2? like the owners of the other lots, 
1 are entitled to make reasonable landscaping 
\ improvements on Lot 2. And so I'm trying to 
\ understand what objections that this other owner may 
[ have to landscaping improvements within that common 
i area. So what would be reasonable or unreasonable. 
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A. I guess I would be with the other 
: condominium owners. We would decide. 1 
Q. So you would decide based on whatever 
plans are submitted? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. And so Fm asking you to make something of 
an assumption here with me. Assume that there's a 
plan to do some improvements, landscaping 
improvements, within the common area that would 
include trees, rocks and landscaping similar to the 
other landscaping improvements that have1 been done 
so far on Lot 2. Can you tell me what objections 
you believe you might have to that? 
A. Well, I wouldn't want the trees to be 
getting big. I don't know. Rocks, trees, I don't 
know. It would depend how big they are. 
Q. So the size of the tree would be an issue? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. When you say "the rocks," what concerns 
would you have with rocks? 
A. I don't know because I haven't thought 
through it. I don't know. 
Q. But you have not seen the plans that 
Mr. Babilis has proposed for improving the common j 
areas. ! 
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L A. (Nodded negatively.) 
2 Q. So you are not in a position to comment on 
3 whether those plans are good or bad or indifferent. 
4 A. Uh-huh. 
5 Q. There is a claim that has been made by the 
6 plaintiffs in this case with regard to an Internet 
7 or telephone wire that has been placed across Lot 2. 
8 Do you recall seeing the trench where that was 
9 placed? 
10 A. No. Because they didn't tell us anything, 
h i Q. When you say "they didn't tell us 
12 anything," who didn't tell you anything? 
13 A. We knew that the phone — we didn't know 
14 how to get in it because they didn't know what to 
15 do. And then I understand -- he didn't tell us 
16 anything at all. He said, "Yeah, we've got" — I 
117 don't remember. 
18 Q. Let me back up a little bit. When you say 
19 he didn't tell you anything at all, who are you. 
20 referring to? 
21 A. The phone people. 
22 Q. So you ordered phone service for your 
23 house, right? 
24 A. Uh-huh. 
25 Q. And the phone people came and made that 
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1 connection? 
2 A. Well, they didn't know how to get it in. 
3 And then they said, "Oh, well, we got it in." But I 
4 didn't know that they — I don't know how I know 
5 that it ended up on Babilis's property. That was 
6 not our decision. 
7 Q. You are aware that the phone line was 
8 installed through Lot 2 to get to your property, 
9 right? 
10 A. After it was done. 
11 Q. You didn't direct it to be placed where it 
12 was placed. 
13 A. No, I didn't. 
14 Q. Did you see the open trench for the 
15 telephone line? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Did you see where the trench was located? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. When did you learn that the phone line had 
20 been placed across Lot 2? 
21 A. I don't know. It was after he was done, 
22 the phone people. Probably he complained about it. | 
23 Q. You're referring to Mr. Babilis. 
24 A. Yeah. 
25 Q. Now, you did not obtain permission or 
n vlV/f oi-if" Pare 97 -Page 100 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the deposition of CATHY O. 
ANDERSON was taken before me, Shelly Wadsworth, a 
Registered Professional Reporter and Notary Public in and 
for the State of Utah. 
That the said witness was by me, before 
examination, duly swom to testify the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth in said cause. 
That the testimony was reported :>y me in Stenotype, 
and thereafter transcribed by computer under my 
supervision, and that a full, true, and correct 
transcription is set forth in the foregoing pages, 
numbered 4 through 103 inclusive. 
I further certify that I am not of kin or otherwise 
associated with any of the parties to said cause of 
action and that I am not interested in the event thereof. 
WITNESS MY HAND and official seal at Salt Lake 
City, Utah, this 19th day of June, 2008. 
Shelly Wadsworth, RPR. CRR 
My commission expires: 
20 February 2009 
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57-6-6. Setoff against claim for improvements. 
In the cases above provided for, if the occupying claimant 
has committed any injury to the real estate by cutting timber, 
or .otherwise; the plaintiff may set the same off against any 
claim for improvements made by the claimant.- * 1953 
57-6-7. When execution on judgment of possession 
niay issue. ' , . 
The plaintiff in the main action is entitled to an execution to 
put hiiri in possession of his property in accordance with* the 
provisions of this chapter, but not otherwise.* . 1953 -
57-6-8. Improvements made b y occupants of land 
. . granted to state. - ' 
Any person'having-improvements on any real estate* 
granted to the .state in aid of any work of internal improve-
ment, whose title thereto is questioned by another, may 
remove such improvements without injury otherwise to such 
real estate, at any time before he is evicted therefrom, or he 
may claim and have the benefit of this chapter by proceeding 
as herein directed. . " . .. 1953 
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units — Damage" to property. 
57-8-14. Legal description of units. 
57-8-15.- Bylaws. 
57-8-16."* Contents of bylaws. 
57-8-16.5. Appointment and removal of committee mem-
bers and association officers — Renewal or 
- ratification of• contracts — Failure to'estab-
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Section 
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affecting unit at time of first conveyance. 
57-8-19. liens.against units —. Removal from lien —. 
Effect of part payment. 
57-8-20. • Lien for nonpayment of common expenses. 
57-8-21. Acquisition throughtak deed or foreclosure of 
liens. .- * * . 
57-8-22. Removal of property from statutory provisions. 
.57-8-23. Removal no bar to subsequent resubmission. 
57-8-24. Common profits, common expenses, and voting 
i. • rights. 
57-8-25. Joint and-several liability of grantor and 
grantee for unpaid common expenses. 
57-8-26. Waiver of use of common areas and facilities — 
Abandonment of unit. 
57-8-27. Separate taxation. 
57-8-28. Exemption from rules, of property. 
57-8-29. Insurance. 
57-8-30. Application of insurance proceeds to recon-
struction. 
57-8-31. Disposition-of property where insurance pro-
ceeds are insufficient for reconstruction. • 
57-8-32. Sale of property. * . 
57-8-32.5. Property taken by eminent domain — Alloca-
tion of award — Reallocation of interests. 
57-8-33. Actions. 
57-8-34. Persons subject to provisions and agreements. 
57-8-35. Effect of other laws — Compliance with ordi-
nances and codes — Approval of projects by 
municipality or county. 
57-8-36. Existing projects — Effect of statutory amend-
ments. 
57-8-37. • Fines. . . . 
57-8-38. Arbitration.' . . 
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57-8-41. Lender approval — Declaration amendments 
and association action. . 57-8-1. Short title. i 
This act shall be known and may be cited .as the ""Condo-
jmrm-iTTt Ownership Act." 1963 
57-8-2. Applicability of chapter. 
This act shall be applicable only to property which the sole 
owner or all the owners submit to the provisions of the act by 
duly executing and recording a declaration as provided in the 
act. * 1963 
57-8-3. Definitions. 
As used in this chapter. 
(1) "Assessment" means any charge imposed by the 
association, including common expenses on or against s 
unit owner pursuant to the provisions of thedeclaration 
bylaws, or this chapter. 
(2) "Association of unit owners" means all of the uni 
owners: 
(a) acting as a group in accordance with the decla 
ration and bylaws; or 
(h) organized,as a legal entity in accordance wit! 
the declaration. 
(3) "Building" means a building, containing units, an 
comprising a part of the property. • J 
(4)."Common areas and facihties" unless oifcerwis 
• i - - .-. . i - . - i . ^ x f i c _ i * j ^ ^ ^ + T , 
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(a) the land included within the condominium 
project, "whether leaseholder in fee simple; 
(b) the foundations, columns, girders, beams, sup-
^ ports, main walls, roofs, halls, corridors, lobbies, 
stairs, stairways, fire escapes, entrances, and exits-of 
the building; 
(c) the basements, yards, gardens, parting areas, 
'and storage spaces; 
(d) the premises for lodging of janitors or persons 
in charge of the property; 
(e) installations of central services such as power, 
light, gas, hot and cold water, heating, refrigeration^ 
• air conditioning, and mcineratihg; 
(f) the elevators, tanks, pumps, motors, fans, com-
pressors, ducts, and in general all apparatus and 
installations existing for common use; 
(g) such, community and commercial facilities as 
may be provided for in the .declaration; and 
(h) all other parts ..of the property necessary or 
convenient to its existence, maintenance, and safety,. 
or normally in common use. 
(5) ""Common expenses" means: 
(a) all sums lawfully assessed against the unit 
.owners; . . . 
. ' (b) expenses of administration, maintenance,, re-
pair, or replacement of the common .areas and facili-
ties; 
(c) expenses agreed upon as common expense's by 
the association of unit owners; and « . 
(d) expenses declared common expenses by this 
• chapter, or by the declaration or the bylaws. 
- (6) "Common profits," unless otherwise provided in the 
declaration or lawful amendments to -the oeclaration, 
means the balance of all income, rents, profits, and 
revenues from the common areas and facilities remaining 
after the deduction of the common expenses. 
(7) "Condominium* means the ownership of a single 
unit in a multiunit project together with an undivided 
interest in common in the common areas and facilities of 
the property. 
(8) "Condominium plat" means a plat or plats of survey 
of land and units prepared in accordance with Section 
57-8-13. 
(9) "Condominium project" means a real estate condo-
mrm-H-m project; a plan or project whereby two or more 
units, whether contained in existing or proposed apart-
ments, commercial or industrial buildings or structures, 
or otherwise, are .separately offered or proposed to be 
bffered for sale. Condominium project also means the 
property when the context so requires. 
(10) "Condominium unit" means a unit together with 
the undivided interest in the common areas, and facilities 
appertaining to that unit.-Any reference in this chapter to 
a condominium unit includes both a physical unit to-
gether with its appurtenant undivided interest in the 
common areas and facilities and a time period unit 
together with its appurtenant undivided interest, unless 
the reference is specifically limited to a. time period unit. 
(11) "Contractible condominium" means a condomin-
ium project from which one or more portions of the land 
within the project may be withdrawn in accordance with 
provisions of the declaration and of this chapter. If the 
withdrawal can occur only by the expiration or termina-
tion of one or more leases, then the condominium project 
is not a contractible condominium within the meaning of 
this chapter. 
(12) "Convertible land" means a building site which, is a 
Dortion of the common areas, and facilities- described hv 
limited common areas and facilities may be created in 
accordance with this chapter. 
(13) "Convertible space" means a portion of the struc-
ture within the condominium project, which portion may 
be converted into one or more units or common areas and 
facilities, incluo^gliniited common areas and facilities in 
accordance with this chapter. 
. (14) ^Declarant" means all persons who execute the 
declaration or on whose behalf the declaration is exe-
- cuted. Irom the time of the recordation of any amend-
ment to the declaration expanding an expandable condo-
• minium,- all persons who execute that amendment or on 
whose behalf that amendment is executed shall also come 
within this definition. Any successors of the persons 
referred to in this subsection who come to stand in the 
same relation to the condominium project as their prede-
cessors also come within this definition. 
(15) ."Declaration" means the instrument by which the 
property is submitted to the'provisions of this act, as.it 
drom time to time may be lawfully amended. 
(16) "Expandable condominiumw means a condomin-
ium project to which additional land or an interest in it * 
may be added in accordance with the declaration and this 
chapter. 
(17) ^Leasehold condominium" means a condominrurn 
project in all or any portion of which each unit owner owns 
an estate for years in his unit, or in the land upon which 
that unit is situated, or both, with all those leasehold 
interests to expire naturally a t the same time. A condo-
minium project including leased laud)* or an interest in-the 
land,, upon which no units are situated or to be situated is 
not a leasehold condominium, within the meaning of this • 
chapter. 
(18) "Tlimited common areas and facilities" means 
those common areas and facilities designated in the 
declaration as reserved for use of a certain unit or unitsrto 
the exclusion of the other units. 
(19) "Majority" or "majority of the unit owners," unless 
otherwise provided in the declaration or lawful amend-
ments to the declaration, means the owners of more than 
50% in the aggregate in interest of the undivided ownerr 
ship of'the common, areas and facilities. . ,
 t 
(20) "Management committee"means the committee as 
provided in the declaration charged with and having the 
responsibility and authority to mate and to enforce all of 
the reasonable rules covering the operation and mainte-
nance of the property. 
(21) "Par value" means a number of dollars or points { 
assigned to each unit by the declaration.- Substantially 
identical units shall be assigned the same par value, but 
units located at substantially different heights.above the 
ground, or having substantially different views/or having 
substantially different amenities or other characteristics 
that might result in differences in market value, may-be 
considered substantially identical within the meaning of ( 
this subsection. If par value is stated i n terms of dollars^ 
that statement may not be considered to reflect .or control _ 
the sales price or fair market value of any unit, and no 
- opinion, appraisal, or fair market transaction a t a differ-
ent figure may affect the par. value of any unit, or any 
undivided interest in the common areas and facilities, * 
voting rights in the unit owners' association, liability for ( 
common expenses, or right to common profits, assigned on 
the basis thereof - ' 
(22) "Person" means an mdividual, corporation, part-
nership, association, trustee, orcother legal entity. 
(23) "Property" means the land, whether leasehold or 
" in ffift RTTTmle. t h e b n i l d i n c r i f n n v nil iTnrrrnTrck-rrmTi-f-G &-r\r\ 
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nances belonging thereto, and all articles of personal 
property intended for use in connection therewith. 
" (24) "Kecord," "recording," "recorded/ and "recorder" 
have the meaning stated in Title 57, Chapter 3, Recording 
of Documents. 
.(25) "Size" means the number of cubic feet, or the 
number of square feet of ground or floor space,- within 
, ^ a c h unit as computed by reference to the rec6rd of survey 
». map and rounded off to a whole number. Certain spaces 
within the units including attic, basement, or garage * 
space may be omitted from the calculation or be partially ' 
• discounted by the use of a ratio, if the same basis of 
• calculation is employed for all units in the condominium 
project and if that basis is described in the declaration. 
(26) "Time period unit" means an annually recurring 
part or parts of a year specified in the declaration as a 
period for which a unit is separately owned and includes 
a timeshare estate as denned in Subsection 57-19-2(17). 
(27) 'Unit5' means either a separate physical part of the 
property intended for any type of independent use, includ-
ing one or more rooms or spaces located in one or more 
floors or part or parts of floors in a building or a time 
period unit, as the context may 'require. A convertible 
space shall be treated as a unit in accordance .'with 
Subsection 57-8-13.4(3). A proposed condominium unit 
under an expandable" condominium project, not con-
' structed, is a unit two years after the date the recording 
requirements of Section 57-8-13.6 are met. 
(28) "Unit number'' means the number, letter, or com-
bination of numbers and letters designating the unit in 
the declaration and in the record of survey map. 
(29) "Unit owner" means the person or persons owning 
a un i t in fee simple and an undivided interest in the fee 
simple estate of t h e common areas and facilities in the 
percentage specified and established in the declaration or, 
i n the case of a leasehold condonnnium project, the person 
or persons whose leasehold interest or interests in the 
condominium uni t extend for the entire balance of the 
unexpired term or t e rms/ 2008 
57-8-4. Status of the .units. 
. Each unit, together with its undivided interest "in the 
common areas and facilities, shall, for all purposes, constitute 
real property and may be individually conveyed, leased and 
encumbered and may be inherited or devised by will and be 
subject to all types of juridic acts inter vivos or mortis causa as 
if it were sole "and entirely independent of all other units, and 
.the separate units sball have the same incidents as real 
property, and the corresponding individual titles and interests 
therein shall be recordable. 1963 
57-8-5.
 k Recognized tenancy relationships. 
Any unit maybe held and owned by more than one person as 
joint tenants, x>r as tenants i n common, or in any other real 
property tenancy relationship recognized under the laws of 
the state of Utah. " , 1963 
57-8-6. Ownership and possession rights. 
Each unit owner shall be entitled to the exclusive ownership 
and possession of his unit. The owner of a time period 
condominium unit shall be entitled to the exclusive ownership 
and possession of the physical unit to which* his time period 
.relates and shall be entitled to the use and enjoyment of the 
common areas and facilities during, but only during, such 
annually recurring part or parts of a year as describe and 
define the time period unit concerned in the declaration. 1975 
57-8-7. Common areas and facilities. 
(1) As used in this section: 
\ 
and substantial damage to the common areas- and facili-
ties or to another unit or units; and 
(b) "reasonable notice" means written notice which is 
hand delivered to the unit at least 24 hours prior to the 
proposed entry. 
(2) Each unit owner shall be entitled to an undivided 
interest in the common areas and facilities in the percentages 
or fractions expressed in the declaration. The declaration may 
allocate to each unit an undivided interest in the common 
areas and facilities proportionate to either, the size or pax 
"value of the unit. Otherwise, the declaration shall allocateHo 
each unit van equal undivided interest in the common areas 
and facilities, subject to the following exception: each convert-
ible space depicted on the' condominium plat shall be allocated 
an undivided interest in the common areas and facilities 
proportionate to the size of the space vis-a-vis the aggregate 
size of all units so depicted, while the remaining undivided 
interest in the common areas and facilities shall be allocated 
equally among the other units so depicted. The undivided 
interest in the common areas and facilities allocated in accor-
dance with this Subsection (2) shall-add up £o one if stated as 
fractions or to 100% if stated as percentages. If an equal 
undivided interest hi the common areas and facilities is 
allocated to each unit, the declaration may simply stateihat 
fact and need not express the fraction- or percentage so 
allocated. Otherwise, the undivided interest allocated to each 
unit shall be reflected by a table in the declaration, orby an 
exhibit or schedule accompanying the declaration and' re-
corded simultaneously with it, containing" columns. The first 
column shall identify the units, listing them serially or group-
ing them together in the case of units to which identical 
undivided interests are allocated. Corresponding figures in 
the second and third columns shall set forth the respective 
sizes or par values of those units and the fraction or percent-
age of undivided interest in the common areas and facilities 
allocated thereto. 
. (3) Except as otheiwise expressly provided by this act, the 
undivided'interest of each unit owner in the common areas 
and facilities as expressed in the declaration shall have a 
permanent character and shall not be altered without the 
consent of two-thirds of the unit owners expressed in an 
amended declaration duly recorded. The undivided interest in 
the common areas and facilities shall not be separated from 
the unit to which it appertains and shall be considered to be 
conveyed or encumbered or released from Hens with the unit 
even though such interest is not expressly mentioned or 
described in the conveyance or other instrument. A time 
period unit may not be farther divided into shorter time 
periods by a conveyance or disclaimer. 
(4) .The common areas and facilities shall remain undivided 
and no unit owner or any other person shall bring any'action 
for partition or division of any part thereof, unless the prop-
erty has been removed from the provisions of this act as 
provided in Sections 57-8-22 and 57-8-31. Any covenants to the 
contrary shall be null and void. • 
*' (5) Each unit owner may use the common areas and facili-
ties in accordance with the- purpose for which they were 
intended without hindering or encroaching upon "the lawful 
rights of the other unit owners. 
(6) The necessary work of maintenance, repair, and replace-
ment of the common areas and facilities and the making of any 
additions or improvements thereon shall be carried out only as 
" provided in this act or in the declaration or bylaws. 
(7) The manager or management committee-shall have' the 
right to have access to each unit: * •' 
(a) from time to time during reasonable hours and after 
reasonable notice to the occupant of the unit being en-
i — J „„ ^ .^-.^ .'krf napfloc.QnT fn-r fh» rncn-nf-pmance. reoair, or 
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(b) for making emergency repairs necessary to prevent 
damage to the common areas and facilities or to another 
unit or units, provided that a reasonable effort is made to 
provide notice to the occupant of .the unit prior to entry. 
2003 
>7-8-7.2. Scope — Designation of certain areas. 
(1) Unless otherwise provided in the declaration, this sec-
ion applies to a unit if the declaration designates a wall, floor, 
\T ceiling as a boundary of the unit. 
(2) (a) The following are part of a unit: 
(i) lath;, 
(ii) furring; 
.(hi) wallboard* 
(iv) plasterboard; 
(v) plaster; . . 
(vi) paneling; 
(vii) tiles; 
(viii) wallpaper; 
(ix) paint; 
(x) 'finished flooring; and 
(xi) any other material constituting part of the 
finished surface of a wall, floor, or ceiling, 
(b) Any portion of a wall, .floor, or ceiling not listed in 
Subsection (2)(a) is part of the common areas and facili-
ties. 
(3) If a chute, flue, duct, wire, conduit, bearing wall, bearing 
olumn, or any other fixture lies partially within and partially 
utside the designated boundaries of a unit: 
(a) any portion of an item described in this Subsection 
(3) serving only that unit is part of the limited common 
areas and facilities; and -
(b) any portion of an item described-in this Subsection 
(3) is part of the common areas and facilities if the item 
serves: " • 
(i) more than one unit; or ' -
(ii) any portion of the common areas and facilities. 
(4) Subject to Subsection (3), the. following mthin the 
loundaries of a unit are part of the unit: 
(a) spaces; 
(b) interior partitions; and 
(c) other fixtures and improvements. 
(5) -The following, if designated to serve a single unit but 
Dcated outside the unifs boundaries, are limited common 
reas and facilities allocated exclusively to a unit: 
• (a) a shutter; 
(b) ah awning; 
(c) a window box; . 
(d) a doorstep; 
• (e) a stoop; 
(f) a porch; . ' 
(g) a balcony; 
(h) a patio; 
, (i) an exterior door; * 
(j) an exterior window; and 
(k) any other fixture. - * * 2004 
•7-8-7.5. Reserve analysis — Reserve fund; 
(1) As used in this section, Preserve analysis^ means an 
nalysis to determine: 
(a) the need for- a reserve fond to accumulate money to 
cover the cost of repairing, replacing, and restoring com-
mon areas and facilities that have a useful life of three 
years or more, but excluding any cost that can reasonably 
be funded from the general budget or other funds of the 
association of unit, owners; and 
(b) the appropriate amount of any reserve fond. 
(a) (i) subject to Subsection (2)(a)(ii), cause a reserve 
analysis to be conducted no less frequently than every 
five years; and 
(ii) if no reserve analysis has been conducted since 
' • March 1, 20Q8, cause a reserve analysis to be con-
ducted before July 1, 2012; and 
(b) review and, if necessary, update a previously con-
ducted reserve analysis no less frequently than every two 
. years. % * * 
* \3) The management committee may conduct a reserve 
"knalysis itself or may engage a reliable person or organization, 
as determined by the management committee, to. conduct the 
reserve analysis. 
(4) (a) A management committee may not use money in a% 
reserve fund: * . 
(i) for daily maintenance expenses; unless a major-
ity of the members of the association of unit owners 
vote to approve the use of reserve fond money for tha t 
purpose; or 
(ii) for- any purpose other than the purpose for 
which the reserve fund was established. 
(b) A management committee shall maintain a reserve 
fund separate from other funds of the association of unit 
owners. ' -
(c) This Subsection (4) may not be construed to limit a 
management committee from prudently investing money 
in a reserve fund, subject to any investment constraints 
imposed by the declaration. 
(5) Subsections (2*5," (3), and (4) do not apply to an associa-
tion of unit owners during the period of declarant manage-
ment. 2010 
57-8-8. Compliance wi th .covenants, bylaws and/or 
- house rules and administrative provisions. 
Subject to reasonable comphance therewith by the manager 
and the management committee, each unit owner shall rea-
sonably comply with the covenants, conditions; and restric- * 
tions'as set forth in the declaration or in the deed to his unit,
 t 
and with the bylaws and/or house rules and with the admin-
istrative rules and regulations drafted pursuant thereto, as 
either of the same may be lawfully amended from time to time, 
and failure to comply shall be ground for an action to recover 
sums due for damages or injunctive relief or both, maintain -
able by the manager or management committee on behalf of 
the' unit owners, or in a proper case, by an aggrieved unit 
.owner. • • 2000 
57-8-9. Certain work prohibited. 
No unit owner shall do any work of make any alterations or 
changes which would jeopardize the soundness or safety of the 
property, reduce its value or impair any easement or heredit-
ament, without in every such case the unanimous written 
consent of all the other unit owners being first obtained! 1963 
57-8-10. Contents of declaration. 
(1) Prior to the conveyance of any unit in a condominium 
project, a declaration shall be recorded that contains the 
covenants, conditions, and restrictions relating to "the project 
that shall be enforceable equitable servitudes, where reason-
able, and which shall run with the land. Unless otherwise 
provided,- these servitudes, may be enforced by any unit owner 
and his successors in interest. 
• (2) (a) For every condominium project: 
«. .(i) "Ebe declaration shall include a description of 
the land or interests in real property included within 
the project. 
(ii) The declaration shall contain a description of 
any buildings, which states the number of storeys 
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structed, and' a description of all other significant 
improvements contained or to be contained in the 
project. 
(iii) The declaration shall contain the unitWmber 
* of each unit, the square footage of eacharnit, and any 
other description or information necessary to prop-
erly identify each unit. * . 
(iv) The declaration shall describe the common 
areas and facilities of the project. 
(v) The declaration shall describe any limited com-
mon areas and. facilities and shall state to which *-
units the use of the common areas and facilities is 
reserved. 
(b) Any shutters, awnings, window boxes, doorsteps, 
porches, balconies, patios, or other apparatus intended to 
serve a single unit, but located outside the boundaries of 
the runit, shall constitute a limited common area and 
' facility appertaining to that unit exclusively, whether or 
not the declaration makes such a provision. 
(c) The condominium plat recorded with the declara-
tion may provide or supplement the information required 
under Subsections (2)(a) and (b). 
(d) (i) The declaration shall include the percentage or 
fraction of undivided interest in the common areas 
and facilities appurtenant to each unit and its owner 
for all purposes, including" voting, derived and allo-
cated in'accordance with Subsection 57-8-7(2). 
(ii) If any use restrictions are to apply, the decla-
ration'shall state the purposes for which the units are 
intended and restricted as to use. 
(iii) (A) The declaration shall include the name-of 
a person to receive service of process on behalf of 
the proj ect, in the cases provided by this chapter, 
together with the residence or place of business 
of that person. 
.(B) The person, described in Subsection-
(2)(d)(iii)(A) shall be a resident of, or shall main-
tain a place of business within, this state, 
.(iv) The declaration shall describe the method by 
. which it may be amended consistent with this chap-
ter. 
(v) Any further matters in connection with the 
property may be included in the. declaration, which ' 
the person or persons executing the declaration may 
consider desirable consistent with this chapter. 
(vi) The declaration shall contain a statement of 
•intention that tins chapter applies to the property. 
(3) (a) If the condominium project contains any convertible 
land:
 t 
(i) The declaration shall contain a legal description 
• by metes- and bounds of each area of convertible land 
within the condominium project. 
(ii) The declaration shall state the maximum num-
ber of units that may be created within each area of 
convertible land 
•» (iii) (A) The declaration shall state, with respect 
to each area of convertible land, the maximum 
percentage of the aggregate land and floor area of 
all units.that may be created and the use of 
which will not or may not be restricted exclu-
//
^—*—-^ sively to residential purposes. 
(B) The statements described in Subsection 
(3)(a)(iii)(A) need not be supplied if none of the 
units on pther portions of the land within the 
project are restricted exclusively to residential 
use. 
(iv) The declaration shall state the extent to which 
anv structure erected on any convertible land will be 
land mthin the condominium project, in. terms of 
quality of construction, the principal materials to ber 
used, and architectural style. . 
• (v);The declaration shall describe all other im-
provements that may be made on each area of con-
vertible land within the condoiniriium project. 
• (vi) The declaration shall* state that any units 
created vrithin each area of convertible land will be 
substantially identical to the units on other portions 
of the land vrithin the project or it shall describe in 
detail what other type of units may be created. 
(vii) The declaration shall describe the declarant's 
reserved right, if any, to create limited common areas 
and facilities within any convertible land in terms of 
the types, sizes, and maximum number^of the limited 
common areas within each convertible land, 
(b) The condominium plat recorded -with the declara-
tion may provide or supplement the information required 
under Subsection (3)(a). - " • 
(4) If the condominium is an expandable condominium 
project: 
(a) (i) (A) The declaration shall contain an explicit 
reservation of an option to expand the project. 
(B) The declaration shall include a statement . 
of any limitations on the option to expand, in-
cluding a statement as to whether the consent of 
any unit owners shall be required and, a state-
ment as to the method by which consent shall be 
ascertained, or a statement that there are no 
such limitations. 
(ii) The declaration shall include a time limit, not * 
exceeding seven years from the (late of "the recording 
of the declaration; upon which the option to expand 
the condominium, project shall expire, together with a 
statement of any circumstances which will terminate 
the option prior to expiration of the specified time 
limits'. i 
(iii) The declaration shall contain a legal descrip-
tion by metes and bounds of all land that may be 
added to the condominium project, which is known as 
additional land, 
(iv) The declaration shall state: " • 
XA) if any of the additional land is added to the 
. condominium project, whether all of it or any 
particular portion of it must be added;
 : 
(B) any limitations as to what portions may be 
added; or 
(C) a statement that there are no such limita-
tions. 
(v) The declaration shall include a statement as to 
whether portions of the additional land maybe added 
to the condominium project a t different times, to-
gether with any limitations fixing the boundaries of 
those portions by legal descriptions setting forth the 
metes and bounds of these lands and regulating the 
order in which they may be added to the condomin-. 
ium project. 
(vi) The declaration shall include a statement of 
any limitations as to the locations of any* improve-
ments that may be made on any portions of the 
additional land added to the condominium project, or 
a statement that no assurances are made in that 
• regard, 
(vii) The declaration shall state the -maTHm-mri 
number of units that may be created on the addi-
tional land If portions of the additional land may be 
added to the condominium project and the boundaries 
%
 of those portions are fixed in accordance with Subsec-
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maximum number of units that may be created oh 
each portion added to the condomiinurn project. If 
portions of the additional land may be added to the 
condoininium project and the boundaries of those 
portions are not feed in accordance with Subsection 
(4)(a)(v),' then the declaration shall also state the 
maximum number of units per acre that may be 
created on any portion added .to the condominium 
project. t * 
(viii) "With respect to the additional land and to 
any portion of it"that may be added to the condomin-
ium project, the declaration shall state the maximum 
percentage of.the aggregate land and floor area of all 
units .that may be created on it, the use of which will 
not or may not be restricted exclusively to residential 
purposes. However, these statements need not be 
supplied if none of the units on the land originally 
within the project are restricted exclusively to resi-
dential use. 
(ix) The declaration shall state the extent to which 
any structures erected on any portion of the addi-
tional land added to the condominium project will be 
compatible with structures on the land'originally 
within the project in terms of quality of construction, 
the principal materials to be used, and architectural 
style. The declaration may also state that no assur-
ances are made in those regards. • 
(x) The declaration shall describe all other im-
provements that will be .made on any portion of the 
additional land added to the condominium project, or 
it shall contain a statement of any limitations as to 
what other improvements may be made on it. The 
declaration may also state that no assurances are 
made in that regard. 
(xi) .The* declaration shall contain a statement that 
any units created on any portion of the additional 
land added to the condominium, project will be sub? 
stantially identical to the units oh the land originally 
within the project, or a statement of any limitations ' 
as to what types of units may be created on it. The 
declaration may also contain a statement that no 
assurances are made in that regard. 
(xii) The declaration shall .describe the declarant's 
reserved right, if any, to create limited common areas 
and facilities within any portion of the additional 
land added to the condominium, project, in terms of 
the types, sizes, and maximum number of limited 
common areas within each portion. The declaration 
may also state that no assurances are made in those 
regards, 
(b) The condominium plat recorded with the declara-
tion may provide or supplement the information required 
under Subsections (4)(a)(iii)-through (a)(vi) and (a)(ix) . 
• through (a)Csii). x-
(5) If the condominium project is a contractible condomin-
ium: 
(a) (i) The declaration shall contain an explicit reser-
vation of an option to contract the condominium 
project, 
(ii) The declaration shall contain a statement of 
• any limitations on the option to contract, including a 
statement as to whether the consent of any unit 
owners shall be required, and if so, a statement as to 
the method.by which this consent shall be ascerr 
tained. The declaration may also contain a statement 
that there are no such, limitations. 
(iii) The declaration shall state the time limit, not 
^-rm^Ai-ncr sown vears from' the recording of the 
condominium project shall expire, together with a * 
statement of any circumstances which will terminate 
this option prior to expiration 6f. the specified time 
limit. 
(b) (i) The declaration shall include a legal description 
by metes and bounds of all land that may be with-
drawn from the condominium, project, which is known * 
as withdrawable land. ' • 
(ii) Thededarationshanrndudeastatenieiitasto 
• whether, portions of the withdrawable land may be 
withdrawn from the condominium project a t different. 
times, together with any limitations, fixing the bound-
aries of those portions by legal descriptions setting 
• forth the metes and bounds and regulating the order 
in which they may be withdrawn from the condomin-
ium project, 
(iii) The declaration shall include a legal descrip-
• tion by metes and hounds of all of the land within the 
condornirrium project to which the option to contract 
- * the project does not extendi * J 
(c) The condominium plat recorded with the declara-
- tion may provide or supplement the information required 
under Subsection4(5)(b). -
(6) (a) Hthe condominium project is-aleasehold condomin-
ium, then with respect to any ground lease or other leases 
the expiration or termination of which will or may termi-
nate or contract the condominium project: 
(i) The declaration shall include recording infor-
mation enabling the location of each lease in the 
official records of the county recorder. 
v(ii) The declaration shall include the date upon 
- . which each lease is due to expire. 
(iii) The declaration shall state whether any land 
or improvements will be owned by "the unit owners in 
fee simple. If there is to be fee simple ownership, the 
declaration shall include:' -
(A) a description of the land or improvements, 
including without limitation, a legal description 
by metes and bounds of the land; or . • 
(B) a statement of any rights the unit owners 
. have to remove these improvements withinc a 
reasonable time after the expiration or termina-
. tion of the lease or leases -involved, or a state-
ment that they shall have no such rights, 
(iv) The declaration shall include a statement of 
the rights the unit owners have to extend or renew 
any of the leases or to redeem or purchase any of the 
reversions, or a statement that they have no such, 
rights, 
(b) After the recording of the declaration, no lessor who 
executed the declaration, and no successor in interest to 
this lessor,-has any right or power to terminate any part 
of the leasehold interest of any unit owner who: 
(i) makes timely payment of his share of the rent to 
the persons designated in the declaration for the 
receipt of the rent; and 
(ii) otherwise complies with all covenants which 
would entitle the lessor to terminate the lease if they 
were violated. „ . , \ 
(7) (a) If the condominium project contains time period 
units, the declaration shall also contain the location of 
each condominium unit in the calendar year. This infor-
mation shall be set out in a fourth column of the exhibit or 
schedule referred to in Subsection 57-8-7(2),. if the exhibit 
or schedule accompanies the declaration. 
(b) The declaration shall also put timeshare owners on 
notice that^tax notices will .be sent to the- management 
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(c) The time period units "created with respect to any 
given physical imit shall be such that the aggregate of the 
• durations involved constitute a full calendar year. 
(8) (a) The declaration, bylaws, and condomirnum>plat 
shall be duly executed and acknowledged by all of the 
owners and any lessees of the land which- is made subject / 
to this chapter; -
(b) As used in Subsection (8)(a), "owners and lessees" 
does not-include, in their respective capacities, any mort-
gagee, any trustee or beneficiary under a deed of trust, 
• any other lien holder, any person having an equitable 
interest under any contract for the "sale or lease of a 
condominiuin unit, or any lessee whose leasehold interest 
does not extend to any'portion of the common areas and 
facilities. 
(9) (a) As used in this section, "rentals" or "rental unit" 
means: 
(i) a unit owned by an individual -not described in 
' ' Subsection (9)(a)(ii) that is occupied b y someone 
while no unit owner occupies.the unit as the unit 
owner's primary residence; and 
(ii) a unit owned by an entity or trust, regardless of 
who occupies the unit. 
1 (b) (i) Subject to Subsections (9)(c), (f), and (g), a n . 
association of unit owners "may. 
(A) create restrictions on the number and 
term of rentals in a condominium project;- or 
(B) prohibit rentals in the condominium 
project. 
(ii) An association of unit owners that creates a 
rental restriction or prohibition in accordance with 
Subsection (9)(b)(i) shall create the rental restriction 
or prohibition in a declaration or by amending the 
declaration. ' - « " 
. . (c) If an association of unit owners prohibits or imposes 
restrictions on the number and term of rentals, the 
restrictions shall include: 
> (i) ^provision that requires a condominium project 
to exempt from the rental restrictions the following 
unit owner and'the unit owner's unit: 
(A) a unit owner in the military for the period 
• of the* unit owner's deployment; 
(B) a unit occupied by a unit owner's parent, 
child, or sibling; 
• (C) a unit owner whose employer has relo-
cated the unit owner for no less than two years; 
or -
(D) a unit owned by a trust or other entity 
created for estate planning purposes if the trust 
or other estate planning entity was created, for 
the estate of: • • 
. (I) a current resident of the unit; or 
(H) the parent, child, or sibling of the 
current resident of the unit; 
(ii) a provision allowing a unit owner who has a 
rental in the condominium project before the time the 
rental restriction described in Subsection (9)(b)(i) is 
recorded with the county* recorder of the county in 
\ which the condominium project is located to continue 
renting until: 
(A) the unit owner occupies the unit; or 
(B) an officer, owner, member, trustee, benefi-
ciary, director, or person holding a similar posi-
tion of ownership or control of an entity or trust 
that holds an ownership interest in the unit, 
occupies the unit; and 
• .1. -x. .LT_ « « „ ^ „ + ; r t « rvf -.-mi* 
(A) determine and tract the number of rentals 
' and units in the condominium proj ect subj ect to 
the provisions described in Subsections (9)(c)(i) 
and (ii); and 
(B) ensure consistent administration and en-
forcement of the rental restrictions. ' 
(d) For- purposes of .Subsection* (9)(c)(ii), a transfer 
occurs when one or more of the following occur: 
(i) the conveyance, sale, or other transfer.of a unit ' 
_ by deed; 
(ii) the granting of a life estate in the unit; or 
(hi) if ^ the unit is . owned by a limited liability 
company, corporation, partnership, or other business 
entity, the sale or transfer of more than 75% of the * 
business 'entity's shares stock, membership interests, 
or'partnership interests in a 12-month period. 
(e) This section does n o t limit or affect residency age 
' requirements for a n association of uni t owners t h a t com-
plies wi th t h e requirements of t h e Housing for Older 
Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 3607. 
. * (f) A declaration or amendment to a declaration re-
corded prior t o transfer of the first unit from t h e initial 
declarant may prohibit or restr ict rentals without provid-
ing for the exceptions, provisions, ^and procedures re-
quired under Subsection (9)(c). > 
. (g) This section does no t apply to : 
(i) a condominium project containing a t ime period 
un i t as defined -in Section 57-8-3; 
(ii) any other form of t imeshare in teres t as defined 
j n Section 57-19-2; or 
(hi) a condominium, project in which the initial 
declaration is recorded before May 12, 2009.-
. (h) Notwithstanding' this section, an association of unit 
owners may, upon unanimous approval b y a l l uni t owners, 
restrict or prohibit ren ta l s without an exception described 
in Subsection (9)(c). 2009 
57-8-11. Contents of deeds of units. 
A deed of units'may include: 
(1) a description of the land as provided in Section" 
57-8-10, including the book and page or entry number and 
date of recording of the'declaration; 
(2) the unit number of the unit-and any other data 
necessary "for its proper identification; . 
(3)'percentage of undivided interest appertaining to 
the unit in the common or community areas and facilities; 
and * 
(4) .any further particulars that the grantor and 
- grantee consider desirable to-set forth consistent with the 
declaration and this chapter. 2007. 
57-8-12. Recording.. '. 
(l)\The declaration, any amendment, any instrument by 
which the provisions of this act may be waived, and every 
instrument affecting the property or any unit shall be entitled 
to be recorded. Neither the declaration nor any amendment 
thereof shall be valid unless recorded. 
(2) In addition to the records and indexes now required to 
be maintained by the recorder, the recorder shall maintain an 
index whereby the record of each condominium project con-
tains a reference to the declaration, each conveyance of, hen 
against, and all other instruments referring to a unit affected 
by such declaration, and the record-of each conveyance o£ Hen 
against, and all other instruments referring to a unit shall 
contain a reference'to the declaration of the property of which 
the unit is a part. ? ^  1963 
57-8-13. Condominium plat to be recorded. 
ttVfa) Simultaneously with the recording of the declara-
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{21" x 3 D condominium plat with 644" x 1-W recording 
information block, which map shall be made by a regis-
tered Utah land surveyor and shall set forth: 
(i) a description of the surface of the land included 
within the project, including all angular and linear 
data along the exterior boundaries of the property; 
(ii) the linear measurement and location, with 
reference to the exterior boundaries, of the building 
or buildings, if any, located or to be located on the 
property other than within the boundaries of any 
convertible lands; 
(hi) diagrammatic floor plans- of the building or 
huildings, if any, built, of to be built on the property, 
other than within the boundaries of any convertible 
lands, in sufficient detail to identify each convertible 
space and physical unit contained within a building, . 
including its identhying number or symbol, the offi-
cial datum elevations of the finished or unfinished 
interior surface's of the floors and ceilings -and the 
linear measurements' of the finished or unfinished 
interior surfaces of the perimeter walls, and the 
lateral extensions; of every such convertible space 
• and unit; 
(iv) a description or delineation of the boundaries 
of any unit or convertible space not contained or to be 
. contained in a building or whose boundaries are not 
to be coextensive with walls, ceilings, or floors within % 
a building, other than units located within the bound-
aries of any convertible lands, iacluding the horizon-
tal (upper and lower) boundaries, if any, as well as the 
vertical (lateral or perimetric) boundaries; 
(v) a distinguishing number or other symbol for 
every physical unit identified on the condominium 
plat; 
*(vi) to the extent feasible, the location and dimen-
sions of all easements appurtenant to the land in-
' eluded within the project; 
(vii) the .label "convertible space" for each such 
space, if any; ' * 
(vhi) the location and dimensions of any convert-
ible lands within the condominium project, with each 
such convertible land labeled as such, and if.there be 
more than one such land, with each labeled grith a 
different letter or number;-' 
(ix) the location and dimensions of any withdraw-
able lands, with each such withdrawable land labeled 
as such, and if there be more than one such land, with 
each labeled with a (Efferent letter or number; 
(x) if with respect to any portion or portions, but 
less than all, of the land included within the project 
the unit owners are to own only an estate for years, 
the location and dimensions of any such portion, with 
each labeled as a leased land, and if there be more 
than one such land, with each labeled with a different 
letter -or number; and . 
(ri) any encroachments by or on any portion of the 
condominiuni project. 
(b) Each such condominium plat shall be certified as to 
* its accuracy and compliance with the provisions of this 
Subsection (1) by the land surveyor who prepared or who 
• supervised the preparation of the same and shall be 
executed and acknowledged as provided in Subsection 
57-8-10(8). 
(2) When converting all or any portion of any convertible 
nd or when adding additional land fo an expandable condo-
hnum, the declarant shall, record a new or supplemental 
mdomimum plat which shall.contain- the information neces-i l . 4-"Uw-~«, n-f-o n-Pff-iVha n-Hrvn ("\ \ rvF+ihis 
being converted, the condominium plat shall show the location 
and dimensions of the reniaining portion or portions of the * 
land in addition to otherwise meeting such requirements. . 
(3) .When converting alitor any portion of any convertible 
space into one or more units or limited common areas and 
facilities, the declarant shall record, with regard to the strucr 
tore or portion of it constituting that-convertible space, a 
supplemental condominiuni plat showing the location and 
dimensions of the vertical and horizontal boundaries of each 
unit formed out of this space. The supplemental map shall be 
"certified as to its accuracy and compliance with this Subsec-
tion (3) by the land surveyor who prepared or who supervised 
the preparation of it. 
(4) l a interpreting the (condominium plat pr any deed or 
other instrument affecting a building or unit, the boundaries 
of the building or unit constructed or reconstructed in sub-
stantial accordance with the condonunium plat shall be con-
clusively presumed to be the actual boundaries" rather than 
the description expressed in the condonunium plat, regardless 
of the settling, or lateral movement of the building and 
regardless ^ of minor variance between boundaries shown on 
the condominium.* plat and those of the building or unit. 2003 
57-8-13.2. Conversion of convertible land — Amend-
ment to declaration — Limitations, 
. (1) The declarant may convert all or any portion of any 
convertible land into onsA or more units or limited common 
areas and facilities subject to any restrictions and limitations 
. which the declaration may specify. Any such conversion shall 
be deemed ,to have^occurred at the time of the recordation of. 
the appropriate instruments under Subsection (2) of this 
section and Subsection 57-8-13(2). 
(2) Simultaneously with the recording of the condominium 
plat pursuant to Subsection 57-8-13(2), the declarant shall 
prepare, execute, and record an amendment to the declaration 
describing the conversion. ,The amendment shall assign an 
identhying number to each unit formed out of a .convertible 
land and shall reallocate undivided interests in the common 
areas and facilities in. accordance with Subsection 57-8-
13.10(2). The amendment shall describe or delineate the 
limited common areas and facilities formed out of the convert- / . 
• ible land, showing or designating the unit or units to which 
each is assigned. 
(3) All convertible lands* shall be deemed part of the com-
mon areas and facilities except for such portions of them as are 
converted in accordance with this section. No such conversions 
shall occur" after five years from the recordation of the decla-
ration, or such shorter period of time as the declaration may 
specny, unless three-fourths of unit owners vote in favor of 
• converting the land after the time period has expired. 2003 
57-8-13.4. Conversion of convertible -space — Amend-
ment to declaration — Limitations. 
* (1) The declarant may convert any portion of any convert-
ible space into one or more units or common areas and 
fecilities, including, without limitation, limited common areas 
and facilities, subject to any restrictions and limitations which 
the declaration may specify. Any such conversion shall be 
deemed to have occurred at the time of the recordation of the * 
appropriate instruments under Subsection (2) of Jhis section 
and Subsection 57-8-13(3). 
(2) Simultaneously with the recording of the supplemental 
record survey map under Subsection 57-8-13(3), the declarant 
shall prepare, execute* and record an amendment to the
 t» 
declaration describing the conversion. The "amendment shall 
assign an identhying number to each unit formed- out of a 
convertible space and shall allocate to each unit a portion of 
the undivided -interest in the common areas and facilities • > 
nnTvaTten-nfncr f.n -flint. smsw». T T I P «TnpmrhriP*TTh sha l l desc r ibe Or 
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of the convertible space, showing or designating the unit or 
units to which each is assigned. 
(3) Any convertible space-not converted in accordance with 
this section, or any portion of it not so converted, shall be 
treated for all purposes as a single unit until and unless -it is 
so converted;* and this act shall be deemed applicable to any 
such space, orportion of it, as though the same were a unit. 
1975 
57-8-13.6. Expansion of project. 
A condominium project may be expanded under the provi-^* 
sions of the declaration and of this act. Any such expansion 
shall be deemed to have occurred at the time of the recordation 
of the condominium plat under Subsection 57-8-13(2), to-
gether with an amendment to the declaration, duly executed 
and acknowledged by the declarant, including, without limi-
tation, all of the "owners and lessees of the additional land 
added to the* condominium project. The amendment shall 
contain a legal description by metes and bounds of the land 
added.to the condominium project and shall reallocate undi-
vided interests in the common areas and facilities in accor-
dance with Subsection 57-8-13.10(2). 2003 
57-8-13.8. Contraction of project. 
A condominium project may be contracted under the provi-
sions of the declaration and the provisions of this chapter. Any 
£uch contraction shall be considered to have occurred at the 
^time of the recordation of an amendment to the declaration, 
executed by the declarant, containing a legal description by 
metes and bounds of the land withdrawn from the condomin-
ium project. If portions of the withdrawable land were de-
scribed pursuant to Subsection 57-8-10(5)(b)(i), then no de-
scribed portion may be so withdrawn after the* conveyance of 
any.unit on the portion. If no withdrawable* portions were 
described, then none of the withdrawable land may be with-
drawn after the first conveyance of any unit on the portion. 
1992 
57-8-13.10. Condominium s * containing convertible 
land — Expandable condominium s — Alloca-
tion of interests in common areas and facili-
ties, 
(1) If a condonnhium project contains any convertible land 
or is an expandable condominium, then the declaration may 
not allocate undivided 'interests in the common .areas and 
facilities on the basis of par value unless the declaration: 
(a) prohibits the creation of any units not substantially 
identical to the units depicted on the condominium plat 
*. recorded pursuant to Subsection 57-8-13(1); or 
(b) prohibits the creation of any units not described 
under Subsection 57-8-10(3)(a)(vii) in the case of convert-
ible land, Subsection 57-8-10(4)(a)(xi) in the case of addi-
tional land, and contains from the outset a statement of 
the par value that shall be assigned to every unit that 
may be created. 
(2) (a) Interests in the common areas and facilities may not 
be allocated to any units to be created within any convert-
ible land'or within any additional land until a condomin-
ium plat depicting the same*is'recorded pursuant to 
Subsection 57-8-13(2). •. 
(b) Simultaneously with the recording of the supple-
mental condominium' plat required under Subsection 
(2)(a), the'declarant shall execute and record an amend-
ment to the declaration which reallocates undivided in-
terests in the common areas and facilities' so that the 
units depicted on the* supplemental condominium plat 
shall be allocated undivided interests in the common 
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taneously with the declaration pursuant to Subsection 
- 57-8-13(1). 
(3) If all of a convertible space is converted into common 
areas and facilities, including limited^ common areas and 
facilities, then the undivided interest in the common areas 
and facilities appertaining to the convertible space shall 
afterward -appertain to the remaining units and shall be j 
allocated among them in proportion to, their undivided inter- I 
ests in the common areas and facilities. The principal officer of I 
the unit owners' association or of the management committee, 1 
or any other officer specified in the declaration, shall immedi- 1 
ately prepare, execute, and record an amendment to the 1 
declaration reflecting the reallocation of undivided interest j 
produced by the conversion. • . - J 
(4) (a) If the expiration or termination of a n y lease of a j 
leasehold condominium causes a contraction of the -condo- j 
7T>rmnm project which reduces the number of units, or if ] 
the withdrawal of withdrawable l a n d of-.a contractible j 
condomhnum causes a contraction of the condominium j 
-project which reduces the number .of units , ' the undivided 
interest in t h e common areas and facilities appertaining 1 
to any units so withdrawn shall afterward appertain to I 
the remaining uni ts , being allocated among them in J 
. proportion to -their undivided interests in t he common 1 
areas and facilities. * * ' I 
(b) The principal officer of the un i t owners' association j 
. or of the management committee, or. any^ other officer j 
specified in the declaration shall immediately prepare, j 
• execute, and record an amendment to t h e declaration, j 
reflecting t he reallocation of undivided interests produced j 
by the reduction of units. ' . 2003 ] 
57-8-13.12. L a n d to b e withdrawn o r added to project 1 
'<—Applicability of restrict ions. 
No covenants, restrictions, limitations, or other represents- j 
tions or commitments i n the declaration concerning anything j 
tha t i s or is no t to b e done on the" additional land, the j 
withdrawable land, or any portion of either, shal l be binding ] 
as to- any portion' of either lawfully withdrawn from the j 
condominium project or never added to i t except to the"extent I 
tha t t he declaration so provides. In the case of any covenant, j 
restriction, limitation, or other representation or commitment j 
in the declaration or i n any other agreement 'requiring the 1 
declarant to add any portion of the additional land or to ] 
withdraw any portion of the withdrawable land, or imposing I 
any obligations concerning anything t h a t is or is not to be done j 
on i t or concerning i t , or 'imposing a n y obligations about j 
anything tha t i s or is n o t t o be done on or in respect t o the j 
condominium project or any portion of i t , this section shall not j 
be construed to nullify, limit, or t)fherwise affect any such I 
obligation. - 1975 j 
57-8-13.14. E a s e m e n t rights — Sa le s offices and model j 
units — Damage to property. . / "• * ] 
(1) Subject to any restrictions and limitations the declara-1 
tion may specify, the declarant shall have a transferable J 
easement over and on the common areas and facilities for the j 
purpose of mating improvements on the land within the j 
project or on any additional land under the declaration and j 
this act, and for the purpose of doing all things' reasonably j 
necessary and proper in connection with the same. J 
(2) The declarant and his duly authorized agents, represen-1 
tatives, and employees may mamtain sales offices or model j 
units on the land within the project if the declaration provides 
for the same and specifies the rights of the declarant about the 
number, size, location, and relocation of them. Any sales office 
or model unit which is not designated a unit by the declaration 
shall become a common area and facility as soon as the 
rlp.nl arant ceases to be a unit owner, and the declarant shall 
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model unit is removed immediately from the land included 
within the project in accordance with a right reserved in the 
declaration to make this removal. 
(3) To the extent that damage is inflicted on any part of the 
condominium project by any person or persons utilizing the 
easements reserved by the declaration or created by Subsec-
tions (1) and (2) of this section, the declarant, together with 
the person or persons causing the same, shall be jointly and 
severally liable for the prompt repair of the damage and for 
the restoration of the same to a condition compatible with the 
remainder of the condominium, project. 1975 
57-8-14. , Legal description of units. 
(1) A deed, lease, mortgage, or .other instrument may le-
gally describe a unit by its identifying number or symbol as 
designated in the declaration or as shown on the condoniiaium 
plat. 
(2) Each description under Subsection (1) shall be consid-
ered: 
(a) to be good and sufficient for all purposes; and 
(b) to convey, transfer, encumber or otherwise affect the 
unit owner's corresponding percentage of ownership in 
the common • or community areas and facilities even 
. though the percentage of .ownership is not expressly 
mentioned or described. 2007 
57-8-15. Bylaws. 
The administration of every property shall be governed by 
bylaws, which may either be embodied in the declaration or in 
a separate instrument, a true copy of which shall-be appended 
to and recorded with the declaration. No modification or 
amendment of the declaration or bylaws shall be valid unless 
the same is set forth in an amendment and such amendment 
is recorded. * • * - 1963 
57-8-16. Contents of bylaws. 
The bylaws may provide for the following: • 
(1) the establishment of a management committee, the 
number of persons constituting the committee and the 
" • method of selecting the members of the committee; the 
powers and duties of the management committee; and 
whether or not the management committee may engage 
the services of a manager; -
(2) the method of calling meetings of the unit owners; 
what percentage of the unit owners shall constitute a 
quorum, and be authorized to transact business; 
(3) the maintenance, repair, and replacement of the 
common areas and facilities and payment therefor; 
(4) the manner of collecting from the unit owners their 
share of-the common expenses; 
(5) the designation and removal of personnel necessary 
for the maintenance, repair, and replacement of the 
common areas and facilities; 
(6) the method of adopting and of amending adminis-
trative rules and regulations governing the details of the 
* operation and use of the common areas and facilities; 
(7) (a) restrictions on and requirements respecting the 
use and maintenance of the units and the use of the 
common areas and facilities as are designed to pre-
* vent unreasonable interference with the use of their 
respective units and of the common areas and facili-
ties by the several unit owners; and 
(b) restrictions regarding the use of the units may 
include other prohibitions on, or allowance of, smok-
ing tobacco products; 
(8) the percentage of votes required to amend the 
bylaws; and 
' > (9) other provisions as maybe considered necessary for 
57-8-16.5. Appointment and removal of committee 
members and association officers,— Renewal 
or ratification of contracts—Failure to estab-
lish association or committee. 
(1) The declaration may authorize the declarant, or a man-
aging agent or some other person or persons selected or to be 
selected by the declarant, to appoint and remove some or all of 
the members of the management committee or some or all of 
the officers of the unit owners' association, or to exercise 
powers and responsibilities otherwise assigned by the decla-
ration and by this act to the unit owners' association, its 
officers, or the management committee. No amendment to the 
declaration not consented to by all unit owners shall increase 
the scope of this authorization, and no such authorization 
shall be valid after the first to occur of the following: 
(a) expiration of the time limit set by the declaration, 
which shall not exceed six years in the case of an expand-
able condominium, four years in the case of a condomin-
ium project containing any convertible land, or three 
years in the case of any other, condominium project; or 
(b) after units to which three-fourths of the undivided 
interest in the common areas and facilities appertain 
have been conveyed, or after, all additional land has been 
added vto the project and all convertible land has been 
converted, whichever lastoccurs. 
(2) If entered into during the period of control contemplated 
by Subsection (1), no management contract,- lease of recrea-
tional areas or facilities, or any other contract or lease 
designed to benefit the declarant whiclf was executed by or on 
behalf of the unit owners' association or the unit owners as a 
group shall be binding after such period of control unless then 
renewed ox ratified by the consent of unit owners of units to 
which a majority of the votes in the unit owners' association ' 
appertains^ ' . " . 
(3) If the unit owners' association or management .commit-
tee is not in existence or does not have officers at the time of 
the creation of a condominium project, the declarant shall,, 
until there i s an association or management committee with, 
these officers, have the power and responsibility to act in all 
instances where this act or the declaration requires action by 
the unit owners' association, the management committee, or 
any of the officers of them. 
(4) This section shall be strictly construed to protect the 
rights of the unit owners. - 1975 
57-8-17. Records of receipts and expenditures —Avail-
ability for examination. 
The manager or management committee shall keep de-
tailed, accurate records in chronological order, of the receipts 
and expenditures affecting the common .areas and facilities, 
specifying and itemizing the maintenance and repair expenses 
of the common areas and facilities and any other .expenses 
incurred. Records and the vouchers authorizing the payments 
involved shall be available for examination by the unit owners 
at convenient hours of weekdays. . '
 > 1963 
57-8-18. Blanket mortgages and other blanket liens 
affecting unit at time of first conveyance. 
At the time of the .first .conveyance^ of each unit, every 
mortgage and other Hen affecting such, unit, including the 
percentage of undivided interest of the unit in the common » 
areas and facilities, shall have been paid and satisfied of 
record, or the unit being conveyed and its percentage of 
undivided interest in the common .areas and facilities shall 
have been released therefrom by partial release duly recorded* 
The provisions of this section shall not apply, however, to any 
withdrawable land in a contracture condominium. * 19751 
57-8-19. Liens against units — Removal from lien — 
Effect of part payment. 
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lien shall thereafter arise or he effective against the properly. 
During such period liens or encumbrances shall arise or he 
created only against each unit and the percentage of undi-
vided interest in the common areas and facilities appurtenant 
to such unit in the same manner and under the same condi-
tions in every respect as liens or encumbrances may arise or be 
created upon or against any other separate parcel of real 
property subject to individual ownership; provided that "no 
labor performed or materials furnished with the consent or at 
the request of a unit owner or his agent or his contractor or 
subcontractor shall be thebasis for the filing of a lien pursuant 
to the lien law against the unit of any other unit owner not 
expressly consenting to or requesting the same, except that 
such express consent shall be deemed to be given by the owner 
of any unit in the case- of emergency repairs. Labor performed 
or materials furnished for the common areas and facilities, if 
authorized by the unit owners, the manager or management 
committee in accordance with this act, the declaration or 
bylaws or the house rules, shall be deemed to be performed or 
furnished with* the* express consent of each unit owner and 
shall be the basis for the filing of a Hen pursuant to the lien 
law against each'of the units. 
, (2) In the event a lien against two or more units becomes 
effective, the unit owners of the separate units may remove 
their units and the percentage of undivided interest in the 
common areas and facilities appurtenant to such units from 
the lien by payment of the fractional or proportional amount 
attributable to each of the units affected. Such individual 
payment shall be computed by reference to the percentages 
appearing in the declaration. Subsequent "to any payment, 
discharge or oilier satisfaction, the unit and the percentage of 
undivided interest in the common areas and facilities appur-
tenant thereto shall be free and clear of the lien so paid, 
satisfied or discharged.- Partial payment, satisfaction or dis-
charge shall not prevent the lienor from proceeding to enforce 
his rights against any unit and the percentage of undivided 
interest in the common areas and facilities appurtenant 
thereto not so paid, satisfied or discharged. 1963 
57-8-20. Lien for nonpayment of common expenses. 
(1) .Every unit owner shall pay his proportionate share of 
the common expenses. Payment shall be in the amounts and 
at the times determined by the management committee in 
accordance with the terms of the declaration or the bylaws. 
(2) (a) An assessment levied against each unit is a debt of 
the owner at the time the assessment- is made and is 
collectible as such., •' . 
(b) The association is entitled to. recover all expenses 
incurred by the association in collecting any unpaid 
assessment, including reasonable"attorney fees, whether 
an action is brought against an 'owner under Subsection 
(3), or whether a-suit to foreclose the lien upon the unit is 
instituted under/ Subsection (4). 
(3) Suit to recover a money judgment for any unpaid 
assessment is maintainable without foreclosing or waiving the 
lien securing it. The prevailing party in the action is entitled 
to recover its costs of suit and reasonable attorney fees. 
(4) (a) Subject to Subsection 57-8-37(6), if any unit owner 
fails or refuses to pay an assessment when due, that 
amount constitutes a lien on the interest of the owner in 
the property, and upon the recording of notice of lien by 
the* manager or management committee it is a lien upon 
the unit, owner's interest in the properly prior to all other 
liens and encumbrances, recorded or unrecorded, except: 
(i) tax'and special assessment liens on the unit in 
favor of any assessing unit or special improvement 
district; and 
1
 -"~ *^
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which by law would be a lien prior to subsequently \ 
- recorded encumbrances. « ; 
(b) The lien for nonpayment of an assessment may be j 
enforced by sale or foreclosure of the unit owner's interest 
by the manager or management committee. The sale or 
foreclosure shall be conducted in the same manner as [ 
foreclosures in deeds of trust or mortgages or in any other i 
•manner permitted by law. %
 f • 
(c) In any foreclosure or sale, the unit owner shall pay [ 
the costs and expenses of such proceedings and reason- \ 
able attorney fees. If so provided in the declaration OT 
bylaws, in the case of foreclosure, the owner shall pay a \ 
reasonable rental for Jhe unit, and the plaintiff in the \ 
foreclosure action may require the appointment of a | 
receiver to collect the rental without regard to the value of \ 
' the mortgage security.' * * 
(d) Unless otherwise provided in t he declaration, the j 
manager or management committee may bid in the -unit \ 
at foreclosure or other sale and hold, lease, mortgage, or . | 
convey the unit. j 
(5) (a) When authorized in the declaration, bylaws, or rules \ 
adopted by the management committee, if the owner fails \ 
or refuses to pay any assessment when due, the manage- j 
ment committee may, after giving notice and an opportu- ( 
nity to be heard in accordance with Subsection (5)(b): 
* (i) terminate an owner's right .to receive utility i 
services paid as a common expense; and \ 
(ii) terminate an owner's right of access and use of 
recreational faculties. i 
(b) Before termin ating utility services or right of access j 
and use of recreational facilities under Subsection (5)(a), \ 
the manager or management committee shall give written j 
notice to the unit owner in the manner provided in the \ 
declaration, bylaws, or association rules. The notice shall \ 
state: / * . 1 
(i) utility services or right of access and use of » 
recreational facilities will be terminated if payment 
of the assessment is not received within the time 
provided in the declaration, bylaws,' or* association 
rules, which time shall be stated and he at least 48 
hours; 
(ii) the'amount of the assessment due, including 
any -interest or late payment fee; and 
(iii) the right to request a hearing under- Subsec-
tion (5)(c). 
(c) A unit owner who is given notice under Subsection 
(5)©)-may.request an informal hearing to dispute the 
assessment by submitting a written request to the man-
agement committee within 14 days from the date the 
notice is received. * 
(i) The hearing shall be conducted in accordance 
with the standards provided i n the declaration, by-
laws, or association rules. 
(ii) If a hearing is requested, utility services or 
right of access and use or recreational facilities may 
not be terminated until after the hearing has been 
; conducted and a final decision has been entered. 
(d) Upon payment of the assessment due, including 
any interest or late payment fee, the manager or manage-
ment committee shall immediately take' action to rein-
state the terminated utility services to the unit. 
(e) The remedies provided in this Subsection (5) shall 
. .only apply to residential condominium units. 
(6) (a) If authorized in the declaration or bylaws, the owner 
of a unit who is leasing the unit fails to pay any assess-
ment for a period of more than 60 days after it is due and 
payable, the management committee, upon compliance 
with this Subsection.(6)(a), may demand the tenantto pay 
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owner, commencing with the next monthly or other peri-
odic payment, until the amount-due to the association is 
paid. 
" (b) The manager, or management committee must give 
the unit owner written notice, in accordance with the ' 
declaration, bylaws, or association rules, of its intent to 
demand .full payment from the tenant. This notice shall: 
(i) provide notice to the tenant that full payment of 
remaining lease payments will commence with the 
next monthly or other periodic payment unless the 
assessment is received within the time period 'pro-
vided in the declaration, bylaws, or association rules; 
(ii) state the amount of the assessment due, in-
cluding any interest or late payment fee; 
(iii) state that any costs of collection, not to exceed 
$150, and other assessments that become due may be 
added to the total amount due; and * 
(iv) provide the requirements and rights described 
in Subsections (6)(b) through (f). * 
*(c) If the unit owner fails to pay the amount of the 
assessment due by the date specified in the notice, the 
manager or management committee may deliver written 
notice to the tenant, in accordance with the declaration, 
bylaws, or associatioii rules, that demands future pay-
ments due to the owner be paid to the association pursu-
ant to Subsection (6)(d). A copy of the notice must be 
mailed to the unit owner. The notice provided to the 
tenant must state: 
(i) that due to the owner's failure to pay the 
assessment within $he time period allowed, ihe owner 
has been notified of the management committee's 
intent to collect all lease payments due to the associ-
ation pursuant to Subsection (6)(a); 
(ii) that until notification by the association that 
the assessment due, including any interest or iate 
payment fee, has been paid, all future lease payments 
due to the owner are to be paid to the association; and 
(iii) payment by the tenant to the association in 
compliance with this Subsection (6) will not consti-
tute'a default under the terms of the lease agreement. 
If payment is in compliance with this Subsection (6) 
suit or other action may not be initiated by the owner 
against the tenant for failure to pay. 
(d) All funds paid to the association pursuant to Sub- . 
section (6)(c) shall be deposited in a separate account and 
disbursed to the association until the assessment due, 
together with any cost of administration which' may not 
exceed ^25, is paid in fulL Any remaining balance must be' • 
paid to;the owner within five business days of payment in 
full to the associatioii. 
(e) Within five business days of payment in full of the 
assessment, including any interest or late payment fee, 
* the manager or management committee must notify the 
tenant in. writing that future lease payments are no 
longer due to the association. A copy of this notification 
must be mailed to the unit owner. 
(f) As used in this* Subsection (6), "lease" or 'leasing* 
means regular, exclusive occupancy of a unit by any 
person or persons, other than the unit owner, for which 
the unit owner receives any consideration or benefit, 
including a fee, service^ gratuity, or emolument. 
7) (a) The manager or management committee shall, upon 
the written request of any unit owner and upon payment 
of a/reasonable fee not to exceed $10, .issue a written 
statement indicating any unpaid assessments with re-
spect-to the unit covered by the request. This written 
agement committee in favor of all persons who rely on the 
written statement in good faith. 
(b) Unless the manager or management committee 
complies with the request for a statement of any unpaid 
assessments within 10 days, all .unpaid assessments 
which became due prior to the date the request was made 
are subordinate to the lien Held by the person requesting 
the statement. * , * 
(8) Any encumbrancer holding a lien on a unit may pay any 
unpaid assessment due with respect to the unit. Upon pav-
ement, the encumbrancer has a lien on the unit for the amounts 
paid. 
(9;HRem6dies provided in this section, by law, or- in equity 
are not considered to be mutually exclusive. ' 29io 
57-8-J21. Acquisition through tax deed or foreclosure of 
liens. 
In the event any person,shall acquire, through foreclosure, 
exercise, of power of sale, or other eirforcemeinVof any lien, or 
by tax deed, the interest of any unit owner, the interest 
acquired shall be subject to all the provisions of this act and to 
the covenants, conditions and restrictions contained in' the 
declaration, the condominium plat, the bylaws, the house, 
rules/or any deed affecting the interest then in force. * 2003 x 
57-8-22. Removal of. property from statutory provi-
sions. " 
(!) All of the unit owners may remove a property from the 
provisions of this act by an instrument duly recorded to that 
effect, provided that the holders of all liens affectmg.any of the 
.units consent or agree by iiistnrments duly recorded, that 
their liens be transferred to the percentage of the undivided 
interest of the unit owner in the property. 
(2) Upon removal of the property from the provisions of this ' 
act, the property shall be deemed to be owned in common by 
the unit owners. The undivided interest in the property owned 
in common which shall appertain to each unit owner shall be 
the percentage of undivided interest previously owned by such 
owner in the common areas and facilities. - 1963 
57-8-23. Removal no bar to subsequent resubmission. 
The removal provided for in Section. 57-8-22 sh.aH not bar 
the subsequent resubmission of the property to the provisions 
of this act. * . 1963 
57-8-24. Common-profits, common expenses, and vot-
ing rights. 
. The common profits of the property shall be distributed , 
among, the common expenses shall be charged to, and the 
c voting rights shall be available to, the unit owners according 
to their respective percentage or fractional undivided interests. 
in the common areas and facilities. . * . 1975 
57-8-25. Joint and several liability of grantor and 
'grantee for turpaid common expenses. 
In a voluntary conveyance, the grantee of a unit shall be 
jointly and severally liable with the grantor for all unpaid 
assessments against "the latter for his share of the common 
expenses up to tEe time of the grant or conveyance, without 
prejudice to the grantee's rights to recover from the grantor 
the amounts paid by the grantee. However, any such grantee 
shall be entitled to a statement from the manager or manage-
ment committee setting forth the" amounts of the unpaid 
assessments' against the grantor, and-such grantee shall not 
be liable for, nor shall the unit conveyed be subject to a lien for, 
..any unpaid assessments against the grantor in excess of the 
amount set forth. '
 u 1963 
• 57-8-26. Waiver of use of common areas and facilities 
— Abandonment of unit. 
No unit owner may exempt himself from liability for his 
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57-8-27. Separate taxation. 
.(1) Each unit and its percentage of undivided interest in the 
common or community areas and facilities shall be considered 
to be a parcel and shall be subject to separate assessment and 
taxation by each assessing unit, local district, and special 
service district for all types of taxes authorized by law, . 
including ad valorem levies and special assessments. Neither 
the building or buildings, the property, nor any of the common 
areas and facilities may be considered a parcel. 
(2) In the event any of the interests in real property made 
subject to this chapter by the declaration are leasehold inter-*'" 
ests, if the lease creating these interests is. of record in the 
office of the county recorder, if the balance of the .term 
remaining under the lease is at least 40 years at the time the 
leasehold interest is made subject to'this chapter, if units are 
situated or are to be situated on or within the real property 
covered by the lease, and if the lease provides that the lessee 
shall pay all taxes andrassessments imposed by governmental 
authority, then until ten years prior to. the date that the 
leasehold is to expire or until the lease is terminated,* which-
ever first occurs, all'taxes and assessments* on the real 
property covered by the lease shall be levied against the owner 
of the lessee's interest. If the owner of the reversion under the 
lease has executed the declaration and condominium*'plat, 
until ten years prior to the date that the leasehold is to expire, 
or until the lease is terminated, whichever first occurs, all 
taxes and assessments .on the real property covered by the 
lease shall be separately levied against the unit owners 
having an interest in 'the lease, with each unit owner for 
taxation purposes being considered the owner of .a parcel 
consisting of his undivided condominium interest in the fee of 
the real property affected by the lease. 
" (3) No forfeiture or sale of the improvements or the prop-
erty as a whole 'for- delinquent real estate taxes, special 
assessments, or charges shall divest or in. anywise affect the 
title to an individual unit if the real estate taxes or duly levied 
share of the assessments and charges on the individual unit 
• are currently paid. " * . 
(4) Any exemption from taxes that may exist on real prop-
erty or the ownership of the property may not be denied by 
virtue of the submission of the property to this chapter. 
(5) Timeshare interests and timeshare estates, as defined 
in Subsection 57-19-2(17), may not be separately taxed but 
shall be valued, assessed, and taxed &t the unit level. The 
value of timeshare interests and timeshare estates, for pur-
poses of ad valorem taxation, shall be determined by valuing 
the real property interest associated with the timeshare 
interest or timeshare estate, exclusive of the value of any 
intangible property and rights'associated with the acquisition, 
operation, ownership,,and use of the timeshare interest "or 
timesnare estate, including the fees and posts associated with 
the sale of timeshare interests and timeshare estates that 
exceed those fees and costs normally incurred in the sale of 
other similar properties, the fees and costs associatedwith the 
operation,. ownership, and use of timeshare interests and 
1
 timeshare estates, vacation exchange rights, vacation conve-
niences and services", club memberships, and, any other intan-
gible rights and benefits available to a timeshare unit, owner. 
Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring the 
assessment of any. real property interest associated with a 
timeshare interest of timeshare estate at less than its fair 
market value. Notice of assessment, delinquency, sale, or. any 
other purpose required by law is considered sufficient for all 
purposes if the notice is given to the management committee. 
5 " 2007 
57-B-28. Exemption from rules of property. 
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sonable restraints on alienation shall not be applied to defeat 
any of the provisions of this act, or of any declaration, bylaws 
or other document executed in accordance with this act. 1963 
57-8-29. Insurance. 
(1) The manager, management committee, or association of 
unit owners shall obtain insurance again st loss or damage by 
fire and other hazards for: ' -
(a) all common areas and facilities; and 
(b) all buildings that contain more than one condomin-
. ium unit, including any improvement which is a perma-
nent part of a building. 
(2) Insurance coverage shall be written on the property in 
the name of the -manager, management committee, or associ-
ation of unit owners, as trustee for each of the unit owners in 
• the percentages established in the declaration. 
(3) Premiums on.insurance required by this section shall be 
common expenses. * 
(4) Provision for insurance shall be without prejudice to the 
right of each unit owner to insure his own unit for his benefit. 
' • ',
 200
° 
57-8-30. Application of insurance proceeds to recon-
struction. 
In case of fire or any other disaster, t h e insurance proceeds, 
if sufficient to reconstruct t h e building, shall b e applied to 
such reconstruction. Reconstruction of t h e building, as u s e d in 
th is section a n d Section 57-8-31, means-restoring the building 
to substantial ly t h e same condition in which i t existed pr ior to 
the fire or other disaster, w i th each u n i t and the common 
elements having the same vertical and horizontal boundaries 
as before. • • • . ' 1963* 
57-8-31. Disposition of property where insurance pro-
ceeds are. insufficient for reconstruction. 
Unless otherwise provided in the declaration or bylaws, if 
the insurance proceeds are insufficient to reconstruct the 
building, damage to or destruction of the building shall be 
promptly repaired and restored by the manager or manage-
ment committee, using proceeds of insurance, if any, on the 
building for that purpose, and the unit owners shall be liable, 
for assessment for any deficiency. However, if .three-fourths or 
more of the building is destroyed or substantially damaged 
and if the unit owners, by a vote of at least three-fourths of 
such unit owners, do not voluntarily, vathin one hundred days 
after such destruction or damage, make provision for recon-
struction, the manager or- management committee shall 
record^ with the county recorder, a notice setting forth such 
facts, and upon the recording of such notice: 
(1) The- property shall be* deemed to be owned in 
common by the unit owners; - ' * " 
(2) The undivided interest in the property* owned in 
common which shall appertain to each unit owner shall be 
the percentage of undivided interest previously owned by 
such owner in the common' elements; 
(3) Anyhens affecting any of the units shall be deemed 
to be transferred in accordance with the existing priorities 
to the undivided interest ofthe unit owner in the prop-
erty; and * . 
(4) The property shall be subject to an action for 
partition at the suit of any unit owner, in which event the 
net proceeds of sale, together with the net proceeds ofthe 
insurance on the property, if any, shall be considered as 
one fond and shall be divided among all the unit owners 
in a percentage eqaal to the percentage of undivided 
interest owned by each owner in-the property, after first 
paying out ofthe respective shares ofthe unit owners, to 
the extent sufficient for the purposes, all Hens on the 
imrlwided interest in the nrouertv owned bv each unit 
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57-8-32. Sale of property. 
Unless otherwise provided in the declaration or bylaws, and 
notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 57-8-30 and 57-8--
31, the unit owners may, by an affirmative vote of at least 
three-fourths of such unit owners, at a meeting of unit owners ' 
duly called for such purpose, elect to sell or otherwise dispose 
of the property. Such action shall be binding upon all "unit 
owners and it shall thereupon become the duty of every unit 
owner to execute and deliver such instruments and to perform 
all acts as in manner and form may be necessary to effect the 
sale. , r- *> 1963. 
57-8-32.5. Property t a k e n by eminent domain — Allo-
cation of a w a r d — Reallocation of interests . 
(1) If any portion of the common areas and facilities is 
taken by eminent domain, the award for it shall be allocated to 
the unit owners in proportion to their respective undivided 
interests in the common areas and facilities. 
(2) If any units are taken by eminent domain, the undivided 
interest in the common areas and facilities appertaining to 
these units shall thenceforth appertain to the remaining 
units, being allocated to them in proportion to their respective 
undivided interests in the common areas and facilities. The 
court shall enter a decree reflecting the reallocation of undi-
vided'interests. so produced, and the award shall include, 
without limitation, just compensation to the unit owner of any 
unit taken for his undivided interest in the common areas and 
facilities as well as for his unit. 
(3) If portions of any unit are taken by eminent domain, the 
court shall determine the fair market value of the portions of 
the unit not taken, and the undivided interest in the common 
areas and facilities appertaining to any such units shall be 
reduced, in the case of each unit, in proportion to the m'minu-
tion in the fair market value of the unit resulting from the 
taking. The portions of. undivided- interest in the co:mmon 
areas and facuities thus divested from the unit owners- of 
these units shall be reallocated among these units arid the 
other units in the condominium project in proportion to'their 
respective undivided interests in the common areas and 
facilities, with any units partially taken participating in the 
reallocation on the basis of their undivided interests as 
reduced in accordance with the preceding sentence. The court 
shall enter a- decree reflecting the reallocation of undivided 
interests produced by "this, and the award shall' include, 
without limitation, just compensation to the unit owner of any 
unit partially taken for that portion of his undivided interest 
in the common areas and facilities divested from him by 
operation of the first sentence of this Subsection (3), and not 
revested in him by operation of the following sentence, as well 
as for that portion of his unit taken by eminent domain. 
. (4) The court shall enter a decree reflecting the reallocation 
of undivided interests produced by this, and the award shall 
include, without limitation, just compensation- to the unit 
owner of any unit partially taken for that portion of his 
undivided interest in the common areas and facilities divested 
from hi-m and also not revested in him under this Subsection 
(4), as well as .for that portion of his unit taken by eminent 
domain. - . 
(5) I£ however, the taking of a portion of any unit makes it 
impractical to use the remaining portion of that unit for any 
lawfal purpose permitted by the declaration, then the entire 
undivided interest in the common areas and facilities apper-
taining to that unit shall thenceforth appertain to the remain-
ing units, being allocated to them in proportion to their 
respective undivided interest in the common areas and facil-
ities,, and the remaining portion of that unit shall thenceforth 
be a common area and facility. The court shall enter a decree 
fa.41 r\rAA-^ry 4-T-. « - M n n l l Ann- l - inTi rvf -rtf* #3-ITTI A a. A 4i-k4-rv»»r\n4-rt •rwr\Art n.r\A T-vr-r 
compensation, to the unit owner of the unit for his entire 
undivided interest in the common areas and facilities and for 
his entire unit. . . 1975 
57-8-33. Actions. 
"Without limiting the rights of any unit owner, actions may 
be brought by the manager or management committee, in 
either case in the discretion of the'management committee, on 
behalf of two or more of the unit owners, as their respective 
interest may appear, .with respect to any cause of action 
relating to the common areas and facilities or more than one 
unit. Service of process on two or more unit owners in any 
action relating to the common areas and facilities or more 
than one unit may be made on-the person designated in the 
•declaration-to receive service of process.- . 1963 
57-8-34. Persons subject to provisions a n d agree-
ments . 
(1) All unit owners, tenants of such owners, employees of 
owners and tenants, or any other person who may in any 
manner use the property or any part thereof submitted to t h e 
provisions of this act shall be subject to tins act and to the 
declaration and bylaws adopted pursuant to'the provisions of 
this act.
 % - . 
(2) All agreements, decisions and determinations fewiully 
made by the manager, management committee or by the 
association of unit owners in accordance with this act, t h e 
declaration or bylaws, shall be deemed to be binding on all 
unit owners. 1S63 
V
 # * 
" 57-8-35. Effect of other laws — Compliance w i th ord i -
nances and codes — Approval of projects b y 
- municipality o r county. 
(1) I he provisions of this chapter .shall be in addition and 
supplemental to all other.provisions of law, statutory or 
judicially declared, provided that wherever the application of 
the provisions of this chapter conflict with the application of 
such other provisions, this chapter shall prevail: provided 
further, for purposes of Sections 10-9a-604, l0.-9a-6H, and 
17-27a-603 and provisions of similar import and any law or 
ordinance adopted pursuant thereto, a condominium project 
shall be considered to be a subdivision, and a condommiurn 
plat or supplement thereto prepared pursuant to this chapter 
shall be considered to be a subdivision map or plat, only with 
respect to: 
(a) such real property or improvements, if any, -as are 
intended to be dedicated to the use of the public in% 
connection with the creation of the condominium project 
or portion thereof concerned; and 
(b) those units, if any, included in the condominium 
project or portion thereof concerned which are not con-
tained in existing or proposed buildings. „ 
(2) Nothing in this chapter shall be interpreted to state or 
imply that a condominium project, unit, association, or unit 
. owners, or management committee is exempt by this -chapter 
from compliance with'the zoning ordinance, building and 
sanitary codes, and similar development regulations which 
have been adopted by a municipaHty or county. No condomin-
ium project or any use within said project or any unit or parcel 
or parcel of landrindicated as a separate unit or any structure 
within said project shall be permitted which is not incompli-
ance with said ordinances" and codes. 
(3) From and after the time a municipality or county shall * 
have established a planning commission, no condominium 
project or any condominium plat, declaration, or other mate-
rial as required for recordation under this chapter shall be 
recorded in the office of the county recorder unless and until 
the foHowing mentioned attributes of said condommiurn 
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of this power, the legislative body of a mumcipality or county 
may provide by ordinance for the approval of condominium 
projects proposed within its limits. This ordinance may in-
clude and shall be limited to a procedure for approval of 
condominium projects, the standards and the criteria for the 
geographical- layout of a condominium project, facilities for 
utility lines androads which shall be constructed, the'percent-
age .of the project which must be devoted to common or 
recreational use'; and the content of the declaration with 
respect to the standards which must be adhered to concerning 
maintenance, upkeep, and operation of any roads, utility 
facilities, recreational areas, and open spaces included in the 
project. ' 
(4) Any' ordinance adopted by the legislative body of a 
municipality or county which outlines the procedures for 
approval of a condominium project shall provide for:. 
(a) a preliminary approval, which, among other things, 
will then authorize the developer of the condominium 
project to proceed with the project; and 
(b) a final approval which will certify that all of the 
requirements set forth in the preliminary approval either 
have been accomplished or have been assured of accom-
plishment'by bond or other appropriate means. No decla-
ration or condominium plat shall be recorded in the office 
of the county recorder until a final approval has been 
' granted. *, 2005 
57-8-36. Existing projects—Effect of statutory amend-
ments. 
Any condominium project established by instruments filed 
for record prior to the effective date of the foregoing amend-
ments to the Condominium Ownership Act (hereinafter re-
ferred to as - an "^existing project") 'and the rights and obliga-
tions of all parties^ interested in any such existing project 
shall, to the -.extent that the declaration, bylaws, and condo-
minium plat concerning the existing project are inconsistent 
with the provisions of these amendments, be governed and 
controlled by the .provisions of the Condominium Ownership 
Act as they existed prior to these amendments and by the 
terms of the existing project's declaration, bylaws, and condo-
minium plat to the extent that these terms are consistent with 
applicable law other than these amendments. Any existing 
* project containing or purportingto contain time period units, 
* convertible land, or convertible space, any existing project 
which is or purports to be a contractible, expandable, or 
leasehold condominium, the validity of any such project, and 
the vahdity and enforceability of any provisions concerning 
" time period units, convertible land, convertible space, with-
drawable land, additional land, or leased land which are set 
forth in an existing project's declaration, bylaws, or condoniin-
ium plat, shall be governed by applicable law in effect prior to 
these amendments, including principles relating to reason-
ableness, certainty, and constructive and actual notice, shall 
not necessarily be ineffective'or defeated in whole or in part 
because the projector provision in question does not comply or 
* substantially comply with those reqturements of the foregoing 
amendments which would have been applicable had the in-
struments creating the project been recorded after the effec-
tive date of these amendments, but shall, in any event, be 
valid, effective, and enforceable if the project or provision in 
question either substantially complies with those require-
ments of the foregoing amendments which relate to the 
subject at issue or employs an arrangement which substan-
tially achieves the same policy as underlies those require-
ments of the foregoing amendments which relate to the 
subject at issue: ' * 2003 
57-8-37. Fines. 
(1) (a) If authorized in the declaration, bylaws, or associa-
t ion rules, thfi mnnpfrawnr,* - *" 
condominium project may assess a fine against a unit 
owner after the'requirements of Subsection (2) have been 
met for a violation of the rules and regulations of the 
association of unit owners which have been promulgated 
- in accordance with this chapter and the declaration and 
bylaws. 
(b) The management committee of a nonresidential 
condominium, project may not assess a fine against a unit 
owner. • . 
(2) Before assessing a fine under Subsection (l),Hhe man-
agement committee-shall give notice to the unit owner of the 
violation and inform the owner that a fine will he imposed if 
the violation is not cured within the time provided in the 
declaration, bylaws, or association rules, which shall be at 
least 48 hours. ' 
(3) (a) A fine assessed under Subsection <1) shall: 
(i) be made only for a violation of a rule or regula-
tion which is specifically listed in the declaration, 
^ bylaws, or association rules as an offense which is 
• subject to :a fine; . 
(ii) be in the amount specifically provided for in the 
declaration, bylaws, or association rules for that 
. specific type of violation, not to exceed $500; and 
(iii) accrue interest and late fees as provided in the 
declaration, bylaws, or association rules. ; 
(b) Cumulative fines for a continuing violation may not, 
exceed $500 per month. ' 
(4) Aunit owner who is assessed a fine under Subsection (1) 
may request an informal hearing to,protest or dispute the fine 
within 30 days from the date the fine is assessed. The hearing 
shall be conducted in accordance with the standards provided 
in the declaration, bylaws, or association rules. No interest or 
late fees may accrue until after the hearing has been con-
ducted and a final decision has been rendered. • 
(5) Aunit owner may appeal a fine issued under Subsection 
(1) by initiating a civil action within 180 days after: 
(a) a hearing has been held and a final decision has 
been rendered by the" management committee under Sub-
section (4); or 
(b) the time to request an informal hearing under 
Subsection (4) has expired without the unit owner making 
such a request. 
C6)'A fine assessed under Subsection (1) which remains 
unpaid after the time for appeal under Subsection (5) has 
expired becomes a hen .against the unit owner's interest in the 
property in accordance with .the same standards as a Hen for 
the nonpayment of common expenses under Section 57-8-20. 
' , . 2001 
57-8-38. Arbitration. 
The declaration, bylaws, or association rules may provide 
that disputes between the parties shall be submitted to 
arbitration pursuant to Title 78B, Chapter 11, Utah Uniform 
Arbitration Act. - * * 2008 
57-8-39. Limitation on requirements for amending 
declaration or bylaws. * r 
(1) When the period of control described in Section 57-8-
16.5 ends, neither the declaration nor bylaws may require that 
an amendment to the declaration or bylaws be approved by 
more than 67% of the voting interests. 
(2) Voting interests under Subsection (1) are calculated in 
the manner required by the declaration or bylaws. 
(3) Nothing in this section affects any other rights reserved 
by a declarant. 
(4) Subsection (1) does not apply to an amendment affecting 
only: , . . * 
j (a) the "undivided interest of each unit owner in the 
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(b) unit boundaries; or 
(c) members'voting rights'. 
(5) (a) A contract for services such as garbage collection, 
maintenance, lawn care, or snow removal executed on 
behalf of the association during a period of aobninistrative 
control is binding beyond the period of administrative 
control unless terminated by the board of directors after 
the period of administrative control ends. 
(b) Subsection (5)(a) does not apply to golf course and 
amenity management, utilities, cable services, and other 
, similar services that require an investment of infrastruc-
.ture or capital, . 2007 
f-8-40. Organization of an association of unit owners 
under other law — Priority — Reorganiza-
tion. 
(1) As used in this section, "organizational documents" 
eans the documents related to the formation'or operation of 
iegal entity formed by the management committee or the 
sclarant. 
(2) If permitted, required, or acknowledged by the declara-
on, the management committee may organize an association 
ixmit owners into a nonprofit corporation in accordance with 
itle 16, Chapter 6a, Utah Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act, 
r other entity organized under other law. 
.(3) Organizational documents for a nonprofit corporation or 
ther entity formed in accordance with Subsection (2) shall, to 
le extent possible, not conflict with the rights and obligations 
)und in the declaration and any of the association's bylaws 
gcorded at the time of the formation of a nonprofit corporation 
r other entity under Subsection (2). 
(4) Notwithstanding any conflict with the declaration or 
ny recorded bylaws, the organizational documents of an 
ntity formed in accordance with Subsection (2) .may include 
ny additional indemnification and Uability limitation provi-
ion for the management committee members and officers of 
he association that is permitted by the chapter under which 
he association is organized for board members, directors, and 
fficers, or similar persons in a position of control. 
(5) In the event of a conflict between this chapter's provi-
dons, a statute under which the association of unit owners is 
)rganized, documents concerning the organization of the as-
sociation of unit owners as a nonprofit corporation or other 
mtity, the declaration, the bylaws, and association rules, the 
following order prevails: 
(a) this chapter controls over a conflicting provision 
* found in any of the sources listed in Subsections (5)(b) 
through (f); 
. (b) Title 16, Chapter 6a, Utah Kevised Nonprofit Cor-
poration Act, or any other law under which an entity'is 
organized controls over a conflicting provision in any of 
the sources listed in Subsections (5)(c) through (f); 
(c)' an organizational document filed in accordance with 
Title 16; Chapter 6a, Utah Eevised Nonprofit Corporation 
Act, or any other law under which an entity is organized 
controls over a conflicting provision in any of the sources 
listed in Subsections (5)(d) through (f); 
(d) the declaration controls over a conflicting provision 
in any of the sources listed in Subsections (5)(e) or (f); 
(e) the bylaws.control over a conflicting provision in 
association rules; and 
(f) the association rules yield to a conflicting provision 
in any of the sources listed in Subsection (5)(a) through 
. (e). 
(6) Immediately upon the legal formation of an entity in 
compliance with this section, the association and unit owners 
are smbi^ r*. tn anv right, obligation, procedure, and remedy 
modified by the management committee for filing or 
re-filing if the modified version is otherwise consistent 
with this section's provisions. 
t (b) An organizational document attached to a declara-
tion that is filed and concerns the organization of an 
entity may be amended in accordance with its own terms 
or any applicable law, notwithstanding the met that the 
organizational document might be recorded. 
(c) Except for amended bylaws, an initial or amended 
organizational document properly filed with, the state 
does not need to be recorded. 
(8) This section applies to the reorganization of an associ-
ation of unit owners previously organized if the entity's status 
is terminated or dissolved without the possibility of reinstate-
ment. 
(9) (a) This section applies to all condominium projects, 
• whether established before or after May 5, 2008. 
(b) This section does not validate or invalidate the 
organization of an association that occurred before May 5, 
2Q08, whether or not the association was otherwise in 
compliance with this section. 2008 
57-8-41. Lender approval — Declaration amendments 
and association action. 
(1) If a security holder's consent is a condition for amending 
a declaration or bylaw, or for an action of the association of 
unit owners or management committee, then, subject to Sub-
section (4), the security holder's consent is presumed i£ 
(a) written notice of the proposed amendment or action 
"is sent by certified or registered mail to the security 
holder?s address listed for receiving notice in the recorded 
trust deed or other .recorded document evidencing the 
. security interest; 
.(b) 60 days have passed after the day on which notice 
• was mailed- and 
(c) the person designated for receipt of the response in 
the notice has. not received a written response from the 
security holder either consenting to or refusing to accept 
the amendment or action. 
(2) The provisions of Subsection (1) shall apply to: . 
(a) an association of unit
 r owners formed before and 
after May 12, 2009; and 
(b) documents- created and recorded before and after 
May 12, 2009. . 
(3) If, under Subsection (1), a security holder's address for 
receiving notice is not provided in the recorded documents 
evidencing the security interest, the association of unit own-
ers: 
(a) shall use reasonable* efforts to find a mailing ad-
dress for the security holder; and 
(b) may send the notice to any address obtained under 
Subsection (3)(a). 
(4) If a security holder responds in writing within 60 days 
after the day on which the notice is mailed under Subsection 
(1), indicating that the security interest has been assigned or 
conveyed to another person, without any recorded document 
evidencing such a conveyance, the association of unit owners: 
(a) may not presume the security holder's consent 
' under Subsection (1); and 
(b) shall send a notice in accordance with Subsection 
(1) to the person assigned or conveyed the security inter-. 
• est. 
(5) The association of unit owners shall: 
(a) send a notice as described in Subsection (4)(b) to the 
v person assigned or conveyed the interest at an address 
provided by the security holder under SJubsection (4); or 
- - - • • i i i n V l « 
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